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Abstract
Surviving influenza infection requires a balance of pro- and anti- inflammatory signals, to
promote viral clearance while preventing immunopathology. CD4+ T cells are central to this
balance, exerting positive and negative influences on the immune response to infection. Since
dysregulated CD4+ T cell responses are detrimental to survival, understanding the mechanisms
controlling CD4+ T cell function during infection is essential. This thesis examines two aspects
of CD4+ T cell regulation, the effect of the immunoregulatory cytokine IL-27 on CD4+ T cell
function and the epigenetic control of the CD4+ T cell response to influenza.
In chapter 3, I show that IL-27 signalling can regulate the immune response to influenza by
inducing IL-10 from effector CD4+ T cells in primary and recall infection. Since regulated IL-10
expression is important for a protective Th1 response, I investigated the mechanism through
which IL-27 promotes CD4+ T cell derived IL-10. I found that IL-27 signalling enhances IL-10
expression from effector CD4+ T cells in a primary response but memory cells lose their
responsiveness to IL-27. However, these memory cells re-express IL-10 in a recall response to
influenza due to an IL-27 induced permissive epigenetic signature deposited at the Il10 locus
during primary activation. In chapter 4, I investigated the effect of IL-27 on functional
specialisation in Tregs during infection. Upon exposure to IL-27, airway Tregs exhibited a Th1
adapted phenotype characterised by increased T-bet, CXCR3 and IL-10 expression.
In Chapter 5, I investigated the link between histone modifications and gene-expression in
naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells. I found that dynamic changes in histone modifications
at gene promoters are associated with temporal gene expression patterns and that super-enhancer
target genes encode highly expressed lineage specific determinants in naïve and effector cells. I
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also show that memory cells contain a subset of primed effector genes and re-express key genes
specifying naïve cell identity.
Collectively, my findings indicate that IL-27 regulates effector CD4+ and Treg cell function
in the lung and that the control of gene expression in effector and memory CD4+ T cells can be
achieved through epigenetic modifications at promoter and super-enhancer elements.
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Lay Summary
Influenza is a severe respiratory infection caused by the Influenza A virus. CD4+ T cells are a
key player in the immune response against influenza through their dual roles in enhancing and
inhibiting the immune response. Therefore, if CD4+ T cell responses are too weak, too strong or
the wrong flavour, this can be detrimental to the delicate balance of signals that control the
immunity to influenza. The goal of this thesis was to understand how CD4+ T cells are precisely
regulated during influenza infection. By using a combination of immunological techniques and
high-throughput sequencing, I showed that infection induced cytokine signals and epigenetic
changes act co-operatively to modulate the function of CD4+ T cells during initial and repeat
encounter to influenza. This work provides new insight into the mechanisms that control CD4+ T
cells and may inform novel therapeutic design against influenza such as universal T cell
vaccines.
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Preface
A manuscript version of Chapter 3 is ready for submission
Fonseca, N.M., Lorzadeh, A., Redpath, S.A., Moksa M., Welch, I., Jazdarehee, A., Zhao, B.,
Hirst M., Perona-Wright, G.P.W. IL-27 signaling promotes epigenetic remodelling of the Il10
locus in memory CD4+ T cells following influenza infection. I designed and performed all
experiments for this chapter under Dr. Georgia Perona Wright’s supervision with the following
exceptions:
•

Alireza Lorzadeh performed chromatin immunoprecipitation, prepared DNA libraries and
analysed ChIP Seq data shown in Fig 3.10, Fig 3.11 and Fig 3.12.

•

Dr. Stephen Redpath performed one of three experiments for Fig 3.1 A-D.

•

Michelle Moksa extracted RNA and prepared cDNA libraries for sequencing.

•

Dr. Ian Welch scored and imaged influenza H&E slides shown in Fig 3.14 and 3.15.

•

Billy Zhao, an undergraduate student performed the qPCR shown in Fig 3.5D.

•

Aria Jazdarehee, an undergraduate student under my mentorship, performed the qPCR
shown in Fig 3.12.

A manuscript version of Chapter 4 is ready for submission.
Fonseca, N.M., Redpath, S.A., Tomisawa, M., Jazdarehee, A., Perona-Wright, G.P.W.,.
Functional specialisation of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells following influenza infection. I designed and
performed all experiments for this chapter under Dr. Georgia Perona Wright’s supervision.

•

Dr. Stephen Redpath helped to optimise Foxp3 and GFP recovery staining protocols.
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•

Mio Tomisawa and Aria Jazdarehee, undergraduate students under my supervision,
helped prepare single cell suspensions for flow cytometric analysis.

A version of Chapter 5 will be submitted for publication later this year
Fonseca, N.M., Lorzadeh, A., Bilenky, M., Moksa M., Hirst M., Perona-Wright, G.P.W. Histone
modifications dynamics during the CD4+ T cell response to influenza. This study was carried out
in collaboration with Dr. Martin Hirst’s laboratory at the University of British Columbia. Alireza
Lorzadeh and I have contributed equally to this work. I designed and performed all in vivo and in
vitro experiments required for cell isolation. Alireza Lorzadeh aligned RNA Seq and ChIP Seq
bam files and performed computational analysis specifically for differential gene expression,
peak calling and UCSC genome browser data visualisation. I analysed these datasets using R
statistical software with Alireza Lorzadeh’s guidance.

Animal studies were conducted in accordance with protocols approved by the University of
British Columbia Animal Care Committee and Canadian Council of Animal Care. The project
title and corresponding certificate numbers applicable to this thesis is Cytokines in infection:
A16-0179, A16-0180.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Influenza

1.1.1

Influenza A virus and impact on global health

Influenza A is a single stranded RNA virus belonging to the Orthomyxoviridae family. Human
infection with Influenza A virus (IAV) causes an acute, highly contagious, respiratory disease
called influenza. IAV infections occur as seasonal outbreaks and pandemics resulting in
significant global health and economic burdens (1, 2). The World Health Organisation estimates
the global toll of a seasonal influenza epidemic at 3-5 million cases of severe illness and 290,000
– 650,000 deaths (3, 4). In the United States, the annual cost of a seasonal influenza epidemic is
estimated at $10.4 billion per year in medical expenses and $16.3 billion in lost earnings (5).
Pandemic influenza is far more devastating than the seasonal kind. Historically, the most severe
pandemic was the 1918 Spanish flu outbreak which infected nearly half the world’s population
and caused 50 -100 million deaths (6). In the recent 2009 H1N1 pandemic outbreak, the Centre
for Disease Control (CDC) estimated ~59 million cases of infection, ~ 265,000 hospitalisations
and ~12,000 deaths in the United States alone (7). Understanding IAV pathogenesis and the
limitations of the immune response that counteract the spread of seasonal and pandemic IAV is
therefore imperative to improve global health.

The epidemiological success of IAV in seasonal and pandemic outbreaks is due to the ability of
the virus to evade the immune system. Immune escape occurs through two genetic mechanisms
called antigenic drift and antigenic shift. Antigenic drift is caused by the gradual accumulation of
point mutations in HA and NA genes which encode the immunogenic IAV surface proteins
hemagglutinin and neuraminidase (Fig 1.1). Seasonal IAV strains that undergo antigenic drift
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can escape the neutralising antibody response elicited by previous infections and vaccinations.
Antigenic shift is a more dramatic event that occurs due to reassortment of genomic segments
between genotypically different IAV subtypes infecting the same host. The resulting novel IAV
strain then spreads rapidly through the population due to the lack of pre-existing immunity (1, 2).
For example, the 2009 H1N1 pandemic was caused by a new IAV strain with genomic segments
from swine, avian and human IAV lineages which is thought to have undergone recombination
in a swine host (8, 9). The occurrence of antigenic shift and drift combined with the ease with
which the virus is transmitted once it enters the human population (10, 11) results in the rapid
spread of IAV.
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Figure 1.1: Structure of Influenza A virion
The influenza virome consists of eight RNA segments that encode at least 11 proteins including
Hemagglutinin (HA), Neuraminidase (NA), Matrix proteins (M1 and M2), Polymerase basic
protein (PB1, PB2 and PA), Nucleocapsid protein (NP) and non-structural protein NS. With
permission: Horimoto and Kawaoka (2005) Influenza: lessons from past pandemics, warnings
from current incidents. Nat Reviews Microbiology. 3:591-600
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1.1.2

Disease and treatment of IAV infection in humans

A typical bout of seasonal influenza in healthy adults consists of an incubation period of 1- 4
days, during which asymptomatic viral replication occurs, followed by the abrupt onset of fever,
chills, myalgia, malaise, and a dry cough. Febrile illness lasts around 3-8 days and usually
recovery occurs within a few days to less than two weeks (2). Severe influenza infections
manifest with pulmonary complications such as primary viral pneumonia or secondary bacterial
pneumonia or a combination of both (12). Histopathological evidence indicates that influenza
related pneumonia is caused by direct lung injury due to virus replication and indirect damage by
the host immune response (13, 14). Inability to control IAV replication due to a weakened or
suppressed immune system is thought to increase disease severity among the elderly, those with
chronic medical conditions (asthma, diabetes or heart disease) or immunosuppressive disorders,
pregnant women and young children (15, 16). However, during IAV pandemics such as the 1918
H1N1 Spanish influenza and 2009 H1N1 outbreaks, in addition to the very young and elderly, an
increase in deaths was observed among young adults between 20-40 years of age when compared
with mortality rates from seasonal outbreaks (17, 18). Although the exact cause is unknown and
likely to be multi-factorial, reverse genetics experiments using a reconstructed 1918 virus (19,
20) together with immunological studies in fatal cases of H5N1 avian and 2009 H1N1 infection
in humans (21, 22) indicate that dysregulated immune responses are a significant contributor to
increased mortality during influenza. These studies suggest that an exaggerated immune response
may be just as detrimental as a weak or ineffective immune response during influenza infection.
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Given that high virus load and immunopathology contribute to influenza related mortality, the
ideal therapeutic interventions would therefore act to limit viral replication and regulate the
immune response to influenza. There are currently three classes of anti-viral drugs have been
approved for treatment of influenza infection which target different stages of the influenza life
cycle. They are M2 ion channel inhibitors, neuraminidase inhibitors and RNA dependent RNA
polymerase inhibitors. However, the use of these anti-virals is hampered by a combination of
drug resistance, side effects and limited effectiveness. In Europe and USA, only M2 ion channel
and neuraminidase inhibitors have been approved for treatment but only neuraminidase
inhibitors are currently in use due to widespread resistance against M2 ion channel inhibitors
(23-25). Further, randomised controlled trials of neuraminidase inhibitors in otherwise healthy
patients with uncomplicated influenza have shown that these drugs shorten the duration of
clinical symptoms by less than a day (26, 27). Besides anti-virals, anti-inflammatory drugs such
as systemic steroids were used to treat approximately one third of influenza infected patients
during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic. This rescue therapy was administered to patients who
presented with severe pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). However,
steroid use did not result in better outcomes and instead was associated with increased the risk of
contracting superinfections (28). Together, these studies indicate that better treatments and
therapeutic strategies are urgently needed to protect against influenza.

1.1.3

Current vaccines against influenza

Vaccination is the most effective method to prevent and control the spread of seasonal influenza.
To this effect, the World Health Organisation recommends annual vaccination for persons 6
months or older with special emphasis on pregnant women, elderly individuals, individuals with
5

chronic medical conditions, and healthcare workers. Currently licensed influenza vaccines
include multivalent forms of inactivated, live attenuated and recombinant vaccines (29).
Inactivated vaccines (IIV) act to elicit antibodies primarily against the HA surface protein of
IAV and are available in standard dose, high dose or adjuvanted form to meet the needs of
different age groups. Live attenuated vaccines (LAIV) are made by introducing HA and NA into
the backbone of a replication competent but attenuated cold adapted virus. LAIVs elicit both
neutralising antibody responses and cell mediated immunity and were designed with the aim of
providing better protection than IIV (29). While vaccines do offer yearly protection against
influenza, the problem lies in the fact that vaccine induced protection is not complete and varies
from season to season. For example, vaccine effectiveness (VE) against influenza during the
2015-2016 season was 48% but only 19% in 2014-2016 (30, 31). Studies in the US that
compared IIV and LAIV reveal in the 2013-2014 and 2015-2016 flu seasons, LAIV was found to
be as low as 5% while VE for IIV ranged between 40-60% (31, 32) Variable influenza vaccine
effectiveness is thought to occur due to a combination of factors such as antigenic drift during
the amount of time it takes from selection of IAV strains to vaccine availability, acquisition of
mutational changes during serial egg passage and host factors such as prior influenza exposure or
vaccination history and age (29, 33). Since current vaccines that elicit a neutralising antibody
response to HA and NA epitopes are rendered ineffective by antigenic shift and drift and exhibit
variable effectiveness, there is great need to develop and licence therapeutics such as universal
vaccines that elicit protective immunity against seasonal and pandemic IAV strains.
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1.2

Immune response to IAV

The immune response to influenza is necessary for controlling virus replication in the lung but
aberrant immune responses are associated with severe respiratory disease observed in human
infections with pandemic and avian influenza strains. Studying influenza pathogenesis in animal
models has shown that exaggerated immune cell infiltration and over-production of proinflammatory cytokines and effector molecules can cause lung pathology. This section discusses
the protective and pathogenic roles of the immune response during IAV and identifies the
immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 as a critical regulator of immunity during infection.

1.2.1

Innate immune response: protection versus pathology

The immune response to influenza is initiated following entry of IAV into respiratory epithelial
cells via attachment to α- 2,6 or α-2,3 linked sialic acid residues on the cell surface. Pattern
recognition receptors (TLRs, RIG-1, NLRP3) present in endosomes or the cytosol of respiratory
epithelial cells and lung resident alveolar macrophages, dendritic cells and monocytes detect
viral pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) such as dsRNA and ssRNA. PRRsignaling through MyD88, TRIF or MAVS-dependent pathways and lead to the activation of the
transcription factors such as NFkB, IRF7 and IRF3, which stimulate the expression of Type 1
and III interferons, pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (34, 35). Type 1 and Type 3
IFNs induce an anti-viral state by signalling through their cell surface receptors IFNAR and
IFNLR in an autocrine or paracrine manner to activate Interferon Stimulated Genes (ISGs).
Well-knowns ISGs include Mx1, ZAP, PKR, viperin and tetherin, which function to inhibit
different stages of the IAV life cycle. Type 1 IFNs, together with PRR signaling, also induce
sustained expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNFα, IL-1 and IL-6) and chemokines
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(CXCL10, CCL2, CCL4, CCL5) from respiratory epithelial cells, lung dwelling alveolar
macrophages and dendritic cells (36-38). Early chemokine expression recruits innate immune
cells including neutrophils, monocytes and natural killer cells (NK cells) from circulation into
the lung (39).

Neutrophils arrive as early as 6 hours post infection and together with alveolar macrophages are
critical for the control of viral replication through phagocytosis of apoptotic virus infected cells
(40, 41). However, neutrophils also contribute to acute lung injury through the production of
reactive oxygen species, myeloperoxidase and neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) (42-44). NK
cells directly control virus replication through lysis of infected cells by binding IAV-HA with
cytotoxicity receptors NKp44 and NKp46 receptors (45, 46) but NK cell derived IL-6 and IL-12
expression is associated with increased IAV morbidity and mortality (47). Monocytes are
recruited to the lung in a CCR2 dependent manner and differentiate to form monocyte derived
dendritic cells and exudate macrophages. While monocyte derived DCs produce Type 1 IFNs
and stimulate robust CD8+ T cell proliferation in the lung these DCs together with exudate
macrophages also cause lung damage by producing large amounts of TNF𝛼 and nitric oxide
synthase (48-50). When CCR2 deficient mice are infected with IAV, a reduction in pulmonary
immunopathology due to decreased accumulation of monocyte, macrophage and dendritic cells
was observed but viral titres were increased (51). Interestingly, reducing but not eliminating
trafficking of TNF- 𝛼 and nitric oxide synthase producing dendritic cells through
pharmacological suppression was shown to ameliorate lung pathology (50). Together these
studies show that innate immune cells have key roles in limiting viral replication but can cause
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collateral damage in the lung due to imbalanced inflammatory responses and highlight the need
for precise immunoregulation.

While the activation of the innate system establishes an anti-viral state and limits virus
replication, virus clearance occurs through activation of the adaptive immune system. Lung
resident dendritic cells called respiratory DCs act as a bridge between the innate and adaptive
immune system by priming naïve T cells and viral clearance is hampered in their absence (52).
Respiratory DCs acquire IAV antigen primarily through phagocytosis though direct infection has
been observed in in vitro studies (53-56). The main antigen presenting respiratory DCs are
CD103+CD11blo DCs and CD103-CD11bhi DCs which, upon viral encounter, upregulate the
chemokine receptor CCR7 and migrate to the draining lymph node along a chemokine gradient
(57, 58). In the lymph node, these respiratory DCs present IAV antigen to CD4 and CD8 T cells
via MHC Class I and MHC Class II dependent pathways (52, 58-60). Respiratory DCs are also
able to transfer antigen to lymph node resident DCs that may serve to prime B cell responses
(61).

1.2.2

B cell response to IAV

The importance of B cells in combating IAV infection can be observed in B cell deficient mice
that are highly susceptible to pathogenic IAV infection and are unable to control viral load
compared with wild type control that fully recover (62, 63). Antibody production is the primary
mechanism through which B cells protect against IAV as demonstrated by complete clearance of
infection upon transfer of HA specific neutralizing antibodies into SCID mice lacking both T and
B cells (64). The HA-specific antibody prevents viral entry due to its ability to bind the trimeric
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globular head of HA and is used a measurable correlate of protection against IAV in
hemagglutinin inhibition assays. B cells also produce non-neutralizing antibodies against NA and
internal viral proteins such as NP and M2 which cannot clear the infection but instead reduce
viral titres and mortality through Fc𝛾R mediated cell lysis by natural killer cells or
macrophage phagocytosis (65-68). The presence of neutralizing antibodies prevents reinfection with the same strain of IAV (64) while non-neutralizing antibodies to conserved IAV
proteins can provide protection against heterosubtypic IAV strains that possess different HA and
NA subtypes (65, 66).

The priming of naïve B cells occurs in secondary lymphoid organs upon encountering soluble
IAV antigen or through DC presentation of intact antigens (69-71). Once activated, B cells
differentiate into effector cells, and antibody production can occur through an extra-follicular T
cell independent pathway or T cell dependent pathway in the germinal center (72). The T cell
independent pathway rapidly produces low affinity IgM producing B cells that are an important
part of the early, local antibody response but are short lived. The T cell dependent pathway
requires antigen-specific T follicular helper (Tfh) cells to interact, through CD40-CD40L
pairing, with cognate antigen bearing B cells in the presence of cytokines. These interactions
induce immunoglobulin class switching to high affinity IgG and IgA antibodies (73). Of note,
IgA secreting B cells can also be generated within mucosa associated lymphoid tissue or
induced bronchus associated lymphoid tissue (74, 75). Antibody secreting B cells peak around 7
days post infection and return to pre-infection levels by Day 28 (76) while serum anti IAV
antibody titres peak around 2 weeks post infection and are maintained for life (77-79).
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Following viral clearance by Day 10 (80, 81) majority of IAV specific B cells undergo apoptosis
leaving behind class switched long lived plasma cells and memory B cells. IgG producing long
lived plasma cells home to survival niches in the bone marrow (82, 83) while IgA secreting
plasma cells home to the respiratory mucosa (84, 85). Memory B cells are distributed
systemically through the lungs, secondary lymphoid organs and bone marrow (86). Long lived
plasma cells constitutively produce immunoglobulins whereas memory B cells are reactivated
upon re-infection and can undergo an additional round of affinity maturation within the germinal
cente. The immunological memory of B cells harnessed by currently licensed influenza vaccines
consists of these long lived antibody producing plasma cells and memory B cells (87).

1.2.3

CD8+ T cell response to IAV

CD8+ T cells are essential for optimal viral clearance which occurs through direct lysis of virus
infected cells (80, 88). While mice lacking CD8+ T cells are able to clear low dose IAV after a
short delay (80, 89), protection mediated by CD8+ T cells appears to be especially important
during virulent influenza infection because CD8+ T cell deficient mice exhibit both delayed viral
clearance and accelerated mortality compared to wild type controls (89). Naïve CD8+ T cells in
the lymph node are activated by IAV antigen bearing CD103+ and CD11b+ DCs migrating from
the infected lung in the early phase of infection (52, 58). Following antigenic stimulation, naïve
CD8+ T cells undergo a developmental program in which they proliferate and differentiate into
effector cells with cytotoxic activity and pro-inflammatory cytokine expression within the lymph
node (90, 91). Activation also results in the upregulation of chemokine receptors and adhesion
molecules on the surface of effector CD8+ T cells in the lymph node thereby enabling trafficking
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into the lung. The accumulation of effector CD8+ T cells with a CD62lowCD25high, CD11ahigh,
CD49dhigh phenotype in the lung can be observed at Day 6-7 post infection and peaks between
Day 8-10 (91). Optimal CD8+ T cell responses in the lung are dependent on interactions with
non-migratory dendritic cell populations which enhance CD8+ T cell proliferation, survival and
effector function (59, 92-95).

CD8+ T cells exert their effector functions in the lung through the lysis of virus infected
respiratory epithelial cells and by producing inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Cytotoxic
T lymphocytes (CTLs) recognize and destroy virus infected cells by two main mechanisms: the
release of cytotoxic granules granzyme and perforin or through the engagement of death
receptors (Fas or TRAIL-DR) on virus infected cells (88). The cytokine profile of CTLs
responding to IAV include proinflammatory molecules such as IFNγ, TNFα, low levels of IL-2
and the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (96-98). In addition to CTLs, a population of CD8+ T
cells that produce IL-17 called Tc17 cells have been identified that lack cytotoxicity and offer
partial protection but their effector functions are not well-defined (99). Finally, effector CD8+ T
cells can express chemokines such as CCL3, CCL4, CXCL9 and CXCL10 which promote the
recruitment of neutrophils, NK cells, macrophages and B cells into the lung (100) thus
establishing a positive feedback loop that sustains lung inflammation. While CD8+ T cells utilize
multiple effector mechanisms to promote viral clearance, these cells can also contribute to lung
injury when dysregulated. Studies have shown that CTLs can cause lung immunopathology by
overexpression of IFNg and TNFa in the lung which leads to increased apoptosis of bystander
alveolar epithelial cells and increased recruitment of immune cells (101-104). Together, these
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studies show that CD8+ T cells function as a double-edged sword contributing to both protection
and pathology during influenza infection.

1.2.4

CD4+ T cell response to IAV

The primary CD4+ T cell response to IAV is classically described as the ‘Thelper’ response due
to the distinct roles these cells play in providing help to CD8+ T cells and B cells via costimulation and inflammatory cytokine production which promote optimal IAV clearance (105).
Recent studies have identified roles for CD4+ T cells that extend beyond their classical helper
functions such as in the direct killing of virus infected cells (106), promoting the formation of
functional memory CD8+ T cells (107, 108) or by suppressing effector T cell proliferation and
cytokine expression (97, 109, 110). These multi-functional roles that CD4+ T cells play during
the immune response IAV are due to their ability to differentiate into multiple Thelper lineages
(Fig 1.2) with specialized functions designed to promote viral clearance and offer protection
during IAV infection.

Naïve CD4+ T cells are primed the in the draining lymph node upon recognition of cognate IAV
antigen on CD103+ or CD11bhi respiratory dendritic cells (60). Following activation, CD4+ T
cells expand in the lymph node and can be detected in the lung around Day 6 and peak around
Day 10 post infection (97, 111). These effector CD4+ T cells in the lung possess a predominantly
Th1 phenotype characterized by expression of the canonical Th1 transcription factor T-bet (112)
and the pro-inflammatory Th1 cytokines IFNg and TNFa and IL-2 (111). IFNg is known to
stimulate the expression of chemokines, directly activate innate immune cells such as
macrophages, NK cells and dendritic cells and induce production of IgG2a isotype antibodies
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(113, 114). TNFa is a complex cytokine known to induce apoptosis of infected cells but can also
regulate the CD8 T cell response and innate cell function (115). Interestingly Th1 cells also
express the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 and subsets of IL-10+ IFNg+ CD4+ T cells can be
observed in the lung at the peak of the T cell response. It is worth nothing that IFNg and IL-10
expression from CD4+ T cells is highest in the lung compared to the draining lymph node which
suggests that environmental signals received at the infected tissue site (97, 106) may further
modulate the function of these cells. In addition to cytokine secretion, CD4+ T cells in the lung
can express both Granzyme B and perforin and therefore possess the ability to directly lyse
MHC-Class II expressing epithelial cells (106, 116). These CD4+ T cells with cytolytic ability
are called CD4 CTLs and are generated through a Th1 differentiation pathway and rely on IL-2
and Type 1 IFNs to attain full cytotoxic potential (117-119). Th17 cells can also be identified in
the infected lung at the peak of primary IAV infection (99, 120, 121) although these IL-17
expresing cells are present at ~200-fold lower frequencies than IFNg+ Th1 cells (99). The balance
between Th1 and Th17 cells in the lung depends on IL-10 expression as IL-10 deficient mice
express increased amounts of Th17 associated cytokines such as IL-17, IL-22 and IL-6 (121).
Lastly, IAV infection induces the expansion of Foxp3+ CD4+ Tregulatory (Tregs) cells within
the lung which can suppress the proliferation of antigen specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
responses. Within the lymph node, activated CD4+ T cells exposed to IL-6 and co-stimulation
via ICOS differentiate into follicular helper T (TFH) cells. TFH cell are distinguished by the
expression of the lineage defining transcription factor Bcl6 and upregulate CXCR5 which allow
them to migrate into the germinal centre (GC) follicle and form stable interactions with B cells.
Within the GC, TFH cells promote the differentiation, survival and high affinity maturation of B
cells through the production of IL-4, IL-21, CXCL13 and CD40-CD40L interactions (122, 123).
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Taken together, these studies indicate that CD4+ T cells offer protection during IAV by
differentiating into multiple Thelper subsets that can boost the function of other immune cells,
suppress inflammation and even directly contribute to viral clearance.

The ability of CD4+ T cells to carry out their protective roles in the lung is dependent on their
migration from the site of priming in lymph node to the site of infection. Naïve CD4+T cells
express high levels of CD62L and CCR7 which is required for the entry of T cells into the lymph
node through high endothelial venules (124, 125). Following activation by a cognate antigen
bearing DC, CD4+ T cells downregulate CD62L and CCR7 and upregulate the chemokine
receptors CCR5, CXCR3 and CCR4 (126) and adhesion molecules CD44, LFA-1 and CD49d
(97, 106, 111, 127). CXCR3 in particular is important for virus specific CD4+ T cells to home to
the lung during IAV infection as CD4+ T cells lacking CXCR3 expression exhibit impaired
migration to the lung compared with wild type or CXCR5 deficient CD4+ T cells (127). The Th1
transcription factor T-bet is essential for CXCR3 expression in Th1 cells (112, 128) which then
migrate to the lung in response to a gradient of CXCR3 ligands CXCL9, CXCL10 or CXCL11
secreted by lung resident cells including alveolar epithelial cells and stromal cells (129, 130).
Since all three CXCR3 ligands can be induced by IFNg, Groom and Luster (131) proposed that
CXCR3+ Th1 cells may be part of a chemokine mediated amplification loop wherein IFNg
expression from these cells stimulates expression of CXCR3 ligands from lung resident cells
which results in the recruitment of additional CXCR3+ IFNg+ cells such as NK cells and CD8+
T cells to the infected lung. While a strong Th1 response may be beneficial, the potential of such
an amplification loop to cause immunopathology can be observed during pathogenic H5N1
infection where CXCR3 and CXCL10 expression contribute to acute lung injury (132).
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Interestingly, Tregs present in the lung during primary IAV display a T-bet+CXCR3+
phenotype (109, 110) and therefore may be able to home to and suppress the cellular sources of
CXCR3 ligands but this aspect of Treg function has not been investigated during influenza
infection.

Figure 1.2: Functional diversity of the CD4+ T cell response to primary IAV infection.
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1.2.4.1

Immunopathogenic potential of CD4+ T cells during IAV

The protective functions of CD4+ T cells during influenza are evident in their ability to provide
help to antigen presenting cells, B cells and CD8+ T cells via co-stimulation or by the secretion
of inflammatory cytokines. However, dysregulated CD4+ T cell responses may cause lung
immunopathology through excessive stimulation of their target immune cells. The pathogenic
role of CD4+ T cells in IAV is supported by studies showing that elevated levels of Th1 and
Th17 cytokines are present in patients with severe pandemic H1N1 infection compared to
patients with mild infections (22, 133) and that IL-17 signalling can cause lung injury via
recruitment of damage inducing neutrophils (134). CD4+ T cells can also cause lung damage
through their cytolytic activity which is mediated through perforin and FasL dependent pathways
(135, 136). Therefore, CD4+ T cells are another immune cell subset that must be precisely
regulated during influenza infection to achieve a balance between viral clearance and
immunopathology. Given the role of CD4+ T cells as orchestrators of innate and adaptive
immune response, understanding the immune mechanisms that control their pathogenic potential
may in turn enable regulation of APCs, CD8+ T cells and B cells, the targets of their helper
activity, in a feed forward loop.

1.3

IL-10 as a regulator of immunity and immunopathology during IAV

Given the pathogenic potential of the immune response as described in Section 1.2.4, regulatory
mechanisms that can turn off the immune response following infection are as important as the
inflammatory signals turned on to protect against IAV. The immune system has multiple control
mechanisms, including regulatory cells, immunosuppressive cytokines, and inhibitory molecules.
During influenza, critical roles for controlling immunopathology in the lung have been described
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for inhibitory molecules such as CD200 (137) and NKG2A (138) and the immunosuppressive
cytokines TGF-𝛽 (139) and IL-10 (97). Interestingly, these immunoregulatory molecules are
either expressed by or act on effector T cells to limit their accumulation and the production of
inflammatory cytokines such as IFNg and TNFa (97, 137-139) thus serving to highlight the
importance of regulated T cell function during IAV infection. IL-10 is particular has a wellestablished role in protecting the host from immunopathology caused by exaggerated T cell
responses in parasitic and bacterial infections (140-142). In acute respiratory viral infections with
influenza and RSV, IL-10 has also been described as a critical regulator of inflammation and
immunopathology. When IL-10 signalling is blocked, mice infected with either IAV or RSV
succumb early with fatal lung pathology caused by T cell and innate cell associated proinflammatory cytokine production compared to wild type controls (97, 143). The inflammatory
cytokine profile and histopathological changes in these mice are reminiscent of the cytokine
storm observed in pathogenic IAV infections. While these reports support the protective role of
IL-10 in the lung, two conflicting reports showed that mice genetically deficient in IL-10 showed
better recovery from IAV and this was associated with higher IAV specific antibody production
(144) or developed a Th17 response (121) capable of mediating protection against IAV.
Intriguingly, IL-10-/- RSV infected mice show similar impairment of the protective immune
response as αIL-10R treated mice (145). One possible explanation for these conflicting data in
influenza infection is that the absence of IL-10 when the immune response is initiated may be
beneficial for the development of a robust immune response. In contrast, during natural infection,
while inflammation is at its peak, IL-10 expression is necessary to limit the pathogenicity of the
immune response to influenza. Interestingly, effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells themselves are the
main source of IL-10 in the infected lung during influenza and RSV infection (97, 143). These
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effector cells have a highly activated phenotype and simultaneously express high levels of T-bet,
IFNγ and TNFα indicating that IL-10 could act in an self-regulatory manner to limit the
pathogenicity of the T cell response to acute viral infection. This protective role of IL-10 is
further supported by the finding that in IAV and RSV, IL-10 acts to limit tissue pathology but
does not affect viral clearance which remains comparable between wild type and αIL-10R treated
groups (97, 143). Together, these studies indicate that T cell derived IL-10 is an important
regulator of immunity in the lung when the risk of T cell mediated immunopathology is highest
and that IL-10 may act in an auto-regulatory manner on effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (143,
146) .

The potent immunosuppression associated with Il-10 expression during infection is due to the
pleiotropic effects of this cytokine on innate and adaptive immune cells. IL-10 is known to
inhibit TNFa and ROS from macrophages (147-150), inhibit the differentiation of monocytes to
TNF iNOS+ DCs (151) and suppress the expression of costimulatory and MHC-II molecules on
conventional DCs (152, 153) (154). The inhibitory effects of IL-10 on macrophages and
dendritic cells in turn suppresses T cell proliferation and inhibits IFN𝛾 production from T cells
and NK cells (152, 154, 155). While beneficial in limiting immunopathology, the widespread
immunosuppression mediated by IL-10 carries the risk of inadvertently suppressing a protective
pro-inflammatory immune response and leading to pathogen persistence as seen in chronic
infections caused by Plasmodium spp (156, 157), Leishmania spp (158, 159), T. cruzi (160),
Mycobacterium spp (161) and LCMV (162). While not observed in self-resolving influenza
infection (163), persistence of IAV measured by high viral loads is a feature of severe and fatal
infections caused by pathogenic avian H5N1 and pandemic H1N1 2009 IAV strains (21, 22,
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164). Therefore, IL-10 is an effective and critical regulator of immunopathology during influenza
infection but in order for IL-10 to be beneficial its expression must be well-timed during the
immune response.

1.3.1

IL-10 expressing regulatory CD4+ T cells in Th1 infection

The role of IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells during influenza is of particular interest given the
need for precise immunoregulation of both innate and adaptive immune cells during pathogenic
IAV infections. As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, CD4+ T cells provide help to innate and adaptive
immune cells and are present at the site of infection therefore CD4+ T cells could utilize IL-10 to
modulate the inflammatory activity of multiple immune cell types in the lung. In addition, CD4+
T cells themselves require precise regulation due to their immunopathogenic potential (Section
1.2.4.1). Therefore, CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 may not only target multiple immune cell types
but act in an auto-regulatory manner during IAV infection.

In Th1 infections, IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells can be divided into three main regulatory
subsets; IL-10+ Th1 cells, Tr1 cells and Foxp3+ Tregulatory cells. In acute Th1 infections
caused by intracellular pathogens such as Toxplasma gondii (165) and Plasmodium chabaudi
(166), effector Th1 cells that express IL-10 are essential regulators of immunopathology and act
by suppressing pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. The expression of IL-10 does not
hamper the effector functions of Th1 cells as IL-10+ IFNg+ CD4+ T cells were able to
simultaneously stimulate parasite killing via IFNg and suppress IL-12 (165). IL-10 expression
from Th1 cells in these parasitic infections appears to be transient and induced upon activation
(165) which is reminiscent of activated Th1 cells expressing IL-10 in the infected lung at the
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peak of the primary response (167). Therefore, it is possible the timed expression of Th1 derived
IL-10 could play an important role in limiting deleterious inflammation in the infected lung.

Another subset of IL-10 expressing Foxp3- CD4+ T cells called Type 1 regulatory cells (Tr1)
cells have been identified in mice infected with Plasmodium yoelli (168) and Bordetella
pertussis (169). These Tr1 cells express high levels of IL-10 but very little IFNg (168, 169) and
are identified by their Lag3+CD49b+ phenotype (170). In P. yoelli, high level IL-10 expression
from CD25- CD127- Foxp3- Tr1 cells is essential to limit fatal immunopathology but at the cost
of inhibiting parasite killing (168). In B pertussis infection, antigen specific Tr1 cells inhibit IL-2
production and proliferation of Th1 cells (169) but the effect on pathology is not known. There is
currently some debate on the phenotype of Tr1 cells during infection as these cells share surface
markers with effector CD4+ T cells or Foxp3+ Tregs. In addition, Tr1 cells do not express a
lineage defining transcription factor. While IL-10 expressing Tr1 cells can be generated in vitro
and in vivo, their relationship to IL-10 expressing Th1 cells during infection is not fully
understood (171).

Another key source of IL-10 is the CD4+ Foxp3+ T cell population known as Tregs, Foxp3+
Tregs can be divided into two categories according to their development. Thymic or “natural”
Tregs recognise self-antigens in the thymus and develop in response to high affinity selfpeptide:MHCII interactions and IL-2 stimulation (172-174). The second category of Tregs are
induced in the periphery by the conversion of conventional CD4+ Foxp3- CD4+ T cell to CD4+
Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells, called induced Tregs (iTregs). High affinity TCR signaling together with
suboptimal co-stimulation in the presence of TGFβ (175, 176) (177) (178) or chronic low dose
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exposure to non-self-antigens (179) is thought to favour the generation of iTregs. Foxp3+ Tregs
responding to influenza infection are at least in part IAV antigen specific as demonstrated by
their expansion in response to BMDC presenting influenza antigen (110).

During primary influenza infection, activated Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells with an CD44hi CD69hi
CTLA4+ ICOS+ phenotype expand in the lungs of infected mice. The peak of Treg
accumulation in the lung occurs on day 7 and precedes that of effector T cells (97, 110).
Functionally, Tregs can suppress effector CD4+ and CD8 T cell accumulation and cytokine
production in the lung in an IL-10 dependent manner (109, 110). The expression of IL-10 from
Tregs appears to be lung specific as very little IL-10 can be detected in the draining lymph node
(109). Of note, the depletion of Tregs during influenza infection results in a skewing of epitope
specific CD8+ T cells towards the immune dominant epitope which indicates that Tregs limit
high affinity cytotoxic CD8 T cells that can contribute to immunopathology in the lung (180,
181). Currently, the cellular signals that promote the recruitment and regulate the
immunosuppressive functions of Tregs in the lung in response to influenza are not clear.

1.4

IL-27: a regulator of CD4+ T cell function in Th1 infection

IL-27 is nuanced cytokine that can exert both pro- and anti-inflammatory effects on CD4+ T cell
responses. The pro-inflammatory effects of IL-27 include the STAT1 dependent upregulation of
T-bet and IL-12Rβ2 expression in CD4+ T cells cultured in vitro (182-185). Increased IL-12Rβ2
expression is thought to sensitise newly activated CD4+ T cells to IL-12 and promote early Th1
differentiation (182, 186). IL-27 has also been shown to induce STAT3 dependent proliferation
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and survival of CD4+ T cells following activation in vitro (182, 186, 187). However, in vivo
studies in multiple infection models revealed an important role for IL-27 in regulating
inflammation and immunopathology in models of viral and parasitic infection. In Th1 infections
with T. gondii, Plasmodium spp and T. cruzi, the absence of IL-27 signalling results in severe
immunopathology due to exaggerated T cell responses which are characterised by excessive proinflammatory cytokine production, proliferation and activation (188-191). Similarly, in acute
viral infections with influenza and RSV, the absence of IL-27 causes more immunopathology
which is associated with increased T cell expansion, IFNγ and TNFα expression (192, 193).
Interestingly, in infections with L. major, T. gondii and influenza, IL-27 acts specifically to limit
immunopathology and has no effect on pathogen clearance (191, 192, 194). In malaria infection
with Pl. berghei, the absence of IL-27 signalling results in better pathogen control but IL-27Ra-/mice succumb early due to Th1 mediated pathology (188). The presence of IL-27 also acts to
limit the development of inappropriate Th2 and Th17 responses during Th1 infection which
impair pathogen clearance (190, 194, 195) and increase tissue pathology (194, 196, 197)
respectively. Taken together, these studies indicate IL-27 is an essential regulator of Th1
inflammation and tissue immunopathology during infection.

1.4.1

IL-27: mechanisms of CD4+ T cell regulation

Given the role of IL-27 in limiting the pathogenicity of the Th1 response, the regulatory
pathways employed by this cytokine are of interest to understand how immunity is regulated
during infection. IL-27 can induce expression of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10
expression in a STAT1 and STAT3 dependent manner from Th1, Th2, Th17 and Tr1 in vitro
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(198, 199) and during infection (166, 192, 194, 200). The importance of the IL-27/IL-10 axis
during Th1 responses is evident during malaria infection where IL-10 expressed by IFN𝛾+ CD4+
T cells in response to IL-27 signalling limits immunopathology and increases survival (166). In
influenza, IL-27 signalling promotes IL-10 expression primarily from IFN𝛾+ CD4+ T cells
which acts to suppress IL-17 expression but has no effect on IFN𝛾 (192). Instead, IL-27
signalling appears to directly limit IFN𝛾 expression from CD4+ T cells in a STAT3 dependent
manner (192, 201) but the downstream mechanism is not known. It is worth noting that, in this
study, the effect of IL-10 on IFN𝛾 and IL-17 expression was evaluated in an IL-10-/- mouse
which is known to have altered responses to inflammatory stimuli and could therefore
complicate the results obtained.

Intriguingly, IL-27 can induce the pro-inflammatory Th1 master transcription factor T-bet and
the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 in Foxp3+ Tregs within the gut mucosa during parasitic
Th1 infection with T gondii (202). The expression of T-bet in Tregs results in enhanced fitness,
survival and immunosuppressive ability of these cells compared with T-bet- Foxp3+ Tregs (203).
T-bet also directly promotes expression of the chemokine receptor CXCR3 on Tregs which
enables trafficking of these cells to the effector site (203). IL-27 signalling induced T-bet+ Tregs
suppress Th1 inflammation and promote survival in during T. gondii infection through the
expression of IL-10 (202). There is some evidence that IL-27 may be important for Treg function
in the lung because treatment of IL-6 depleted RSV infected mice with recombinant IL-27 has
been shown to increase expression T-bet and suppressive molecules such as KLRG1, CTLA4
and GITR in lung dwelling Tregs (193). In influenza, Tregs that express T-bet and CXCR3 have
been identified in the lung where they limit effector T cell proliferation (109). However, the role
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of IL-27 in promoting a Th1 effector like phenotype in Foxp3+ CD4+ Tregs in the lung is not
known.

As mentioned in the previous section (Section 1.4), IL-27 also acts to limit deleterious Th2 and
Th17 responses in Th1 infections. IL-27 can suppress Th17 responses by multiple mechanisms
that rely on STAT1 and T-bet expression in CD4+ T cells. These include IFN𝛾 mediated
suppression of IL-17 expression, direct repression of the master Th17 regulator ROR𝛾t and
induction of the of programmed death receptor ligand 1 (PDL1) on CD4 T cells which suppresses
Th17 cells in trans (204). IL-27 signalling can directly inhibit expression of the Th2 master
regulator GATA3 expression in CD4+ T cells cultured under neutral or Th1 polarising conditions
(184). Since GATA3 inhibits STAT4 and IL-12Rβ expression (205, 206), the upstream inhibitory
action of IL-27 on GATA3 expression may enforce and stabilize the Th1 lineage by preventing
Th2 differentiation during infection. Together these studies indicate that IL-27 can dampen
inflammation during Th1 infection by employing multiple immunosuppressive pathways however
current knowledge on the role of IL-27 in regulating CD4+ T cell function during influenza
infection is lacking and requires further investigation.

1.4.2

IL-27 signalling in CD4+ T cells

IL-27 is a heterodimeric cytokine comprised of two subunits, Epstein-Barr virus induced gene 3
(EBI3) and IL-27p28. The cellular sources of EBI3 and IL-27p28 under inflammatory conditions
are myeloid cells such as activated dendritic cells, macrophages and monocytes. The
inflammatory signals that promote IL-27 expression from myeloid cells include microbial stimuli
such as LPS, poly (I:C) and CpG, Type 1 IFNs and IFN𝛾 (207). During influenza infection, IL25

27 can be detected early in the infected lung around Day 2 and peaks at Day 6 post infection
before returning to baseline by Day 12 (208, 209).

Naive CD4+ T cells express the IL-27 receptor, which is composed of two subunits, IL-27Rα
and gp130, a shared subunit of the IL-6 receptor family (210). The binding of IL-27 to its
receptor activate JAK1, JAK2 and TYK2 (211) which then leads to the downstream
phosphorylation of STAT1 and STAT3 proteins (185, 212). Activation of STAT1 is required for
T-bet expression which in turn upregulates IL-12Rβ on the surface of CD4+ T cells exposed to
IL-27 (213). The activation of STAT1 and STAT3 by IL-27 are both essential for IL-10
expression (198) but STAT3 can also activate other transcription factors such as c-Maf and Egr-2
which then promote IL-10 expression (214, 215). Besides STAT proteins, IL-27 signalling
activates a MAPK pathway which has been shown to promote Th1 differentiation in vitro (186).

Since IL-27 is an important regulator of inflammation during infection through mechanisms such
as the production of IL-10, sustained IL-27 signalling carries the risk of excessive
immunosuppression. Therefore, it is important to understand the cellular mechanisms that turn
off IL-27 once the pathogen is cleared. CD4+ T cells that are activated in vitro downregulate
surface expression of the signaling subunit gp130 (216). In addition, the IL-27 signalling
pathway may possess an intrinsic ability to self-regulate by inducing expression of the negative
regulator SOCS3 (186) which can bind to the phosphorylated intracellular tail of gp130 and
inhibit IL-27 signal transduction (217). In CD8+ T cells, there is evidence that the loss of surface
gp130 results in decreased STAT1 and STAT3 phosphorylation and less IL-10 secretion during
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influenza infection (218). However, in CD4+ T cells, the biological significance of impaired IL27 signal transduction has not been determined.

Figure 1.3: Overview of the IL-27 signalling pathway
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1.5

CD4 T cell memory

Immunological memory, as described by Janeway (219), is the ability of the adaptive immune
system to remember a previous encounter with a pathogen and mount a rapid and more effective
immune response. This enhanced recall ability is attributed to a pool of long lived antigenspecific memory T and B cells derived from clonally expanded precursors during the primary
response (220, 221). The long-lasting protection offered by memory cells has been harnessed in
the form of vaccines against infectious diseases such as small pox, measles and polio. Most
vaccines currently in use protect by eliciting an antibody response and therefore provide a safe
and effective disease prevention strategy against pathogens that are antigenically stable. In
contrast, pathogens such as IAV that undergo antigenic shift and drift are able to evade the
neutralizing antibody response towards surface HA and NA proteins elicited by influenza
vaccines resulting in seasonal and pandemic outbreaks (29). As a result, recent efforts have been
directed towards developing novel therapeutics such as universal influenza vaccines that
generate antibody and cell mediated immunity towards conserved IAV epitopes such as HA stem
specific antibodies and memory T cells that recognise internal NP and M1 viral proteins (222,
223). Since optimal anti-viral immunity against IAV requires the synergistic action of different
arms of the immune system, universal vaccines that harness both antibody and T cell mediated
memory responses would offer the most effective protection. In this respect, eliciting a robust
memory CD4+ T cell population that can boost memory CD8+ T cell and B cell function in a
recall response could enhance the protective capacity of universal vaccines against influenza.
However, several questions regarding the induction, location and longevity of memory T cells
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following exposure to IAV antigen still remain unanswered. This section discusses the function,
generation and heterogeneity of the memory CD4+ T cell response and highlights the need for
further studies to understand the development of memory CD4+ T cells and their behaviour in a
recall response to IAV.

1.5.1

Generation of memory CD4+ T cells

Following pathogen clearance, the expanded T cell compartment undergoes contraction during
which 90-95% of the cells die by apoptosis leaving behind a small pool of memory cells.
Environmental signals such as sustained peptide-MHC II interactions, co-stimulation and the
cytokine signals IL-2 and IL-7 (224-226) promote the formation of memory CD4+ T cells.
Memory T cells are also subject to regulation at the transcriptional and epigenetic level but much
of our understanding of these aspects of memory formation arise from studies on CD8+ T cells.
Advances on how memory formation occurs in CD8+ T cells has been made possible by the
identification of memory precursor cells (MPECs) and short lived effector cells (SLECs), based
on differential expression of KLRG1 and IL-7Ra (227-229). For example, studies on MPEC
versus SLEC formation in CD8+ T cells have shown that transcription factors such as Eomes,
Bcl6, Id3 and TCF-1 (230-233) are required for memory CD8+ T cell development while T-bet,
Id2 and Blimp1 promote terminal differentiation (233-235). However, this model of divergent
SLEC (KLRG1hi IL-7Ralo) and MPEC (KLRG1hi IL-7Ralo) differentiation has been called into
question by a fate mapping study showing that KLRG1hi effector cells can enter the memory
pool following loss of KLRG1 expression during contraction. The formation of these ‘exKLRG1’ memory cells were dependent on the transcription factor Bach2 and the ex KLRG1
cells gave rise to all memory cell lineages (236). The sequential transition from naïve to effector
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and memory stages is regulated in part at the epigenetic level through changes in DNA
methylation and chromatin accessibility. In humans, long term memory CD8 T cells retain
demethylated DNA at a set of effector genes which suggest that the effector functions of these
cells are poised for rapid recall (237). Interestingly, these memory CD8+ T cells also express
several naïve associated genes such as CD127, CCR7 and BCL2 that are essential for long term
survival and whose expression is downregulated in effector cells (237). DNA methylation also
plays a key role in the MPEC model of memory formation wherein naïve associated genes Sell,
Tcf7 and Ccr7 are marked with Dnmt3a-dependent DNA methylation at the effector stage but
MPECs can erase these methylation program and re-express naïve genes as they transition to
memory cells in a process termed de-differentation (238).

In the case of CD4+ T cells, our understanding of what regulates their effector to memory
transition is less clear. It is tempting to assume that memory CD4+ T cells are regulated by the
same molecules and mechanism as memory CD8+ T cells because CD4+ T cells go through the
same stages of expansion, contraction and memory formation. However, studies that compare the
responses of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells suggest that this may not be the case for the
following reasons. Effector CD4+ T cells expansion is limited compared to that of effector CD8+
T cells (239). The contraction phase of the CD4+ T cell response is prolonged and the memory
CD4+ T cell pool that forms slowly decline with time compared with the sharp contraction phase
of memory CD8+ T cells and their long term persistence (240). Importantly, within the effector
CD4+ T cells, it has not been possible to identify classical MPECs and SLECs (241) which has
imposed limitations on understanding the factors controlling effector to memory transition in
CD4+ T cells. Adding another layer of complexity to the memory CD4 T cell puzzle is the
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presence of multiple Thelper subsets during the expansion stage which raises questions about the
entry of these functionally and phenotypically diverse subset into the memory stage. Recent
studies using a combination of T-bet, Ly6C and CXCR5 markers in LCMV infection have
shown that Th1 and Tfh memory precursor cells can be identified during effector differentiation
which then form memory Th1 and Tfh cells (241, 242). In addition, Tregs activated during viral
infection can survive contraction and enter the memory pool (243, 244). Together, these studies
highlight the need for a better understanding of memory CD4+ T cell formation and indicate that
the memory CD4+ T cell pool is likely to contain memory cells that reflect the diversity of the
primary Thelper response.

1.5.2

Models of memory T cell formation

T cell contraction is regulated by extrinsic environmental signals such as antigen and growth
factor availability and by the cell intrinsic balance between pro- and apoptotic molecules.
Identifying CD4+ T cells that are destined to die during contraction versus those that persist into
memory has proven to be a challenge. The differentiation pathway of CD4+ T cells from effector
to memory state continues to be a matter of debate across the T cell biology field with two main
models proposed - the asymmetric or divergent division model and the classical linear
differentiation model. In the first model, the fate of an activated CD4+ T cell is made very early
during asymmetric cell division to effector or memory daughter states. In contrast, the classical
linear model proposes that memory CD4+ T cells arise from a sub-population of effector CD4+
T cells that undergo a cell fate decision to survive (245). Support for the divergent model in IAV
infection comes from a study showing that naïve CD4+ T cells activated in vitro for a day is
sufficient to give rise to a memory population (CD25low CD44high IL-7Rhigh) capable of rapid
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effector function (IFNg and IL-2) upon re-stimulation (246). Moreover, in another study, IFNg
expressing CD4+ T cells failed to develop into a resting memory population suggesting that
memory cells do not develop from effectors (247). However, strong evidence for the linear
differentiation model exists from studies showing that virus specific IFNg+ effector Th1
progenitors isolated at Day 8 p.i. can develop into memory cells (CD25low CD44high IL-7Rhigh)
that produce IFNg (248, 249) and IL-2 (248) upon re-stimulation. Given the evidence for both
models, it is possible that memory CD4+ T cells are generated by more than one pathway
following IAV and further studies are needed to resolve this outstanding question.

1.5.3

Heterogeneity of memory CD4+ T cells in tissues

Memory CD4+ T cells formed after the termination of the primary immune response are a
heterogeneous pool distributed among different anatomical locations. Based on the localization
and phenotype of memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells within lymphoid and peripheral tissues, three
populations of memory T cells have been identified: T central memory, (TCM), T effector
memory (TEM) and Tissue resident memory (TRM) cells. TCM and TEM were the earliest
memory T cell subsets to be described based on differential expression of the lymph node
homing receptors CD62L and CCR7 (250), which allow T cells to home to the T cell zone of
secondary lymphoid organs. TCM which express high levels of CCR7 and CD62L circulate
through secondary lymphoid tissues via the blood and expresses high amounts of IL-2 upon
stimulation. In contrast, TEM are a CCR7lo CD62Llo subset that display high levels of various
tissue homing receptors and therefore circulate between peripheral tissues. When stimulated
TEM expresses high levels of inflammatory cytokines such as IFNγ but are less proliferative
than TCM (250, 251). While TCM and TEM are characterized by their distinct patterns of
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circulation, TRM are described as a memory T cell population that do not circulate but are
retained within peripheral tissues such as the lung and skin and can be identified by increased
expression of CD69, CD11a and CD103. Consistent with their localization in peripheral tissue,
TRM also possess a CCR7lo CD62Llo phenotype similar to TEM (252).

Following bacterial and viral infections, antigen specific memory CD4+ T cells that fit the above
described model of TCM, TEM and TRM have been identified. CD4 TCM is localized within
secondary lymphoid organs (253), possess a CCR7hi phenotype and express low levels of lineage
defining transcription factors such as T-bet or Bcl6 (254, 255). Interestingly, TCM cells
identified in a Listeria model of infection were shown to possess a CXCR5+ phenotype and their
generation was dependent on Bcl6 expression during the primary response. However, while
CXCR5+ TCM share a Bcl6-dependent developmental path with Tfh cells, these TCM cells
represent a distinct population within the T cell area of the lymphoid tissue and are separate from
germinal center dwelling Tfh cells (256). CD4 TEM possess a CD62Llo phenotype and are
formed from IFN𝛾 or IL-4 expressing effector CD4+ T cells generated during the primary
response (248, 249, 255). The CD4+ TCM and CD4+ TEM subsets appear to possess distinct
differentiation potential because when stimulated, TCM can differentiate into effector cells,
TCM precursors and TEM while CD4 TEM mainly differentiate into effector cells (256, 257).

Recently, a population of non-circulating tissue resident memory CD4 T cells (CD4 TRM) have
been identified within previously infected tissues such as the skin, lung, female reproductive
tract and lung in several infection models including influenza (258, 259). The CD4 TRM
population present in the lung possess a CD44hi CD62Llo phenotype and upregulate canonical
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TRM markers CD69 and CD11a but not CD103. Upon rechallenge with IAV, lung CD4 TRM
cells express more IFN𝛾 than circulating memory CD4+ T cells (260) and promote increased
viral clearance and survival compared to spleen derived memory CD4+ T cells (261). CD4 TRM
cells are found within a distinct anatomical niche around the airways and vasculature compared
to circulating memory CD4+ T cells that are located within the lung parenchyma (260). The
close proximity of CD4 TRM to the site of IAV attachment in the lung (260) and their ability to
promote viral clearance and reduce morbidity (261) suggests that the primary role for CD4 TRM
may be in controlling early IAV replication before circulating memory CD4+ T cells are
recruited. Interestingly, tissue resident CD4 memory cells have been identified in the human lung
where majority of the cells possess a CD45RO+ CD69hi VLA1hi phenotype and a subset of these
cells proliferate in response to influenza antigen presented via APCs (262). However, it is not
clear if these proliferating human lung resident CD4+ memory cells represent a truly noncirculating population as this study was conducted on the total memory CD4+ T cell population
extracted from the lung without sorting for cells with a TRM phenotype (262). Taken together,
the studies discussed in this section indicate that memory CD4+ T cells in different anatomical
locations have distinct functional roles which should be taken into consideration when designing
therapeutics suchs as universal vaccines that elicit T cell responses.

1.5.4

A role for memory CD4+ T cells in protection against IAV

Memory CD4+ T cells participating in recall responses reprise their roles as helpers of CD8 T
cells and B cells (263) but also provide enhanced protection compared to primary effectors by
inducing early innate immune responses and accelerating B cell antibody production (264) (265)
(266). Moreover, in contrast to primary effectors (63, 267) memory CD4+ T cells can directly
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control viral load in the absence of CD8+ T cells and B cells (268). Studies on memory CD4+ T
cells in a recall response to influenza have relied mainly on using a combination of TCR
transgenic mice and adoptive transfer animal models of influenza (269). Therefore, while
indicative of the protective role of memory CD4+ T cells, whether these studies truly reflect the
behavior of memory CD4+ T cell during natural infection is debatable due to the in vitro priming
of CD4+ T cells or the artificial environment created by transfer of high numbers of adoptively
transferred precursor cells before assaying CD4+ T cell function ex vivo. However these
experimental approaches have been necessary because IAV antigen specific memory CD4+ T
cells function in vivo are present in low numbers and are difficult to detect ex vivo using MHC
Class II tetramers (244, 269). Therefore, although memory CD4+ T cells may possess the
potential to enhance recall responses to influenza there is an unmet need to understand how
influenza virus specific memory CD4+ T cells are formed following natural influenza infection
and function to protect against IAV. In humans, pre-existing CD4+ T cells are a correlate of
protection against disease severity (116) and universal vaccine induced memory CD4+ T cells
can enhance early recall antibody production and CD8+ T cell responses compared to
unvaccinated but infected control mice (270).

1.6

Epigenetic regulation of the CD4+ T cell response to infection

1.6.1

Cis regulatory elements

Biological processes such as development and metabolism are dependent on the precise spatiotemporal control of gene expression. Approximately 24,000 protein coding genes have been
identified in mouse and human genomes but only a subset of these genes are expressed in a
specific cell or tissue at a given time (271) (272, 273). The precise spatio-temporal control of
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gene expression relies on cis- acting regulatory elements which act as binding sites for
transcription factors. The main classes of cis-regulatory elements are promoters, enhancers,
silencers and insulators. Of these, promoters and enhancers are relevant to this section and
discussed further. Promoters consist of a core region that contain the transcriptional start site
(TSS) and proximal elements which function as binding sites for basic transcriptional machinery
and formation of the transcriptional pre-initiation complex (274). Enhancers are distal regulatory
regions that consist of closely grouped clusters of transcription factor binding sites. A functional
hallmark of enhancers is their ability to augment gene expression independently of their distance
and orientation from the target gene. That is, enhancer elements can be found upstream or
downstream of genes and also within introns. Despite being located at a distance from target
genes, enhancers interact with promoters by looping out intervening DNA sequences thereby
bringing bound transcriptional activators into close proximity with the TSS (275).

1.6.2

Histone modifications

Chromosomal DNA is packaged into nucleosomes which consist of DNA wrapped around a core
of histone octamers. Core histone possess N-terminal ‘tails’ that are subject to modifications
including methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination (276). Histone
modifications can activate or repress gene expression in two ways. First, histone modifications
such as acetylation and phosphorylation can disrupt electrostatic interactions between DNA and
core histones thereby directly altering compact chromatin structure and facilitating DNA
accessibility. Second, histone modification can regulate the binding of chromatin modifying
enzymes that contain histone methyl lysine and histone acetyl lysine binding domains (277, 278).
Histone modifications themselves are written or erased by histone modifying enzymes which
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include histone acetyltransferases, histone deacetylases, histone methyl transferases and histone
demethylases (279) (280). Together with other epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA
methylation, histone modifications act as gate-keepers that allow or inhibit the access of cellular
transcriptional machinery to DNA thereby modulating gene expression.

Histone tail modifications are associated with regions of ‘open’ or ‘closed’ chromatin called
euchromatin and heterochromatin respectively. Genome wide chromatin profiling studies have
identified combinatorial patterns of histone modifications associated with distinct chromatin
states at promoter and enhancer regions of the genome (281). Active genes possess high amounts
of histone H3 lysine 4 tri-methylation (H3K4me3) and H3K27Ac at the transcriptional start site
(282, 283) while H3K27me3 is present at promoters of genes that are silenced (284). Enhancers
are marked by H3K3me1 combined with low amount of H3K4me3 (285, 286). H3K27Ac also
separates active enhancers (H4K4me1 and H3K27Ac) from poised enhancers (H3K4me1) (287).
Recently, large enhancer domains that are associated with exceptionally high H3K27Ac levels
compared to typical enhancers have been identified (288). These H3K27Ac marked regulatory
regions are called super enhancers (SEs) and occur in close proximity to key cell identity genes
such as master transcription factors such as Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog in embryonic stem cells.
H3K27Ac marked SEs have been identified 86 different human tissues and cell types including
ESCs, monocytes, T cells and B cells (288).
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Figure 1.4: Overview of histone modifications at promoter, enhancer and super-enhancer
elements
1.6.3

Role of histone modifications at promoter regions during CD4+T cell

differentiation
The use of chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with next generation sequencing
technologies (ChIP Seq) has provided insight the role of histone modifications in controlling the
transcriptional program of CD4+ T cell differentiation. One major area of CD4+ T cell biology
where global epigenetic profiling has provided new insight is that of CD4+ T cell plasticity.
Differentiated CD4+ T cells were initially thought to form stable lineages regulated by the
expression of a master transcription factor, but it has gradually become apparent that there is
significant plasticity between different effector CD4+ T cell subsets. For example, Th17 cells are
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known to express the signature Th1 cytokine IFN𝛾 under inflammatory conditions or when
exposed to IL-12 (289, 290). In addition, regulatory Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells can express master
transcription factors such as T-bet and IRF4 belonging to inflammatory effector CD4+ T cell
subsets when present in a Th1 or Th2 environment (178, 203). A study conducted by Wei et al
(291) on in vitro polarized naïve, Th1, Th2, Th17, iTreg and nTreg cells showed that the gene
loci of master transcription factors such as T-bet and GATA3 were marked with permissive
H3K4me3 in Th1 and Th2 cells but in opposing Thelper lineages these master TFs displayed a
bivalent (H3K4me3 and H3K27me3) histone modification signature known to be associated with
genes poised for expression (292). When nTregs, which displayed a bivalent signature at the
Tbx21 gene, were activated in vitro under Th1 polarising conditions, T-bet expression was
induced in these cells within 72 hrs (291). These observations suggest that in terminally
differentiated Thelper subsets, the poised epigenetic state of master transcription factors contribute
to CD4+ T cell plasticity in a changed cytokine environment.

1.6.1

Epigenetic regulation of memory CD4+ T cells

Memory CD4+ T cells can provide enhanced protection during recall responses compared to
primary CD4+ T cells, but the regulatory networks that underlie memory CD4+ T cell function
are not clear. Evidence that the recall ability of CD4+ T cells may be encoded in their epigenome
comes from a study by Barski et al (293) who analysed the genome wide distribution of four
permissive chromatin marks (H3K27Ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3 and histone variant H2A.Z) at
promoter regions in naïve, TCM and TEM CD4+ T cells. This study showed that effector
cytokine gene loci such as IFNG, IL4, IL13 and IL17A were marked with permissive histone
modifications at promoter and enhancer regions, despite low level expression of these genes in
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memory CD4+ T cells. In contrast, in naïve CD4+ T cells, these permissive marks were either
present at very low levels or absent, thereby indicating a poised state at effector genes in memory
CD4+ T cells. The gain of H3K4me3 within a subset of promoters of genes related to the
immune response, chemotaxis and cell adhesion (293) memory CD4+ T cells was associated
with an increase in gene expression over naïve CD4+ T cells. These observations suggest that
gene poising via H3K4me3 at promoters may underlie the rapid recall ability of memory CD4+
T cells upon reactivation.

1.6.2

Role of histone modifications at enhancer regions during CD4+T cell differentiation

In CD4+ T cells, H3K4me1 marked enhancer regions can be observed as early as 72 hrs after
activation irrespective of the polarising (Th0, Th1 or Th2 ) conditions. A subset of these
enhancers are Th1 or Th2 lineage specific and correlate with lineage specific gene expression
profiles. Interestingly, Th1 specific enhancers were enriched for transcription factor motifs
related to Th1 differentiation including STAT1, STAT4 and JUN while Th2 specific enhancers
were enriched for TFs including STAT6, GATA3 and GFI1 (294). These observations suggest
that early lineage commitment in differentiating CD4+ T cells may be regulated by enhancer
regions that promote cell fate specification by binding Thelper lineage specific transcription
factors.

Evidence that enhancers may regulate CD4+ T cell differentiation in vivo was provided by a
study conducted by He et al (295) on active and poised enhancers states in naïve, effector and
memory CD8 T cells. Following acute LCMV infection, He et al showed that the transition from
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naïve to effector or memory states in CD8+ T cells was accompanied by the gain of stage
specific enhancer repertoires. In addition, the transition of enhancers from poised to active states
or vice versa in naïve, effector and memory CD8 T cells correlated with the ability of these distal
regulatory elements to up- or downregulate the expression of their target genes. Network analysis
carried out by integrating promoter-enhancer interactions and gene expression enabled the
identification of transcription factors, such as Tcf1 in naïve CD8+ T and T-bet and Eomes in
effector CD8+ T cells (295) which provides insight into how TF binding at enhancer regions can
control the gene program in naïve and effector CD8+ T cells. In another study, subset specific
active enhancers were identified SLEC and MPEC cells and in combination with DNA
accessibility, transcription factor regulatory networks were predicted for each of these cell
populations (296). From this analysis, two previously unknown TFs YY1 and Nr3c1 were
identified and functionally validated as being important for effector and memory differentiation
(296). Since our understanding of the transcription factors that regulated CD4 memory formation
is limited, profiling the poised and active enhancer repertoire of effector and memory cells may
help to identify candidate transcription factors that regulate effector versus memory CD4+ T cell
fate following infection.

1.6.3

Super-enhancers in CD4+T cells

Super-enhancers (SEs) in CD4+ T cells have been cataloged by the high level binding of p300, a
histone acetyltransferase, in Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells (297). The lineage specific SE regions
identified were associated with higher transcriptional activity compared to typical enhancers
within a cell type. When compared across different cell types, SE associated genes were
upregulated in a lineage specific manner. When transcription factor binding profiles were
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integrated with the SE catalog, transcription factors that controlled CD4+ T cell lineage were
enriched within SE regions. For example, STAT4 and T-bet were associated with in Th1 specific
SEs. Gene ontology analysis of SE regions from Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells yielded enriched GO
terms for cytokines, chemokines and their receptors. Interestingly, SE regions in effector CD4+
T cells are enriched for single nucleotide polymorphisms associated with IBD, RA and Type 1
diabetes when compared with typical enhancers. Together, these observations suggest that super
enhancer regulate genes that are critical for CD4+ T cell biology and these regulatory regions
may play an important role in controlling the pathogenicity of CD4+ T cell responses (297).

1.7

Rationale and Research Aims

Influenza is a highly infectious disease and pandemic IAV outbreaks are a serious threat to
global health. While a strong immune response is necessary to clear IAV, an excessive or
dysregulated immune response can cause fatal lung damage. Therefore, it is important to
understand the mechanisms that regulate the immune response to IAV so that protection can be
maximized while limiting immunopathology. CD4+ T cells have pro- and anti-inflammatory
roles during IAV infection which make them an attractive target for future therapeutics such as
universal vaccines that aim to elicit a trained and balanced immune response. However, many
aspects of CD4+ T cell regulation and their impact on the outcome of influenza infection are not
well understood. Therefore, the overall goal of this thesis was to elucidate the molecular and
epigenetic mechanisms that regulate CD4+ T cell function during primary and recall responses to
IAV infection.
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Aim 1: Investigate the role of IL-27 in regulating IL-10 expression from CD4+ T cells during
primary and recall responses to IAV

CD4+ T cells are a source of the critical immunoregulatory cytokine IL-10 which acts to limit
immunopathology during infections with intracellular pathogens including influenza. IL-27 is an
infection induced environmental cue that triggers the release of IL-10 from CD4+ T cells during
primary IAV infection. However, the role of IL-27 in regulating IL-10 expression from memory
CD4+ T cells is not known. I hypothesized that changes in IL-27 receptor expression would
regulate the ability of memory CD4+ T cell to secrete IL-10 in a recall response. I used an
animal model of influenza where VertX (IL-10 GFP) or VertX IL-27Ra-/- reporter mice were
infected with primary influenza and then rechallenged with a heterosubtypic strain in order to
measure IL-10 GFP expression from naïve or memory CD4+ T cells in the lung. I tracked the
expression of gp130, the signaling subunit of the IL-27 receptor, to determine whether changes
in IL-27 receptor expression accompanied the secretion of CD4+ T cell derived IL-10. I also
investigated the role of epigenetic modifications in regulating IL-10 expression by performing
ChIP Seq on naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells.

Aim 2: Investigating the effect of IL-27 on functional specialisation of Foxp3+ Tregulatory cells
in influenza
Foxp3+ Tregulatory cells are better at suppressing Th1 responses when they express the Th1
lineage defining transcription factor T-bet and chemokine receptor CXCR3. Within mucosal
tissues such as the gut, IL-27 has been show to promote this functionally specialized T-bet+
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CXCR3+ phenotype in Tregs but the effect of IL-27 on Treg phenotype during IAV infection not
known. Given the role of IL-27 in promoting Treg function within the gut, I hypothesized that
IL-27 would be a regulator of Treg function within lung which is also a mucosal site. To test this
hypothesis, I isolated CD4+ T cells from the airways and lungs of IAV infected VertX and
VertX IL-27Ra-/- and used intracellular and intranuclear staining to study T-bet, CXCR3 and IL10 expression in Foxp3+ Tregs and Foxp3- CD4+ T cells.

Aim 3: The role of histone modification changes in CD4+ T cell responding to IAV infection
Following IAV infection, CD4+ T cells undergo a program of differentiation to form primary
effector cells which promote viral clearance and then contract to form a long lived memory pool.
Upon re-exposure to IAV, memory CD4+ T cells differentiate into secondary effectors that can
provide enhanced protection compared to primary effectors. The protective functions of these
primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells are known but the molecular mechanisms that
regulate gene expression at each stage of the CD4+ T cell response to infection is not well
understood. Studies have shown that gene expression in effector and memory CD8+ T cells can
be controlled at the epigenetic level by dynamic changes in histone modifications at gene
promoters and enhancers. In addition, super-enhancers have been linked to lineage specification
in in vitro polarised Thelper cells. Therefore, I hypothesised that that tracking histone
modification dynamics at gene promoters and super-enhancer regions in CD4+ T cells would
identify genes encoding key regulatory molecules that establish naïve, effector and memory
states in CD4+ T cells following influenza infection. To test this hypothesis, naïve and antigen
specific primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells from IAV infected mice were isolated
and their genome wide distribution of H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me1, H3K27Ac marks and
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gene expression were profiled using high throughput sequencing. RNA Seq and ChIP Seq
datasets were then integrated to identify genes that are subject to epigenetic regulation during the
CD4+ T cell response to influenza.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
2.1

Animals

Vert-X (C57BL/6 IL-10/ eGFP) (298) and IL-27Ra-/- mice (299) background were rederived,
bred and housed at the University of British Columbia at the start of this project. VertX+/+ IL27Ra-/- mice were generated by crossing VertX and IL-27Ra-/- mice and breeding heterozygous
offspring to obtain homozygous pups. The colony was then maintained as a homozygous line.
Genotyping of this line was carried out by the Biomedical Research Centre genotyping facility.
C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. All animals were kept under identical
specific pathogen-free conditions and were used at 8-12 weeks of age. Animals used in
experimental groups were not direct littermates. All experimental procedures were conducted in
accordance with protocols approved by the University Animal Care Committee and Canadian
Council of Animal Care/ institutional guidelines.

2.1.1

Influenza infection

Mice were weighed, anesthetized and infected intranasally with 50 pfu influenza A/ HK-x31
(x31, H3N2) or 5 pfu A/PR/8 (PR8, H1N1) and weight loss monitored between Day 6 to Day 10.
For in vivo experiments (see Fig 3.1A), mice were sacrificed at Day 10 for primary infections
and Day 30-35 for the memory response. For virus re-challenge experiments, memory stage mice
that were infected with x31 were challenged with heterosubtypic PR8 IAV and sacrificed at Day
6 post infection.
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2.1.2

Tissue preparation and cell isolation

Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL) was obtained by flushing the airways twice with 1 ml of
FACS buffer, using a cannula (Nipro Safelet IV catheter) inserted into the trachea. Lungs were
perfused using 5 ml of PBS (137 mM NaCl, 10mM PO4, 2.7mM KCl, pH 7.4) injected into the
heart, then extracted and cut into small pieces followed by digestion with 100 units/ml of
Collagenase IV (Worthington Biochemical) and 1 µg/ml of DNAse1 (Sigma Aldrich) in RPMI
1640 (Thermofisher Scientific) for 45’ at 37 degrees Celsius on a rotary shaker. After digestion,
the lungs were mashed through a 70µM cell strainer (BD Falcon). Percoll separation was not
necessary. Spleens and lymph nodes were harvested and mashed directly through a 70µM filter
followed by erythrocyte lysis for 5 minutes in ACK lysis buffer (0.15M NH4Cl, 1mM KHCO3,
0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.4).

2.1.3

In vitro cell culture

CD4+ T cells were purified from the spleens of VertX or VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice with the
EasySepTM CD4+ T cell negative isolation kit (STEMCELL). CD4+ T cells of 90-95% purity
were activated in a 96 well plate with 1µg/ml plate bound aCD3 (145 2C11, UBC Antibody
Lab) and 1µg/ml soluble aCD28 (37.51, UBC Antibody Lab) antibodies in complete RPMI
media (10% (v/v) heat inactivated FBS (Gibco), 10units/ml Penicillin and Streptomycin (Life
Technologies), 55 µM b mercaptoethanol (manufacturer), 2 mM GlutaMax (Life Technologies))
supplemented with 1X non- essential amino acids and 1mM sodium pyruvate for 4 days in the
presence or absence of 20 ng/ml of IL-27 (R&D) followed by four days of rest in complete
RPMI media containing 10 ng/ml of IL-2.
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2.2
2.2.1

Flow cytometry and analysis
Surface staining

Single cell suspensions were incubated with blocking FcgRIII/ FcgRII- specific monoclonal
antibody (2.4G2, UBC Antibody Lab) for 15 mins on ice. The following monoclonal antibodies
to mouse antigens were used as direct fluorochrome conjugated or biotinylated antibodies for
flow cytometry: CD4 (RM 4-5), CD44 (IM7), CXCR3 (FAB1685P), CD25 (PC61), CD69 (L78),
CD62L(MEL-14) and biotinylated gp130 (125623), all from eBioscience, R&D Systems or BD
Biosciences. Streptavidin conjugates (eBioscience) were used to label cells stained with
biotinylated antibodies. Dead cells were stained using a Live Dead Fixable AQUA dead cell
stain kit (Invitrogen) or propidium iodide (ThermoFisher Scientific). Influenza specific CD4+ T
cells were stained with APC conjugated MHC Class II tetramers (NIH Tetramer Facility)
specific for the Influenza A virus nucleocapsid protein (FluNP 311-325 I-A(b)) for 1h at 37°C,
followed by a wash step with FACS buffer.

2.2.2

Cytokine responsiveness and pSTAT staining

Sort purified CD44lo and CD44hi CD4+ T cells were stimulated for 15 mins at 37°C with
20ng/ml of recombinant IL-27 (R&D) in PBS pre-warmed to 37°C, immediately fixed and
permeabilised using PhosFlow reagents (BD Biosciences). Cells were then stained with pSTAT1
(pY701) and pSTAT3 (pY705) antibodies and surface antibodies CD4 (RM-45) and CD44 (IM7)
for 1h at room temperature in the dark. Stained cells were washed with FACS buffer and
acquired immediately on an LSR II flow cytometer.
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2.2.3

Intracellular GFP recovery and transcription factor staining

Surface stained cells were fixed and permeabilized with 100ul of 0.01% Triton X (Sigma
Aldrich) in BD Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences) for 20 minutes at 4°C. To recover GFP,
cells were then stained with primary rabbit polyclonal αGFP antibody (ab6556, Abcam) diluted
in BD Wash buffer for 30 minutes at 4°C. Secondary antibody labelling with Zenon A647
conjugated Rabbit Ig (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was carried out for 40 minutes at 4°C. For
transcription factor staining, surface and aGFP stained cells were fixed and permeabilized with
Fixation/Permeabilisation buffer from the Foxp3/Transcription factor staining set (eBioscence)
for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cells were then stained with Foxp3 (FJK-16s) and T-bet (eBio4B10)
antibodies for 30 minutes at 4°C, before washing and immediate data acquisition.

2.2.4

Cell sorting

Sorting from in vivo experiments: When sorting cells from in vivo experiments, CD4+ T cells
were first enriched from the lungs or lymph nodes using an EasySepTM CD4+ T cell negative
isolation kit (STEMCELL). Cells were then surface stained with CD4 (RM-45) and CD44 (IM7)
followed by MHC Class II:NP tetramer staining (as described in Section 2.5.1). Labelled cells
were then sort-purified using BD Influx or BD Aria cell sorters in the UBC Flow Facility into
naïve (CD4+ CD44lo, >95% purity), activated (CD4+ CD44hi, >90% purity) or activated influenza
specific (CD4+ CD44hi FluNP+ populations, 70-80% purity).

Sorting from in vitro experiments: Activated and resting phase splenic CD4+ T cells cultured in
the absence or presence of IL-27, as described in Section 2.1.3, were surface stained with CD4
(RM-45) and CD44 (IM7), Live Dead Fixable AQUA and sorted into CD4+ CD44hi populations
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of >90% purity. Naïve CD4+ CD44lo cells (>95% purity) were sorted from uncultured splenic
cells to be used as unstimulated controls.

2.2.5

Acquisition and analysis of flow cytometry data

Flow cytometry data was acquired using an LSRII or FACS Canto flow cytometer using FACS
Diva software (BD Biosciences), or a MACSQuant (Miltenyi Biotec) flow cytometer with builtin software. Flow cytometry data was analysed using a Flow Jo analysis software (Treestar).

2.3

Quantitative analysis of murine gene expression by RT-PCR

For RNA extraction from tissues, the left lung lobe extracted and stored in 250ul of RNAlater
(Qiagen) and frozen at -20°C. Tissue was homogenized using a TissueLyser (Qiagen) in buffer
RLT with 10ul of 𝛽-mercaptoethanol from the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) and total RNA was isolated
from homogenate according to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was extracted from cell pellets
of purified CD4+ T cells or in vitro cultured cells as per manufacturer’s instructions. Synthesis of
cDNA was performed using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit. Quantitative real time PCR was
performed using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) and the Bio-Rad CDX86 real time
system. Thermocycle conditions included an initial denaturing step at 95°C (3 mins), followed
by 40 cycles at 95°C (15 sec) and 60 °C (1 min). After 40 cycles, a melting curve was generated
by slowly increasing (0.5°C/s) the temperature from 60 °C to 95 °C. Primers listed in Table 2.1.
Gene expression of target samples calculated by DDCT method with normalisation to housekeeping gene Gapdh. Bar graphs display relative normalised expression of target sample over
reference sample (set as 1).
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Primer name
GAPDH

Sequence
F: GTG TTC CTA CCC CCA ATG TGT
R: ATT GTC ATA CCA GGA AAT GAG CTT

IL-10

F: CTG AAG ACC CTC AGG ATG CG
R: TGG CCT TGT AGA CAC CTT GGT C

IFNg

F: GGA TGC ATT CAT GAG TAT TGC C
R: CCT TTT CCG CTT CCT GAG G

MLL1

F: CTC CTC CTC TTT GCT GTA TTG
R: CAG ATG TGA TGG CGA ATG T

MLL2

F: CTC TAT CCT GTG GGC TAT GA
R: GTG AAG ACC AGA TCC TCT AAA C
F: ATA GTC GTG CCT GTG TGC TTA GC

Il6st

R: GGT GAC CAC TGG GCA ATA TGA
Table 2.1: List of qPCR primers and target sequences

2.4

Data visualisation and statistical analysis

Data from flow cytometry and qPCR experiments was graphed using GraphPad Prism (MacKiev
Software). P-values were calculated using two tailed unpaired Students t tests with Welch’s
correction. Error bars represent standard deviation. P values of <0.05, <0.01 and <0.001 were
used as cut-offs for statistical significance and are represented in the figures by one, two or three
asterisks respectively.
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2.5

Histological analysis of lung tissue sections

Lungs were isolated and cross section of each lobe fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin,
embedded in paraffin and staining with hematoxylin and eosin by Ingrid Barta at the BRC
Histology Facility. All bright field microscopy images were captured with an Olympus DP73
camera mounted on an Olympus BX51 microscope, using 4X, 10X and 20X apochromatic
objective lenses. All images were obtained using Olympus CellSens Dimension software. Lung
sections from naïve and influenza infected mice were assessed by pathologist Dr. Ian Welch to
identify and describe the pathology and cellular infiltrate.

2.6
2.6.1

Transcriptional and epigenetic profiling of CD4+ T cells
Cell isolation

~ 200,000 naïve CD44lo or influenza specific Flu NP+ CD44hi CD4+ T cells from the lungs and
lymph nodes of age and sex matched C57Bl/6 mice at primary, memory and secondary time
points p.i. were sort purified as described in Section 2.2.4 using the sorting strategy in Fig 5.1.
During the sort, cells were collected in FACS buffer containing 1X protease inhibitor cocktail
(Calbiochem). Equal volumes of the sorted cell suspension were divided into two Eppendorf
tubes and centrifuged at 300 rcf (Eppendorf) to obtain two cell pellets each containing
approximately 100,000 cells for RNA Seq and ChIP Seq respectively.

2.6.2

RNA Sequencing

The cell pellet (~100,000 cells) obtained was frozen in liquid nitrogen and submitted to our
collaborators at Dr. Martin Hirst’s laboratory at UBC for RNA extraction and sequencing. Total
RNA was extracted using a combination of mirVana miRNA Isolation kit (Thermofisher,
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AM1560) and All prep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, 80204) and then assessed for quality and
quantified using Agilent Bioanalyzer (Life Technologies). Total RNA was rRNA depleted using
NEBNext rRNA Depletion Kit (New England BioLabs, E6310L). 1st strand cDNA was
generated using Maxima H minus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific, K1652)
with the addition of 1ug of Actinomycin D (Sigma, A9415). The product was purified using inhouse prepared 20% PEG, 1M NaCL Sera-Mag bead solution at 1.8X ratio and eluted in 35µL of
Qiagen EB buffer. Second Strand cDNA was synthesized in a 50µL volume using SuperScript
Choice System for cDNA Synthesis (Life Technologies, 18090-019) with 12.5mM GeneAmp
dNTP Blend with dUTP. Double stranded cDNA was then purified with 20% PEG, 1M NaCL
Sera-Mag bead solution at 1.8X ratio, eluted in 40µL of Qiagen EB buffer, and fragmented using
Covaris E220 (55 seconds, 20% duty factor, 200 cycles per burst). Sheared cDNA was End
Repaired/Phosphorylated, single A-tailed, and Adapter Ligated using custom reagent
formulations (New England BioLabs, E6000B-10) and in-house prepared Illumina forked small
adapter. 20% PEG, 1M NaCl Sera-Mag bead solution was used to purify the template inbetween each of the enzymatic steps. To complete the process of generating strand
directionality, adapter-ligated template was digested with 5U of AmpErase Uracil N-Glycosylase
(Life Technologies, N8080096). Libraries were then PCR amplified and indexed using Phusion
Hot Start II High Fidelity Polymerase (Thermo Scientific, F 549-L). An equal molar pool of
each library was sequenced on HiSeq2000 (Illumina) PE75. Standard operating procedures for
RNA-Seq library construction and sequencing are available at
(http://www.epigenomes.ca/protocols-and-standards).
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Paired end reads were aligned to the mouse genome ( UCSC GRCm38/mm10) by the JAGuar v
17.6 pipeline. The alignment result files in bam format were converted to bedgraph format using
Samtools to display on UCSC genome browser. An in-house quality control and analysis
pipeline was used to generate a report and calculate a normalisation constant for computing
RPKM values (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads). Pairwise comparisons between the
four sample types were performed to identify differentially expressed genes using a custom
Define matlab tool (cut off: FDR<0.015) created by Misha Bilenky.

2.6.3

Low input chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing

100,000 naïve and influenza specific CD4+ T cells were sorted from the lungs and lymph nodes
of naïve, primary, memory and secondary stage mice infected with influenza as described in
Section 2.2.4. Cells were lysed in mild non-ionic detergents (0.1% Triton X-100 and
Deoxycholate) and protease inhibitor cocktail (Calbiochem) followed by flash freezing and
submission to our collaborators at Dr. Martin Hirst’s laboratory (UBC) for low input ChIP Seq as
described in Lorzadeh et al (300). 10, 000 cells were used for a single immunoprecipitation
assay. In brief, cells were digested by Micrococcal nuclease (MNase) at room temperature for 5
minutes and 0.25mM EDTA was used to stop the reaction. Antibodies against H3K4me1
(Diagenode), H3K4me3 (Cell Signaling Technology), H3K27Ac and H3K27me3 (Diagenode)
were incubated with anti-IgA magnetic beads for 2 hours. Pre-cleared chromatin was incubated
with antibody bead complex overnight in immunoprecipitation buffer (20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0,
2 mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS) and High Salt (20mM, Tris-HCl pH
8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 500mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 01.% SDS) was buffers. IPs were eluted in
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elution buffer(1% SDS, 100mM Sodium Bicarbonate) for 1.5 hour at 65 °C. Histones were
digested by Protease for 30 mins at 50°C and DNA fragments were purified using Sera Mag
magnetic beads in 30% polyethylene glycol. Illumina sequencing libraries were generated by end
repair, 3’ A-addition and Illumina sequencing adaptor ligation (New England Biolabs). Indexed
libraries were PCR amplified (10 cycles) and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencing
platform following the manufacturer’s protocols (Illumina, Hayward, CA). Control libraries for
each peak calling library was the input DNA from the respective cell type. Sequence reads were
aligned to GRCm38/mm10 using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) 0.5.7 (301) and converted to
bam format by Sambamba (version 0.5.5) (302). Sequence reads with BWA mapping quality
scores <5 are discarded and reads that aligned to the same genomic coordinate were counted only
once in the profile generation. Input normalized tracks were generated by MACS2 (303) and
converted to bigwig format for display on the UCSC genome browser using UCSC utility tool
bedGraphToBigWig.

Promoter analysis: Promoters were defined as genomic region ± 2kb from the transcription start
site (TSS). H3K27me3, H3K4me3, and H2K27Ac peaks were identified by MACS2 (303) in
paired end mode at q value of 0.1, 0.01 and 0.01 respectively and input DNA as a control.
Promoters were defined as the following: (1) H3K4me3 marked if at least 50% of the ± 2kb
region was enriched for H3K4me3 signal; (2) H3K27me3 if at least 50% of the ± 2kb region was
enriched for H3K27me3; (3) bivalent if H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 overlapped with the
following exceptions. Bivalent promoters overlapping with H3K27Ac or with less than 20% of
the promoter covered H3K27me3 were considered H3K4me3 marked.
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Super-enhancer (SE) analysis: To delineate super-enhancer domains, we used the approach
proposed by Young et al (304). First, MACS2 identified H3K27Ac marked regions within 12.5kb
were merged using Bedtools. Then all regions were ranked within each cell type by increasing
H3K27Ac signal. To geometrically define when the H3K27Ac signal increases rapidly, the xaxis point for which a line with a slope of 1 was tangent to the curve was determined. Genomic
regions above this point were identified as super-enhancers.

2.6.4

Transcription factor motif enrichment

The genomic sequence at the center of the MACS2 identified H3K27Ac enriched region was
matched with the GRCm38/mm10 genomic assembly using Bedtools fastaFromBed.
Significantly matched motifs from 2016 JASPAR Vertebrates CORE Catalogue (305) were
identified using Fimo at default setting as previously described (306). Motifs were also identified
by Transcription factor Affinity Prediction (TRAP) Web Tools using single sequence application
at default setting as previously described (307).

2.6.5

Statistical analysis

All plots for bioinformatics data visualisation were generated in RStudio version 3.2.3. R
packages used include ggplot2, pheatmap and UpSetR. Boxplots represent the median (centre
line), the first and third quartiles (top and bottom line of box) and confidence intervals (95%;
black lines). Violin plots display rotated kernel density plots. P-values were generated in R using
two-tailed Students t-tests (t-test).
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Chapter 3: IL-27 signaling promotes epigenetic remodelling of the Il10 locus
in memory CD4+ T cells following influenza infection

3.1

Introduction

Influenza evokes a strong pro-inflammatory immune response in the lung that is necessary for
viral clearance and survival (308-310). In infections caused by pathogenic strains of IAV, this
inflammatory response can act as a double-edged sword causing severe tissue pathology (311314). A controlled immune response to IAV is therefore critical to ensure that the virus is
eliminated while limiting lung immunopathology. The immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 limits
tissue immunopathology and is expressed within infected tissues following infection (97, 315,
316). However, the expression of IL-10 must be precisely controlled because excessive or
mistimed IL-10 can dampen host immunity (162, 317) and reduce survival (97, 318).

During acute respiratory infection, effector T cells are the main source of IL-10 in the lung (97,
143, 319). The importance of T cell derived IL-10 during IAV infection is evident by the striking
increase in mortality of influenza infected mice when IL-10 signalling is blocked (97). This
impairment of IL-10 signalling results in excessive pro-inflammatory cytokine production and
increased immune cell infiltration which causes lethal lung pathology (97). Th1 cells present in
the lung are an important source of IL-10 but these cells also produce IFNg with similar kinetics
and both cytokines peak around Day 10 post infection (97). This evidence suggests that transient
IL-10 expression by effector CD4+ T cells may provide protection at the peak of the T cell
response during influenza infection by dampening pathogenic T cell mediated inflammation. The
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protective role of IL-10 at the site of infection is supported by studies in other Th1 infections
models with intracellular pathogens such Plasmodium chabaudi (316) and Toxoplasma gondii
(165). In influenza, the signals that promote host protective IL-10 from effector CD4+ T cells
and the mechanism through which CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 controls pathology is less clear.

IL-27 is an infection-induced cytokine that restrains pathogenic T cell responses during acute
Th1 infection. The absence of IL-27 or the IL-27 receptor leads to increased T cell proliferation
(191), T cell mediated inflammation (191, 192, 320) and immunopathology (192, 316, 321). IL27 exerts control over T cells and limits immunopathology in part by inducing IL-10 from
activated Th1 cells (194, 199, 200, 316). During primary influenza, exposure to IL-27 in the
infected lung induces IL-10 from Th1 cells and this IL-10 can suppress inflammation by
inhibiting the expansion of IL-17 expressing CD4+ T cells (192) with immunopathogenic
potential (134, 322). Importantly, both IL-27 and IL-10 act specifically to limit
immunopathology during influenza infection without hampering viral clearance (97, 192).These
in vivo studies indicate that IL-27 induced IL-10 production from effector CD4+ T cells present
at the site of infection is protective. Since timed IL-10 expression is essential for surviving
infection (97, 317), I investigated the role of the IL-27 signalling pathway in modulating IL-10
expression from effector CD4+ T cells in vivo.

Evidence that IL-27 signalling can regulate T cell derived IL-10 arises from a study conducted
by our laboratory which showed that the downregulation of the IL-27 receptor subunit gp130, on
CD8+ T cells impaired CD8+ T cell intrinsic IL-10 expression (218). Activated CD4+ T cells
also downregulate gp130 following TCR ligation (216) which suggests that surface expression of
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the IL-27 receptor may modulate the release of IL-10 from effector CD4+ T cell by altering the
cell’s ability to receive IL-27 signals. In CD8+ T cells, the impact of decreased gp130 expression
on IL-10 production was observed in a recall response to influenza (218). Whether memory
CD4+ T cells are similarly impaired due to changes in IL-27 responsiveness is presently unclear.

To determine if IL-27 regulates IL-10 from CD4+ T cells during primary and secondary
influenza, I used a combination of flow cytometry and high throughput ChIP sequencing. This
approach allowed the identification of key signalling events and the epigenetic changes
associated with IL-10 expression in CD4+ T cells. My results show that in a primary response to
influenza, IL-27 signaling was required to enhance IL-10 expression from primary effector
CD4+ T cells. A permissive histone modification signature was observed at the IL-10 locus in
influenza-specific memory CD4+ T cells compared to naïve precursors. We found that exposure
of CD4+ T cells to IL-27 during primary activation was required for establishment of these
epigenetic changes. Intriguingly, although gp130low memory CD4+ T cells were less responsive
to IL-27 signaling, we observed that memory CD4+ T cells still expressed IL-10 in a recall
response to influenza. We propose that IL-27 signaling in a primary response to influenza
promotes an increase in permissive histone modifications at the Il10 gene locus which allows
primed memory CD4+ T cells to express IL-10 in a recall response.
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3.2

Results

3.2.1

Identification and characterization of IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells during

influenza infection
To investigate the regulation of IL-10 from CD4+ cells during influenza infection, first I
determined the kinetics of IL-10 expression from activated CD4+ T cells in the lung. FluNP 311325

I-A(b)] MHC Class II tetramers were used to measure the expansion of influenza specific

CD4+ T cells and IL-10 GFP reporter mice (VertX) were used to track IL-10 expression. VertX
mice were infected with PR8 IAV to elicit a primary response or with a primary dose of x31 IAV
infection followed by rechallenge with heterosubtypic PR8 IAV (secondary) as shown in Fig 3.1
A. At the time points shown in Fig 3.1B-C, the frequencies of tetramer positive cells and activated
IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells were measured by flow cytometry. In primary influenza infected
mice, we observed an increase in the frequencies of tetramer+ cells in the lung and lymph nodes
which peaked at Day 10 p.i. (Fig 3.1B, left). In a recall response, a similar but more rapid increase
in the frequencies of tetramer+ cells observed with peak expansion on Day 6 in the lymph node
(Fig 3.1C, left) . IL-10 eGFP+ CD4+ T cells showed peak expansion on Day 10 during primary
infection (Fig 3.1B, right), while the frequencies of activated IL-10+ CD44hi CD4+ T cells were
highest between Day 4-6 (Fig 3.1C, right). Based on these results, the Day 10 time point was
selected for assessing the peak of CD4 IL-10 expression in the primary response and Day 6 for the
peak of CD4 IL-10 in a secondary response. These time points are consistent with published
reports on the kinetics of CD4 IL-10 expression in the primary response (97) and CD4+ T cell
activation in the secondary response (266).
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Both effector CD4 T cells and Foxp3+ Tregs express IL-10 in response to respiratory infection
but activated Th1 cells have been reported to be the primary source of CD4+ T cell derived
IL-10 at the site of infection in the lung (97). To determine if IL-10 expression is highest in the
lung in our infection model, we infected VertX (IL-10 GFP reporter) mice with influenza (PR8
IAV) and measured IL-10 eGFP expression and the phenotype of IL-10+ CD4+ T cells in the
lung and spleen. We observed an increase in the number and frequency of IL-10 expressing
activated CD44hi CD4+ T cells in the lung on Day 10 p.i (Fig 3.2 A,B) but no change in the
percentage of IL-10+ CD44hi CD4+ T cells between naïve and infected mice in the spleen (Fig
3.2 B). When IL-10 expression from antigen specific CD4+ T cells present in the lung
and spleen were compared, (Fig 3.2C) higher frequencies of IL-10+ CD44hi CD4+ T cells
were detected in lung than the spleen (Fig 3.2 D). Together, these results indicate that
activated influenza specific CD4+ T cells can express IL-10 locally within the infected
lung.
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Figure 3.1: Influenza infection model and selection of time points for primary and recall
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(A) Primary infection: VertX or VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice were infected with 5 pfu PR8/H1N1
Influenza A virus. On Day 10, CD4+ T cells are isolated from the BAL, lung, LN and spleen.
Memory: Mice infected with 5 pfu PR8/H1NI were allowed to recover from influenza infection
until Day 30-35 post infection. Secondary infection: Mice infected with 50 pfu x31/H3N2 were
allowed to recover until Day 30-35 and then re-challenged with 5 pfu of heterosubtypic
PR8/H1N1. BAL, lung, LN and spleen were harvested on Day 6 p.i. (B) VertX mice were
infected with PR8/H1N1 and frequencies of Flu NP+ CD4+ T cells (left) and IL-10+ CD4+ T cells
(right) in the lung and LN were measured by flow cytometry on Days 8, 10 and 12 post infection.
(C) Memory stage VertX (x31primed) were re-infected with PR8/IAV and frequencies of IL-10+
CD4+ T cells and Flu NP tetramer+ CD4+ T cells in the lung and LN were measured on Days 4, 6
and 8 post infection. Graphs show frequencies of Flu NP tetramer+ CD4+ T IL-10+ CD4+ T cells
or cells at the stated time points. Uninfected VertX mice were used as naïve controls. Graphs
show all data from a single experiment.

To determine if IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells in the lung possess a Th1 effector
phenotype, I used intracellular cytokine staining to assay expression of the Th1
transcription factor T-bet (112) and Treg transcription factor Foxp3 (323) expression in
CD4+ IL-10+ T cells. Primary IAV infection induced an increase in the frequency of Tbet+ CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.2E) and T-bet expression was higher in activated IL10+CD44hi cells compared to naïve CD44lo IL-10 CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.2F).
Approximately 10% of IL-10+ CD4+ T in the lung expressed Foxp3 while ~90% of the
IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells were Foxp3- (Fig 3.2 G). Together, these data indicate that
IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells exhibit a Tbet+ Th1 phenotype and the majority of CD4+ T
cell derived IL-10 is expressed by Foxp3- CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 3.2:Effector CD4+ T cells express IL-10 in the lung during primary influenza
infection.
VertX IL-10 reporter mice were infected with influenza PR8 virus and 10 days later, cells in the
lung and spleen were analysed by flow cytometry. (A) Graph shows the number of IL-10 GFP+
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CD4+ T cells per lung in naïve and infected VertX mice. Gated on total live CD4+ T cells. (B)
Representative FACS plots (left) and bar graph (right) displaying the percentage of IL-10
expressing CD4+ T cells in the lungs and spleen of naive and infected VertX mice. C) Frequency
of influenza specific CD4+ T cells in the naïve and infected lung identified with MHC Class II
tetramers. (D) Frequency of IL-10 producing tetramer+ CD4+ T cells in the lung and spleen of
infected VertX mice. (E) T-bet MFI in activated (CD44hi) IL-10 GFP+ and naïve (CD44lo) IL-10
GFP- CD4+ T cells in the infected lung of VertX mice. (F) IL-10 GFP and Foxp3 staining in the
lungs of naïve and infected VertX mice (above). Graph (below) shows the frequencies of Foxp3+
IL-10 GFP+ CD4+ T cells in naïve and infected VertX lungs. Data are representative of three
independent experiments with 3-4 mice per group. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05,
** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001.

3.2.2

CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 expression in the lung is enhanced by IL-27 signaling

during primary influenza infection
IL-27 induces IL-10 expression from effector CD4+ cells present at the site of infection in
multiple Th1 infections including influenza (192, 194, 316, 324), and Th1 cell derived IL-10 has
the potential to limit tissue immunopathology (316). To determine the effect of IL-27 signaling
on IL-10+ CD4+ T cells in my influenza model, VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice were infected
with IAV and IL-10 expression from CD4+ T cells in the BAL, lung and draining lymph node
and spleen was measured on Day 10 post infection. The BAL and lungs of infected VertX IL27Ra-/- mice contained 2 fold lower frequencies of IL-10+ CD4+ T cells than infected VertX
(wildtype) mice (Fig 3.3). In contrast to the lung, the absence of IL-27 signaling in the
lymph node and spleen had no effect on the frequencies of IL-10+CD4+ T cells in these
tissues (Fig 3.3). These results indicate that IL-27 signaling enhances IL-10 expression from
CD4+ T cells at the effector site (BAL and lung) during primary influenza infection.
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Figure 3.3: IL-27 signalling enhances IL-10 expression from CD4+ T cells during primary
influenza infection
VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- were infected with influenza PR8 and 10 days later, IL-10 GFP+
CD4+ T cells in the BAL, lung, mLN and spleen were analysed by flow cytometry. Gated on
total live CD4+ T cells. (A) Representative FACS plots (left) displaying the percentage of IL-10
GFP expressing CD44hi CD4+ T cells in the BAL, lungs, draining lymph node (mediastinal) and
spleen of naïve and infected VertX mice. Graphs (right) depict IL-10 GFP expression from
CD44hi CD4+ T cells from naïve and infected VertX mice. Data are representative of three
experiments with 3-4 mice per group. Error bars indicated the mean ± SD and *=p <0.05, ** =
<0.01, *** = p <0.001.

3.2.3

Primary and memory CD4+ T cells lose surface expression of the IL-27 receptor

subunit gp130
IL-27 promotes IL-10 expression from Th1 cells by signaling through its receptor, IL-27R (Fig
1.3). The IL-27 receptor consists of a ligand binding subunit, IL-27Ra, and a signal transducing
subunit, gp130 (325). Activated CD4+ T cells downregulate surface gp130 expression in vitro
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and in vivo upon TCR engagement (216) but it is not clear if this occurs during infection, nor
whether CD4+ T cells recover gp130 after initial downregulation. To determine how gp130 is
modulated in CD4+ T cells, we measured gp130 expression in naïve, primary, and memory CD4+
T cells from the lungs and spleen of VertX mice by flow cytometry. We found that CD44hi
primary CD4+ T cells in the lung and spleen downregulate surface gp130 expression compared to
CD44lo naïve CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.4 A). At the memory stage, CD44hi CD4+ T cells in the lungs
and spleens also showed reduced gp130 expression compared with naïve CD44lo CD4+ T cells (Fig
3.4B). We also measured IL-10 expression from memory CD4+ T cells and observed that this
cytokine returned to baseline levels by Day 35 p.i. (Fig 3.4C). These results indicate that gp130
downregulation occurs in activated CD4+ T cells during influenza infection, and that memory
CD4+ T cells retain this gp130low phenotype.

Since we observed a decrease in surface gp130 expression on memory CD4+ T cells isolated from
VertX mice with a wild-type phenotype, it was possible that either TCR stimulation or gp130
signal transduction in CD4+ T cells triggered gp130 downregulation. To investigate the signals
responsible for the loss of surface gp130, I used an in vitro system where CD4+ T cells activated
by TCR ligation were cultured with or without IL-27 followed by 4 days of rest in culture media
containing IL-2. gp130 MFI was then measured in rested CD4+ T cell groups and compared with
naïve controls. I observed that rested CD4+ T cells lost surface gp130 expression (Fig 3.4 D, right)
following TCR ligation, and that IL-27 exposure had no effect on gp130 expression in this context.
Next, to determine whether gp130 downregulation occurred only at the surface or was a result of
decreased transcription, gp130 mRNA (Il6st) from naïve and activated CD4+ T cells was quantified
by qPCR. A decrease in Il6st mRNA expression was observed in activated cells compared to naïve
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controls and this decrease was evident in both IL-27 treated and untreated CD4+ T cell groups (Fig
3.4 E). These results indicate the loss of surface gp130 on activated CD4+ T cells is dependent on
TCR activation not IL-27 signaling. Further, the loss of surface gp130 is associated with the
transcriptional downregulation of Il6st mRNA.
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Figure 3.4: Activated (CD44hi) CD4+ T cells downregulate gp130 expression
VertX mice were infected with influenza PR8 virus. At primary (D10 p.i) and memory (~D35
p.i). time points, lungs and spleens were harvested and cells stained with monoclonal gp130,
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CD4 and CD44 antibodies. FMOs were used as negative controls. Data shown are gated on live
CD44lo CD4+ T cells for naive groups and live CD44hi CD4+ T cells for primary or memory
groups. Representative FACS plots (left) show mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of gp130 and
FMO in (A) naive and primary or (B) naive and memory CD4+ T cells. Graphs (right) display
gp130 MFI (closed circles) or FMO controls (open circles) on (A) naïve and primary or (B)
naïve and memory CD4+ T cells. (C) Percentage of IL-10+CD4+ T cells from naïve and CD44hi
memory CD4+ T cells. (D) Representative histograms show gp130 and FMO MFI on naïve and
in vitro generated resting phase CD4+ T cells. Graph shows gp130 MFI measured from naïve and
in vitro generated resting phase CD4+ T cells. (E) Gene expression of Il6st (gp130) assayed by
qPCR in naïve and resting phase CD4+ T cells stimulated with or without IL-27. Data in each
panel are representative of three independent in vivo or in vitro experiments. Error bars indicate
the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001.

3.2.4

Memory CD4+ T cells exhibit decreased responsiveness to IL-27 signaling

IL-27 induction of IL-10 in activated CD4+ T cells is dependent on the transcription factors
STAT1 and STAT3 (324). Given the observation that memory cells have lower gp130
expression than naïve cells (Fig 3.4), I hypothesized that gp130low memory CD4+ T cells present
in the lung following influenza infection would be impaired in their ability to activate and
phosphorylate STAT1 and STAT3 proteins following stimulation with IL-27. To test if gp130
downregulation resulted in a reduction in IL-27 responsiveness, we measured the
phosphorylation of STAT1 and STAT3 (326) in naïve and memory CD4+ T cells stimulated with
or without IL-27. We observed a reduction in the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of pSTAT1
and pSTAT3 in memory CD4+ T cells compared to naïve cells (Fig 3.5 A-B) when both groups
were stimulated with IL-27. We then calculated the fold difference between unstimulated and IL27 stimulated samples as shown in Fig 3.5A-B, right. Memory CD4+ T cells also showed
impaired responsiveness to IL-6 stimulation (Fig 3.5 C-D), consistent with gp130 also being a
signalling subunit in the IL-6 receptor. In addition, it appeared that the decrease in
phosphorylation of STAT1 in cytokine-stimulated memory cells, compared to naïve, was more
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pronounced than that of STAT3; this was true in cells exposed to either IL-27 or IL-6. Together,
these results demonstrate that downregulation of surface gp130 expression on CD4+ T cells
results in decreased responsiveness of memory CD4+ T cells to IL-27 and IL-6 signaling.
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Figure 3.5: Memory CD4+ T cells lose IL-27 responsiveness.
VertX mice were infected with influenza PR8 and lungs from naïve or memory stage mice
harvested. Naïve (CD44lo) and memory (CD44hi) CD4+ T cells were stimulated with or without
IL-27 or IL-6 for 15 minutes and phosphorylation of STAT1 and STAT3 proteins analysed by
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flow cytometry. (A-D, left) are representative histograms displaying pSTAT1 and pSTAT3 MFI
of IL-27 or IL-6 stimulated naïve and memory CD4+ T cells. Each FACS plots displays pSTAT1
or pSTAT3 histogram(black line) overlaid on FMO (dotted line) and unstimulated (grey)
controls. (A-D, right) Graphs show fold difference of pSTAT1 and pSTAT3 on naive (CD44lo)
and memory (CD44hi) CD4+ T cells stimulated with IL-27 or IL-6. Fold difference was
calculated by dividing the MFI of stimulated sample by the MFI of unstimulated sample. Data
shown are gated on CD44lo CD4+ T cells for naive groups and CD44hi CD4+ T cells for memory
groups. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Data is
representative of three independent experiments.

3.2.5

Memory CD4+ T cells with impaired IL-27 responsiveness can express IL-10 in a

recall response to influenza
A previous study from our lab showed that gp130low memory CD8+ T cells express less IL-10 in
a recall due to decreased IL-27 responsiveness (218). Given my observations of downregulated
gp130 (Fig 3.4) and decreased IL-27 responsiveness (Fig 3.5) in memory CD4+ T cells, I
expected these cells to express less IL-10 in a recall response to IAV. To test whether gp130low
memory CD4+ T cells could express IL-10, memory stage (~Day 35 p.i.) mice previously
infected with x31 IAV, were challenged with the heterosubtypic PR8 virus and IL-10 GFP
expression from memory CD4+ T cells was measured at Day 6 p.i. Surprisingly, I observed that
gp130low memory CD4+ T cells isolated from the lungs of infected mice were able to express IL10 (Fig 3.6 A). Approximately 15% of activated CD44hi CD4+ T cells were IL-10+ and 15% of
flu tetramer+ CD4+ T cells were IL-10+ (Fig 3.6 B-C). Similar to the primary response (Fig 3.2
B, D), higher frequencies of IL-10+ CD4+ T cells were found in the lung compared to the spleen
in infected mice (Fig 3.6, A-B). I also measured gp130 expression to determine whether a
change in surface gp130 expression on secondary CD4+ T cells could underlie their ability to reexpress IL-10 during secondary IAV infection. I found that secondary effector CD4+ T cells
displayed the same gp130low phenotype as their memory counterparts (Figure 3.6C) indicating
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that secondary CD4+ T cells do not upregulate surface gp130 expression following IAV
rechallenge. Together these results suggest that decreased IL-27 responsiveness in memory CD4+
T cells does not inhibit IL-10 expression in a recall response to influenza.
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Figure 3.6: CD4+ T cells express IL-10 in the lung during secondary influenza infection.
VertX IL-10 GFP mice in the memory stage of x31 IAV infection were re-challenged with
influenza PR8 and 6 days later, CD4+ T cells in the lung and spleen were analysed by flow
cytometry. (A) Representative FACS plots (left) and graphs (right) displaying the percentage of
IL-10 (GFP) expressing cells from the CD44hi CD4+ T cell population in the lungs and spleen of
naive and re-infected VertX mice. (B) FACS plots (left) and graph (right) displaying IL-10 GFP
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expression from influenza specific (FluNP+) CD4+ T cells and in the lung and spleen of naïve
and re-challenged VertX mice. Gated on total live CD4+ T cells. Graph (right) shows the
frequency of IL-10 GFP expressing cells within the influenza specific NP+ population. (C) FACS
plots (left) and graph (right) show gp130 MFI of naïve (CD44lo) and secondary (CD44hi) CD4+
T cells in the lung and spleen. FMO used as a negative control. Error bars indicate the mean ±
SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001. Data are representative of three independent
experiments with 3-4 mice per group.

3.2.6

CD4+ T cell IL-10 expression in a recall response to influenza requires IL-27

signaling during primary infection
Since memory CD4+ T cells express IL-10 despite impaired IL-27 responsiveness, it is possible
that these cells do not require IL-27 signaling to stimulate IL-10 expression. To test this
hypothesis, I rechallenged resting phase VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice with influenza and
measured IL-10 GFP expression in the BAL and lung on Day 6 post infection. When 2º VertX
and VertX IL-27Ra-/- infected groups were compared, I observed reduced frequencies of IL-10+
CD4+ T cells in in the lung and BAL of VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice compared to VertX mice (Fig
3.7A,B). When 1º and 2º IAV infected groups were compared, the frequencies of IL-10+GFP+
CD4+ T cells in 1º and 2º IAV infected VertX mice were unchanged while 2º CD4+ cells in
VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice showed a very small but significant reduction in IL-10 expression from
secondary CD4+ T cells. This result suggested that primary exposure to IL-27 may be required
for recall IL-10 expression from gp130lowmemory CD4+ T cells because 2º CD4+ T cells from
VertX mice expressed significantly more IL-10 than 2º CD4+ T cells from VertX IL-27Ra-/mice. Overall, my observations suggested that primary IAV infection can intrinsically change the
dependence of memory CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 on IL-27 signalling in a recall response.
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Figure 3.7: IL-27 signaling during primary influenza is required for IL-10 expression in a
recall response.
VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice in the resting phase were rechallenged with heterosubtypic
influenza PR8 on Day 30. (A, B) FACS plots (top) showing CD44 versus IL-10 GFP expression
within the CD4+ T cell population in the BAL and lungs of naïve and infected VertX mice.
Graphs (bottom) show the frequency of IL-10+ CD44hi CD4+ T cells in the BAL and lungs of
naïve and infected mice. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD of individual mice and data are
representative of two independent experiments with 3-5 mice per group.
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3.2.7

Epigenetic remodelling of the Il10 locus is associated with IL-10 expression in a

recall response
One mechanism that could explain the ability of memory CD4+ T cells from VertX (wildtype)
mice to express IL-10 despite decreased IL-27 responsiveness is epigenetic modification of the
Il10 gene through activating histone marks that maintain an ‘open’ configuration. The permissive
histone modifications H4K4me3 and H3K27Ac are present at the cytokine genes IFNG and IL4
in memory CD4+ T cells which are consequently highly expressed upon re-stimulation (293). An
increase in the permissive marks H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 is also associated with IL-10
expression from NK cells (327) and H3K4me3, H3K27Ac and H3K4me1 in monocytes (328)
and Th2 cells (329). Given this evidence, I hypothesized that memory CD4+ T cells exposed to
IL-27 in the primary response would acquire a permissive histone modification signature thereby
increasing chromatin accessibility at the Il10 gene locus. To test this hypothesis, we sorted naïve
and flu-specific memory CD4+ T cells and assessed their histone modification profile using low
input native ChIP Seq (330). We examined the distribution of permissive histone marks
H3K27Ac, H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 and the repressive histone mark H3K27me3 at the Il10
gene locus. As shown in Fig 3.8A, H2K27Ac, H3K4me1 and H3K4me3 enrichment was
observed across the Il10 gene locus in memory CD4+ T cells compared to naïve CD4+ T cells. In
contrast, the repressive H3K27me3 mark was lower in memory CD4+ T cells compared to naïve
CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.8A). Since enrichment of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 at promoters is
predictive of gene activation and repression respectively (282, 331), we compared H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 normalised signal across the Il10 promoter region (± 2Kb from TSS) in naïve and
memory CD4+ T cells. Memory CD4+ T cells were marked with higher H3K4me3 and lower
H3K27me3 signal than in naïve CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.8B). These observations suggest that the
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Il10 promoter and gene body in memory CD4+ T cells has a permissive histone modification
signature compared to naïve CD4+ T cells. Next, to determine whether the permissive histone
signature correlated with Il10 transcription in memory CD4+ T cells, we measured the Il10
mRNA levels in the same cohort of naïve and antigen specific CD4+ T cells used for low input
ChIP Seq. As shown in (Fig 3.8C), Il10 mRNA expression increased when memory CD4+ T
cells were reactivated to form secondary effectors. However, when compared with Il10
expression from primary CD4+ T cells, secondary CD4+ T cells expressed less Il10 RNA. My
observations at this point suggested that the Il10 locus in memory CD4+ T cells was more
accessible than naïve cells but Il10 transcription, though increased following reactivation, was
lower than in primary CD4+ T cells. Since the RNA Seq experiment was performed using single
replicates, I measured the Il10 RNA expression by sorting antigen specific CD4+ T cells from
the lungs of primary and secondary stage IAV infected mice and asked if there was a statistically
significant difference in gene expression. Consistent with the pattern of IL-10 expression from
my flow cytometric data (Fig 3.7), no significant difference in Il10 mRNA expression was
observed between primary and secondary antigen specific CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.8D). From these
observations, I concluded that primary T cell activation following IAV infections results in the
deposition of a permissive histone signature at the Il10 gene locus in memory CD4+ T cells
which is associated with an increase in Il10 gene expression in a recall response.

To determine if the increase in permissive histone modification observed at the Il10 promoter
also occurred at cytokine loci, we compared H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 tag densities across Th1
and Th17 cytokines Il2, Ifng, Tnf, Il17a, Il21, Tgfb1 and Il10 gene promoters. The Il10 gene
locus displayed the greatest loss of H3K27me3 compared to other cytokines while the Ifng
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promoter displayed the highest gain of H3K4me3 (Fig 3.8 E). The Il2 and Il21 promoters were
also associated with a gain of H3K4me3 and a corresponding decrease in H3K27me3 while Il17
shows an increase in only H3K27me3 (Fig 3.8 E). These data indicate influenza infection results
in histone modification changes at the promoters of Ifng and other CD4 T cell derived cytokines
in memory CD4+ T cells.

Figure 3.8: A permissive histone modification signature at the IL-10 gene locus in memory
CD4+ T cells.
Naive and influenza specific memory (Flu NP+) CD4+ T cells were sorted from the lungs and
lymph nodes of infected mice. The distribution of permissive (H3K27Ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3)
and repressive (H3K27me3) histone marks was assessed by low input ChIP Seq. A. UCSC
genome browser view of the Il10 gene in naive and Flu NP+ memory CD4+ T cells. B. Heat map
profiling of input normalised H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 signal ± 2Kbp upstream and
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downstream from the transcriptional start site (TSS) of the Il10 gene in naïve and Flu NP+
memory CD4+ T cells. (C) Normalised Il10 mRNA expression measured by RNA Seq in the
same cohort of naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells shown in (B). (D) Relative
normalised Il10 mRNA expression measured by qPCR from naïve and influenza specific primary
and secondary CD4+ T cells. Data from a single experiment with 3-4 mice per group. (E) Z-score
of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 tag density at pro- and anti- inflammatory cytokine gene promoters
in naïve and memory CD4+ T cells. Data shown in (A-C, E) are from an experiment that was
performed once by pooling 75 memory stage mice to obtain 100K rare tetramer positive CD4+
cells.

3.2.8

IL-27 signaling is required for epigenetic remodelling of the Il10 gene locus in

memory CD4+ T cells
Given the presence of a permissive histone signature at the Il10 locus in memory CD4+ T cells,
we sought to determine the signals that promote this epigenetic state. Based on our in vivo
studies on wildtype and IL-27Ra-/- mice where wildtype memory CD4+ T cells expressed more
IL-10 than IL-27Ra-/- cells (Fig 3.7), I hypothesised that exposure to IL-27 signaling would
increase H3K4me3 and decrease H3K27me3 at the Il10 promoter. To test this, naïve CD4+ T
cells were isolated from VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice and cultured in vitro in the presence of
IL-27 for a period of four days followed by sorting of CD44hi CD4+ T cells from wells
containing cells from VertX or VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice. Sorted cells were then rested for a four
day period in the presence of IL-2 alone to generate rested ‘memory like’ CD4+ T cells. Naïve
CD44lo CD4+ T cells were sorted as controls. Then, the enrichment of H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 was assessed at the Il10 promoter in naïve and rested CD4+ T cells using ChIP Seq.
As shown in the heatmaps displaying normalised H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 signal across the
Il10 promoter in Fig 3.9A, rested CD4+ T cells from VertX mice respond to IL-27 signaling
during primary activation showed a striking gain in H3K4me3 across the Il10 promoter region
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which was consistent with our in vivo observations (Fig 3.8). In contrast, memory CD4+ T cells
from VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice do not display an increase in H3K4me3 signal at the Il10 promoter
region. We also observed that IL-27 exposed VertX rested CD4+ T have reduced H3K27me3 at
the Il10 promoter region compared to naïve VertX CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.9A, right panel), while
VertX IL-27Ra-/- rested CD4+ T cells do not show an identical decrease in H3K27me3. This data
indicated that IL-27 signalling was required for the deposition of a permissive histone
modification signature at the Il10 promoter in resting phase CD4+ T cells.

To confirm whether the effect of IL-27 was specific to the Il10 promoter, we compared
H3K4me3 enrichment at the Ifng gene in VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- CD4+ T cells cultured in
the presence or absence of IL-27. When Ifng and Il10 gene promoters were ranked based on
increasing H3K4me3 signal, we found that the Il10 promoter was ranked higher than Ifng in
rested CD4+ T cells from VertX mice were exposed to IL-27 during primary activation (Fig
3.9B). Since rested CD4+ T cells from VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice did not display a similar increase
in H3K4me3 rank (Fig 3.9B), I concluded that IL-27 signalling specifically induced increased
H3K4me3 deposition at the Il10 promoter in CD4+ T cells following primary activation.

Our results so far suggested that IL-27 signalling was required for the increase in deposition of
H3K4me3 at the Il10 promoter region. Since the methyltransferases MLL1 and MLL2 have been
reported to mediate H3K4 trimethylation (332-334), we tested whether exposure to IL-27
resulted in increased Kmt2a (MLL1) and Kmt2d (MLL2) mRNA expression. We measured
Kmt2a and Kmt2d mRNA expression from IL-27 stimulated CD4+ T cells from VertX or VertX
IL-27Ra-/- mice using quantitative PCR. We did not observe an increase in MLL1 or MLL2
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expression in activated or resting phase groups in the presence or absence of IL-27 (Fig 3.10
A,B). In fact, naïve CD4+ T cells from VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice had higher Kmt2a and
Kmt2a mRNA expression (Fig 3.10A, B). These results suggest that a global measurement of
MLL1 and MLL2 transcripts is not suitable for assessing Il10 gene specific H3K4me3 deposition
or an MLL1/2 independent cellular mechanism of H3K4me3 deposition exists at the Il10 locus.
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Figure 3.9: IL-27 signaling results in the epigenetic remodeling of the IL-10 locus in
memory CD4+ T cells.
(A) Outline of in vitro CD4+ T cell culture system. Naïve CD4+ T cells were activated in the
presence or absence of IL-27 for 4 days followed by culture in IL-2 for two days to generate
rested CD4+ T cells. Naïve and rested CD4+ T cells from VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- were sort
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purified and the distribution of histone marks (H3K27Ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3) was assessed by ChIP Seq. (B) Heat map profiling of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3
signal ± 2Kbp from the TSS of the Il10 and Ifng gene. (C) Normalized coverage of H3K4me3
signal across all ranked gene promoters.
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Figure 3.10: MLL1 and MLL2 mRNA expression is not increased in IL-27 stimulated
activated or resting phase CD4+ T cells.
Activated or resting phase CD4+ T cells from VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- were generated in
vitro in the absence or presence of IL-27 signaling followed by RNA extraction. (A, B) Kmt2a
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(MLL1) and Kmt2d (MLL2) mRNA expression was measured relative to naïve controls by
quantitative PCR. Data are representative of a single experiment with 3 replicate wells per group.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.

3.2.9

Establishment of an active enhancer located upstream of the Il10 gene in memory

CD4+ T cells is dependent on IL-27 signaling
In addition to epigenetic modifications at promoters, gene expression can also be influenced by
distal regulatory elements such as enhancers and super-enhancers. Indeed, studies have shown
that IL-10 expression in macrophages is associated with enhancer-like DNase I hypersensitive
sites upstream of the Il10 promoter, that contain conserved transcription factor binding sites and
are marked by hyperacetylated histones (335). Active enhancers can be identified by the high
level enrichment of H3K27Ac at H3K4me1 marked enhancer regions (287). When the
distribution of the active enhancer elements in the vicinity of the Il10 promoter was examined,
we observed an H3K27Ac peak approximately 25kb upstream of the Il10 TSS in primary,
memory and secondary CD4+ T cells (Fig 3.11A). Interestingly, this active enhancer peak was
established only in in vitro cultured CD4+ T cells following exposure to IL-27. This suggests that
a transcription factor or chromatin remodeling enzyme associated with the IL-27 signaling
pathway may bind at the active enhancer site. We then assessed putative transcription factor
binding sites within this active enhancer using the transcription factor motif prediction tools,
FIMO (306) and TRAP (307). We selected transcription factors that had a two-fold higher
expression in memory compared to naïve CD4+ T cells in order to identify highly expressed TFs
at the memory stage. With these criteria, both FIMO and TRAP predicted the binding of CREB1
with the highest significance as shown in Fig 3.11B, C. These results indicate that Il10 gene
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expression may be regulated through an active distal enhancer region in CD4+ T cells that binds
CREB1 and is activated in response to IL-27.
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Figure 3.11: An active enhancer region upstream of the Il10 gene promoter is established in
response to IL-27 signaling.
(A) UCSC genome browser screenshot displays the distribution of H3K27Ac signal across a
~100kb region containing the Il10 gene locus in the labelled CD4+ T cell subsets. Box shows the
location of the active enhancer peak (~ 25 kb) upstream of the Il10 TSS. Key transcription factor
candidates binding to the active enhancer predicted by motif enrichment analysis tools (B) FIMO
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and (C) TRAP. X-axis displays ratio of Memory RPKM/Naïve RPKM. Y-axis displays p-value
of motif occurrence.

3.2.10 Absence of IL-27 signaling results in increased granulocytic infiltration and
lung pathology
Since IL-27 signaling is important to limit lung immunopathology during primary influenza
infection (192), we wanted to assess the impact of IL-27 on immunopathology in a recall
response. We assessed histopathological changes in H&E stained lung sections from VertX and
VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice at primary (Day 10 p.i.) and secondary time points (Day 6 p.i.).
Uninfected mice were used as controls. Lung sections from healthy uninfected VertX and VertX
IL-27Ra-/- mice have a fine lace like appearance, clear airways, thin walled alveoli and
bronchioles lined with intact epithelium (Fig 3.12, A). In contrast, all of the infected lung
sections displayed a range of pathology from normal to severe. Within infected lung tissue, the
distribution ranges from multifocal to regionally extensive as seen at 4X magnification (Fig
3.12: 4 B-C, E, F 4X). At Day 10 p.i. lungs of both VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice showed
extensive alveolar damage, peri-bronchial and perivascular inflammation (Fig 3.12B, Fig 4E
10X, features identified by black arrows). The lumen of airways of VertX mice contained mucus,
necrotic inflammatory and bronchial epithelial cells as seen at 20X magnification (Fig 3.12B).
Lungs from infected VertX IL-27ra-/- mice showed similar but more extensive histopathological
changes compared with infected VertX mice with increased cellular infiltrate making the IL-2Ra/-

lungs appear more consolidated (Fig 3.12: E, 20X). In mice rechallenged with influenza, we

observed increased alveolar damage compared to groups of mice infected with primary influenza
in both VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- groups. A striking observation was the presence of increased
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perivascular cuffing in lungs from VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice in recall responses,
compared to primary (Fig 3.12C and F, 20X).

We also examined the type of cellular infiltrate present in the lung during secondary influenza
using 40X magnification. VertX mice displayed a predominantly mixed lymphocytic infiltrate
with the occasional presence of a neutrophil. In contrast, lung sections from a recall response in
VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice showed a striking increase of granulocytes, likely neutrophils (black
arrows), scattered in perivascular regions of inflammation (Fig 3.13 A, 40X). Together, these
pathological observations indicate that the absence of IL-27 signaling in a recall response results
in increased lung pathology and is associated with the infiltration of granulocytic cells into the
lung.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of IL-27 signaling on lung pathology in primary and secondary
influenza infection.
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Lung sections from naïve and infected VertX (WT) and VertX IL-27Ra-/- (KO)mice were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). H&E stained sections from (A-C) VertX mice or (D-E)
VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice in naïve, primary or secondary groups. Black arrows indicate key
pathological observations. Data are representative of two experiments with 5-6 mice per group
and scored by an independent pathologist.
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Figure 3.13:Increased granulocytic infiltrate in the lungs of VertX IL-27Ra-/- following
secondary influenza infection.
40X magnification of H&E stained lung sections from secondary stage influenza in VertX (WT)
and VertX IL-27Ra-/- (KO) mice. Black arrows show granulocytic cells. Data are representative
of two experiments with 5-6 mice per group and scored by an independent pathologist.

3.3

Discussion

Effector CD4+ T cells are an important source of IL-10 during Th1 infection but how IL-10
expression is regulated during infection is not well understood. In this study, I investigated the
role of IL-27 in regulating IL-10 expression from CD4+ T cells during primary and recall
influenza infection. I found that primary and memory CD4+ T cells downregulated surface
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expression of gp130, the beta subunit of the IL-27 receptor, which led to impaired IL-27
responsiveness in memory CD4+ T cells. Surprisingly, despite a decrease in IL-27
responsiveness, memory CD4+ T cells could still express IL-10 in a recall response.
Mechanistically, we demonstrated that exposure to IL-27 signaling in the primary response led to
establishment of a permissive epigenetic signature at the Il10 locus in memory CD4+ T cells.
While IL-27 is known to promote IL-10 expression from activated T helper cells, these data
highlight a novel role for IL-27 in promoting epigenetic remodelling of the Il10 locus in primary
and memory CD4+ T cells.

IL-27 is known to promote IL-10 from effector CD4+ T cells during Th1 infection (192, 194,
316, 324). Consistent with these reports, IL-27 signalling during primary IAV infection was
required to enhance IL-10 production from effector CD4+ T cells present in the BAL and lungs.
The majority of these IL-10 producing CD4+ T cells were Foxp3- cells that expressed T-bet,
which indicates a Th1 phenotype. The functional importance of IL-27 induced IL-10 from Th1
cells in primary infection is in limiting tissue damage and promote survival by suppressing
pathogenic Th1 and Th17 responses (192, 316). I observed that IL-10 levels from activated
CD4+ T cells were highest in the airways and lung and peaked around Day 8 post IAV infection.
The transient high-level expression of activated Th1 CD4+ IL-10 has also been demonstrated in
an IAV model by Braciale et al (97) and during T.gondii infection and has been proposed as a
self-regulatory mechanism in activated effector CD4+ T cells (146). Therefore, my findings
suggest that IL-27 acts as an environmental signal (208) to promote expression of host protective
IL-10 from activated effector CD4+ T cells present in the BAL and lung during primary
influenza.
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Surface level expression of gp130, the beta subunit of the IL-27R, is required for IL-27 signal
transduction via STAT1 and STAT3 phosphorylation and the expression of IL-10 from activated
CD4+ T cells (324, 325). A study by Betz et al demonstrated that activated CD4+ T cells
downregulate gp130 after TCR activation in vitro (216) and antigenic exposure in vivo. Whether
infection induces changes in gp130 expression on CD4+ T cells was not known. I observed that
activated CD4+ T cells downregulated gp130 (IL-27Rbeta) following primary IAV infection and
that memory CD4+ T cells retained this gp130low phenotype. In addition, the reduction in gp130
expression on the cell surface was associated with a decrease in Il6st mRNA when compared to
naïve controls. My data indicates that primary IAV infection results in the downregulation of
gp130 on primary and memory CD4+ T cells and that the gp130low phenotype exhibited by these
cells may be due to inhibition of Il6st (gp130) gene expression. Studies on hepatocytes (336) and
monocytes (337) have shown that surface gp130 can also be internalised and degraded in p38
MAPK dependent manner following exposure to IL-1β (336). Since TCR signalling activates the
p38 MAPK pathway (338) it is possible that receptor internalisation contributes to gp130
downregulation which future studies using live cell imaging on naive and activated CD4+ T cells
could elucidate.

A publication from our group (218) first established a link between the quantity of IL-10
expressed by T cells and gp130 expression on the surface of T cells. Memory CD8+ T cells that
downregulate gp130 (IL-27Rb) are less responsive to IL-27 signaling and secrete less IL-10 in a
recall response (218). Consistent with this report, I observed that gp130low memory CD4+ T cells
were impaired in their ability to respond to IL-27 compared to gp130hi naïve CD4+ T cells.
Interestingly, despite a reduction in IL-27 responsiveness, there was no decrease in CD4+ IL-10
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expression in a recall response. These results suggested that IL-10 expression in a recall response
may be independent of IL-27 signalling. However, IL-27Ra-/- memory CD4+ T cells were
impaired in their ability to express IL-10 in a recall response compared to memory CD4+ T cells
from wild type mice. Together, this evidence indicated that exposure to IL-27 signalling in a
primary response is required to prime memory CD4+ T cell that later express IL-10 in a recall
response.

The requirement for IL-27 signalling during a primary response for IL-10 expression from
reactivated CD4+ T cells in my model is supported by studies showing that Th1 memory like
lymphocytes stimulated in vitro cannot re-express IL-10 unless the cells are exposed to an
alternate signal such as IL-12 during reactivation (329) and that CD4+ T cells in the BAL have
>10 fold higher Il10 mRNA transcripts 48h after secondary influenza infection Chapman et al
(339). However, other reports (121) showed that in vitro generated Th1 cells transferred into
naïve hosts secrete less IL-10 during secondary influenza infection (121, 266). The requirement
for IL-27 during primary activation of CD4+ T cells in vivo, as shown in our model, could
explain the discrepancy between our observations and these two conflicting reports. Another
report by Dong et al (340) show that IL-10 producing human memory CD4+ T cells that undergo
expansion in vitro re-express less IL-10 and co-produce IFNγ. Here, in addition to the
requirement for IL-27 signaling during primary activation, it is possible that the different restimulation procedures used in this study versus ours could explain the contrasting observations
on IL-10 from reactivated memory CD4+ T cells.
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We investigated epigenetic changes as a mechanism of IL-10 regulation because cytokine
production in T cells is associated with changes in histone modifications such as H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 at cytokine gene loci (341, 342). In the case of IL-10, activating histone marks have
been observed at the Il10 gene in Th2 cells (329), monocytes (328), and NK cells (327)
expressing this cytokine. Evidence that cytokine expression by memory cells may be controlled
by histone modifications arises from a report that showed permissive H3K4me3 deposition at the
promoters of genes encoding cytokines such as IFNγ and IL-4 in memory CD4+ T cells, and
these cytokines are rapidly expressed upon re-stimulation (293). These studies suggested that the
Il10 gene may be epigenetically remodelled by permissive histone modifications in memory
CD4+ T cells following primary activation. ChIP-Seq analysis of histone modifications revealed
that memory CD4 T cells exhibited a permissive histone signature at the Il10 gene locus marked
by increased H3K4me3, H3K27Ac and reduced H3K27me3 compared to naïve CD4+ T cells.
These results confirmed that the Il10 locus displayed an ‘open’ configuration in memory CD4+ T
cells imposed by permissive epigenetic changes after primary IAV infection. Evidence for IL-27
as an epigenetic modifier is supported by two reports showing that activated CD4+ T cells
exposed to IL-27 have a reduction in DNA methylation at the Il10 locus compared to cells
activated in the absence of IL-27 (343, 344). In addition, IL-27 promotes Foxp3 expression in
iTregs by increasing the binding of STAT1 and H4Ac at the FOXP3 promoter compared to
iTregs not exposed to IL-27 (345). However, the role of IL-27 in controlling the changes in
histone modifications at the Il10 gene in CD4+ T cells was not known. Therefore, we tested
whether IL-27 had a role in inducing epigenetic changes at the Il10 gene using an in vitro
system. When rested CD4+ T cells from wild type and IL-27Ra-/- mice were cultured in the
presence of IL-27, only wild type CD4+ T cells exhibited an increase in H3K4me3 at the Il10
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promoter thereby confirming that IL-27 signalling is capable of inducing permissive histone
modification changes at the Il10 gene promoter.

A caveat in our experiments to determine the role of IL-27 as an epigenetic modifier is the use of
an in vitro system to generate resting effector CD4+ T cells. Ideally, influenza specific memory
CD4+ T cells sorted from IL-27Ra-/- mice would constitue an ideal sample to investigate the role
of IL-27 in inducing epigenetic changes at the Il10 locus in response to infection. However, we
were able to identify very low numbers of influenza specific CD4+ T cells using MHC Class II
tetramers in the lungs and lymph nodes of memory stage mice i.e. 1000 cells per mouse which
posed a significant technical limitation to carrying out ChIP-Seq. Therefore, an in vitro system
developed by McKinstry et al (266, 346) was used to generate sufficient numbers of resting
phase CD4+ T cells that have similar patterns of cytokine expression as memory CD4+ cells
generated in vivo (121).

Along with gene promoters, distal regulatory regions called enhancers contain binding sites for
transcription factors that activate or increase gene expression in a cell type specific manner (347,
348). For example, Th1 and Th2 specific gene expression is regulated by the binding of STAT1
and STAT4 to enhancers in Th1 cells and by STAT6 to enhancers in Th2 cells (349). The Locus
Control Region is an enhancer element in Th2 cells that licenses gene expression of the Th2
cytokine locus by chromosomal looping that is dependent in part on GATA3 binding (350, 351).
Enhancer elements identified by Dnase1 hypersensitivity analysis have been identified near the
Il10 gene in Th1 and Th2 cells cultured in vitro (352). Recently, an active enhancer that bound cMaf, an IL-27 induced transcription factor required for IL-10 production from CD4+ T cells, was
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identified in human memory Th17 cells (353, 354). However, in an infectious setting, it is not
clear if IL-10 expression can be regulated distally by enhancer regions. The histone marks
H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac were selected for enhancer identification with ChIP Seq based on
previous studies that identified poised and active enhancers using a combination of these histone
modifications in multiple cell types including CD8+ T cells (287, 296, 355). We found a
previously unknown putative active enhancer present ~25kb from the Il10 promoter in CD4+ T
cells following primary exposure to influenza in vivo and determined that IL-27 was required for
the establishment of this region. TF motif prediction revealed that CREB was a putative TF that
could bind this active enhancer. CREB is known to induce IL-10 expression in macrophages by
binding to the IL-10 promoter in response to TLR signalling (356). In CD4+ T cells, CREB is
reported to be important for T cell function because expression of a dominant negative CREB
protein inhibits Th1 and Th2 differentiation and the expression of the antiapoptotic molecule
Bcl2 (357). However, a role for CREB in modulating IL-10 expression in CD4+ T cells has not
been identified. Interestingly, CREB is activated via phosphorylation and the binding of pCREB
to DNA leads to recruitment of the co-activator proteins, CREB binding protein and p300
(CBP/p300). The CBP/p300 complex can act as a scaffold for the binding of additional
transcription factors (358, 359). In addition, CBP/p300 possess histone acetyl transferase activity
(360) and therefore could be responsible for the formation of this active enhancer at the Il10
locus in CD4+ T cells. CREB is phosphorylated, following TCR stimulation or exposure to IL-2,
by a mitogen and stress activated kinase (MSK) downstream of the p38 and ERK1/2 pathways
(361, 362). Interestingly, IL-27 signaling has also been shown to activate the p38 MAPK and
ERK1/2 pathways (186) but its role in activating CREB has not been investigated. One
possibility is that IL-27 signalling in a primary response leads to phosphorylation and binding of
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CREB to the Il10 enhancer region and results in the recruitments of CBP/p300. This CBP/p300
could then serve a dual role. First, CBP/p300 could establish an active enhancer via HAT activity
which is maintained in memory CD4+ T cells. Second, CREB phosphorylation by TCR
signalling in a recall response would then result in recruitment of additional transcription factors
via CBP/p300 that may promote Il10 transcription by interacting with the transcriptionally
licensed Il10 promoter in memory CD4+ T cells. Investigating the effects of IL-27 and TCR
stimulation on the phosphorylation of CREB in naïve and memory CD4+ T cells is the next step
to determine the role of CREB in promoting IL-10 from CD4+ T cell in a recall response to IAV.

Since memory CD4+ T cell express IL-10 in a recall response to influenza, we then determined
whether if the IL-27/IL-10 axis could control tissue pathology during secondary influenza
infection. Following a secondary challenge, both wild type and IL-27Ra-/- groups had more
severe pathology compared to naïve or primary stage mice. Lung sections from all infected mice
were extensively infiltrated by immune cells. On closer examination, we observed that the
absence of IL-27 signaling resulted in increased accumulation of granulocytic cells compared to
the predominantly lymphocytic infiltrate present in wild type infected mice. Primary influenza
infection in IL-27Ra-/- mice has been shown to increase inflammation and tissue damage (192)
which we also observed here and is consistent with the role of IL-27 in limiting Th1
inflammation (188, 189, 316, 363). At the cellular level, the absence of IL-27 signaling has been
shown to result in enhanced IL-17 expression from CD4+ T cells (192, 364), and the presence of
IL-17 recruits neutrophils into infected tissues (192, 364, 365). Therefore, the increased
granulocytes observed in the lung in the absence of IL-27 during primary or secondary influenza
challenge could be attributed to neutrophil recruitment as a result of reduced IL-10 expression,
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and increased IL-17 expression. Confirming this hypothesis would require profiling of the
inflammatory cells and cytokine and chemokine signatures present in the lungs of wild type and
IL-27Ra-/- mice in primary and recall influenza infection.
In conclusion, this study shows that IL-27 signaling primes CD4+ T cells during a primary
infection for subsequent IL-10 production in a secondary response. Mechanistically, I showed
that IL-27 signaling during primary influenza infection is required for the deposition of a
permissive histone signature at the Il10 gene locus, thus allowing memory CD4+ T cells to
express IL-10 despite decreased responsiveness to IL-27. We also identified IL-27 as a
suppressor of granulocyte associated tissue damage in the lung during primary and secondary
influenza. Our results suggest that CD4+ T cells exposed to infection induced cytokine signals
during a primary response can retain an epigenetic imprint that predicts their behavior in a recall
response.
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Chapter 4: IL-27 promotes functional specialisation of airway Tregs during
primary influenza infection
4.1

Introduction

Tregs are a subset of regulatory CD4+ T cells that express the lineage specifying transcription
factor Foxp3 (366, 367). The importance of Foxp3+ Tregs in regulating the immune system and
maintaining self-tolerance is evident in the lethal auto-immune disease observed in mice
genetically deficient in Foxp3 (323, 366, 368). Tregs are present within tissues and suppress
inflammation through multiple effector mechanisms that include the secretion of
immunosuppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and TGFβ, expression of inhibitory receptors and
metabolic disruption (369, 370). Recent studies have shown that Tregs can adapt to suppressing
Th1, Th2 and Th17 inflammatory responses by differentiating into specialised subsets (371). A
hallmark of these functionally specialised Tregs is the expression of transcription factors that are
characteristic of their target effector cells (371). In Type 1 inflammatory responses, Tregs that
express the Th1 specifying transcription factor T-bet are able to effectively suppress Th1
inflammation and pathology compared to T-bet deficient Tregs (372, 373). The superior
immunosuppression mediated by T-bet+ Tregs is in part due to the upregulation of the Th1
chemokine receptor CXCR3 which is required for the migration of Tregs to the site of
inflammation (372). In addition, T-bet also promotes the survival and proliferation of Th1
adapted Tregs (372).

The cellular signals that promote functional specialisation in Tregs are important because they
dictate how the environment can shape Treg differentiation, their suppressive capacity and
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influence disease outcome. In the case of Th1 adapted Tregs, the inflammation induced
cytokines IFNγ and IL-27 act as environmental cues to promote T-bet and CXCR3 expression in
Tregs in a STAT1 dependent manner (372). Interestingly, there is a division of labour between
these cytokine signals as IL-27 plays a dominant role in T-bet induction at the site of infection
such as the laminal propria of the gut while IFNγ promotes T-bet expression in Tregs present in
peripheral lymphoid organs such as the spleen (202). IL-27 is essential for surviving infection
with the intracellular parasite T. gondii as IL-27-/- mice succumb early and with severe
immunopathology compared to wild type mice. The transfer of IL-27 primed Tregs can rescue
IL-27-/- mice but these Tregs must express IL-10, suggesting that IL-10 expression is another
hallmark of Th1 adapted Tregs (202). While IL-27 regulates functional specialisation in Tregs
present in the gut mucosa, the role of this cytokine on Treg differentiation at mucosal sites such
as the lung is not clear. This is especially relevant in the case of acute respiratory infection with
influenza that triggers a strong Th1 response capable of causing lung immunopathology when
dysregulated (374).

Foxp3+ Tregs proliferate in response to primary IAV infection and carry out important
regulatory functions such as controlling innate and effector T cell responses and dampening IAV
associated pathology in the lung (109, 110, 375). IAV specific Tregs present in the lung have an
activated CD44hi CD69+ phenotype and express the immunosuppressive molecules CTLA4,
GITR, ICOS and IL-10 (109, 110). Tregs in IAV infected mice also display evidence of
functional specialisation by expressing T-bet and CXCR3 (109). Since IL-27 regulates lung
immunopathology and induces IL-10 from effector T cells during IAV infection (97, 192), it is
possible that suppressive program of IL-27 may also include the functional specialisation of
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Tregs. However, this aspect of IL-27 dependent Treg differentiation has not been investigated in
the lung during influenza infection.

In this study, I examined the effect of IL-27 on the expression of T-bet, CXCR3 and IL-10 in
Tregs in order to determine if IL-27 acts an environmental cue for Treg differentiation during
IAV infection.

4.2
4.2.1

Results
Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells expand in the lung in response to primary influenza infection

To determine if Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells expand in response to influenza, we infected VertX mice
with PR8 IAV and measured the increase in Foxp3+ CD4+ T cell numbers and frequency in the
lungs, draining lymph nodes and spleen on Day 10 post infection. We observed an increase in the
numbers of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the lungs of infected mice but not in the lymph node or spleen
(Fig 4.1 A). Next, the proportions of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in naïve and influenza infected mice
were compared. We did not observe a significant difference in Foxp3+ CD4+ T cell frequencies
in the lungs of naïve and infected mice (Fig 4.1 B). Together these results indicate that within the
infected lung, the numbers of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells increase in response to influenza whereas
unchanged Foxp3+ CD4+ T cell frequencies suggest an expansion of both Foxp3+ and Foxp3CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 4.1: Numbers and frequencies of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells during influenza infection
(A) Bar graphs show the numbers of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells calculated from total live cells in the
lung, lymph node and spleen of naïve and PR8 influenza infected VertX mice on Day 10 p.i. (BD) Representative FACS plots (left) show the percentage of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells of total live
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CD4+ T cells present in the lung, lymph node and spleens of naïve and influenza infected VertX
mice. A Foxp3 FMO was used to set the gate for Foxp3+ cells. Bar graphs (right) depict the
percent Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the lung, lymph node and spleen. Data are representative of two
independent experiments with 4-5 mice per group. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05,
** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001.

4.2.2

Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells upregulate CD44 and T-bet in the infected lung during

primary influenza
Since Treg numbers increase in response to influenza, we wanted to determine if Foxp3+ CD4+
T cells acquire an activated phenotype during infection that is similar to effector CD4+ T cells.
We measured the expression of the T cell activation marker CD44 on Tregs in the lungs of naïve
and infected VertX mice on day 10 post infection. We observed that influenza infection results in
the upregulation of CD44 on lung dwelling Tregs (Fig 4.2 B) with an ~20% increase in the
proportion of CD44hi Foxp3+ cells compared to naïve mice (Fig 4.2 A). In comparison, we
observed a ~30% increase in the frequencies of CD44hi Foxp3- CD4+ T cells compared to naïve
controls (Fig 4.2A). These results suggest that Tregs accumulating in the lungs of influenza
infected mice have an activated phenotype.

T-bet expressing Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells are reported to be better at suppressing Th1
inflammatory responses compared to T-bet negative Tregs (203). Since influenza elicits a strong
Th1 response, we next determined if Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells express T-bet in the lung which is the
site of effector T cell mediated inflammation. We measured the frequencies of T-bet+ Foxp3+
CD4+ T cells in naïve and influenza infected mice on Day 10 post infection. In the lung, a
significant increase in the frequency of T-bet+ Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells was observed compared to
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naïve controls. Foxp3- (Fig 4.2 C). A concomitant increase in frequencies of T-bet+ Foxp3CD4+ T cells was also observed lungs of influenza infected mice (Fig 4.2C). An increase in Tbet MFI was observed in Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells, and Foxp3- CD4+ T cells in infected mice
compared to naïve controls (Fig 4.2D). Together these data show that there is an increase T-bet
expressing Treg cells in the lung and that Tregs increase T-bet expression on a per cell basis.
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Figure 4.2: CD44 and T-bet expression in Foxp3+ and Foxp3- CD4+ T cells in the lung
during influenza infection
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(A) FACS plots (left) show CD44 versus Foxp3 staining in naïve and infected lungs of VertX
mice on Day 10 p.i. Bar graphs (right) show the frequency of CD44hi cells in Foxp3+ and
Foxp3- CD4+ T cells in naïve and infected VertX mice. (B) Histograms show CD44 expression
levels in Foxp3+ and Foxp3- CD4+ T cells from naïve (black line) and infected (red line) VertX
mice. (C) T-bet versus Foxp3 staining in naïve and infected lungs of VertX mice on Day 10 p.i.
(D) Histograms show T-bet expression levels in Foxp3+ and Foxp3- CD4+ T cells from naïve
(black line) and infected (red line) VertX mice. Data are representative of two independent
experiments with 4-5 mice per group. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01,
*** = p <0.001.

4.2.3

Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells upregulate IL-10 in the infected lung during primary

influenza
Foxp3+ Tregs are known to express the inhibitory cytokine IL-10 to suppress effector T cell
responses during T. gondii, L. monocytogenes and S. typhimurium infection (202, 376). In
response to influenza infection, we observed a striking increase in the frequencies of IL-10
expressing Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the lungs of infected mice on Day 10 post infection (Fig
4.3A). In the draining lymph node, an increase in the frequencies of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells was
also observed but to a lesser extent than in the lung (Fig 4.3B). To determine if IL-10+ Foxp3+
cells possess a Th1 adapted T-bet+ phenotype, T-bet expression was compared between IL-10+
and IL-10- Foxp3+ cells in naïve and infected mice. In the lungs of influenza infected mice, a
trend was observed towards higher T-bet expression by IL-10+ Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the lung
compared to IL-10- Foxp3+ CD4+ cells, although this difference was not statistically significant
(Fig 4.3B). In the draining lymph node, a similar increase in T-bet MFI expression was seen
which was statistically significant when compared to the Foxp3+ IL-10- population. These data
indicate that following influenza infection, IL-10 expressing Tregs in the dLN and to a lesser
extent in the lung exhibit a functionally specialised phenotype.
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during influenza infection.
Representative FACS plots (left) and bar graph (right) show the percentage of IL-10 GFP+
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infected VertX mice. Data are representative of two independent experiments with 4-5 mice per
group. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001.
4.2.4

IL-27 signaling has no effect on the expansion of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells during IAV

IL-27 has been reported to promote Treg development and survival (187, 202) suggesting that
IL-27 signalling may have an effect on the increase in Treg numbers observed within the
infected lung (Fig 4.1). To test this, VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice were infected with PR8,
and Treg numbers and frequencies measured on Day 10 post infection. In the BAL and lung, an
significant difference in the numbers of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells was not observed in both groups
of infected VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice compared with naïve controls (Fig 4.4 A). The
frequencies of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the lungs of infected mice were significantly lower than
naïve controls (Fig 4.4 B) which may be due to the accumulation of Foxp3- effector CD4+ T
cells in response to infection. IL-27 had no effect on frequencies of Tregs in the BAL or lungs of
infected VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice (Fig 4.4 B). These results suggest that IL-27 signaling
does not affect the accumulation of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the airways or lung during influenza
infection.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of IL-27 signaling on the expansion of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells during
influenza infection.
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(A) Numbers of Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells calculated from total live cells in the lung, draining lymph
node and spleen of naïve and PR8 IAV infected VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice on Day 10 p.i.
BAL shows number of Foxp3+CD4+ T cells from only infected groups. (B) Frequencies of
Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells present in the BAL, lung, draining lymph node and spleen of naïve and
PR8 IAV infected VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice on Day 10 p.i. BAL shows frequencies of
Foxp3+CD4+ T cells from only infected groups. Data are representative of two independent
experiments with 4-5 mice per group. Error bars indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01,
*** = p <0.001.

4.2.5

IL-27 signaling promotes an increase in proportions of Tbet+ and CXCR3+ Tregs

in the airways during influenza infection
IL-27 signaling can promote functional specialisation of Tregs in the gut mucosa infection by
inducing T-bet and CXCR3 expression in these cells during parasitic T. gondii infection (202).
To determine if IL-27 signaling influenced the Th1 adapted phenotype of Tregs during
respiratory infection with influenza, we measured T-bet and CXCR3 expression in the BAL and
lungs of VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice. In the BAL, IL-27 signaling resulted in a small but
significant increase in the frequencies of Tbet expressing cells while a 30% increase in CXCR3
expressing cells was seen in infected VertX compared to VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice (Fig 4.5 A,C).
No change was observed in T-bet or CXCR3 MFI between the infected groups (Fig 4.5 B,D).
Interestingly, the lack of IL-27 signaling in the lungs of infected VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice cells led
to a 35% reduction in the frequencies of CXCR3+ cells but no appreciable change in T-bet+ cells
compared to infected VertX mice (Fig 4.5 F). Taken together, these data suggest that IL-27
signaling leads to an increase in the accumulation of Tregs with a T-bet+ CXCR3+ Th1 adapted
phenotype in the airways (BAL) but has a limited effect on Treg phenotype in the lungs of
influenza infected mice.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of IL-27 signaling on T-bet and CXCR3 expression in Foxp3+ CD4+ T
cells during influenza infection
FACS plots and bar graph show the percentage of (A, E) T-bet+ Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells and (C,
G) CXCR3+ Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the BAL and lungs of VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice on
Day 10 p.i. Gated on live Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells. Numbers to the left of the gate in FACS plot
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indicate the geometric mean channel fluorescence (MFI). T-bet MFI and CXCR3 MFI from
Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the BAL (B, D) and lungs (F, H) on Day 10 p.i. BAL shows infected
VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- groups. Naïve VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice used as controls .
Data are representative of two independent experiments with 4-5 mice per group. Error bars
indicate the mean ± SD, *=p <0.05, ** = <0.01, *** = p <0.001.

4.2.6

IL-27 signaling enhances IL-10 expression from Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells in the

airways and lungs during IAV infection

To determine if IL-27 signaling promotes IL-10 expression in Foxp3+ cells during influenza
infection, we measured the frequencies of IL-10 expressing Tregs in the lungs of VertX and
VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice. In the BAL fluid and lung, the absence of IL-27 signaling resulted in a
significant decrease in the frequencies of IL-10+ Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells compared to wild-type
VertX mice (Fig 4.6 A, B). We also observed that Treg IL-10 was higher in the BAL compared
to the lung in both VertX and VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice (Fig 4.6 B). These results indicate that,
during primary influenza, IL-27 signaling promotes Treg IL-10, and that the BAL fluid contains
more Tregs that express IL-10 compared with the lung.
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4.3

Discussion

IL-27 signalling is a critical regulator of T cell responses and tissue immunopathology during
Th1 infection (191, 192, 316, 377) and its regulatory program is imposed on multiple cell types
(363). Recently, a new role for IL-27 was identified in promoting the differentiation of a
specialised subset of T-bet+ Tregs that were required to limit Th1 inflammation and pathology
during parasitic Th1 infection (202). During primary IAV infection, IL-27 is expressed in the
lung (208) but its effects on Treg differentiation are not known. In this chapter, I present
evidence that IL-27 signalling promotes a functionally specialised phenotype in airway dwelling
Tregs by inducing expression of T-bet, CXCR3 and IL-10.

Primary IAV infection elicits both Treg and effector T cell responses. Treg numbers in the lung
gradually increase and are highest on Day 7-8 before declining to baseline by Day 14 (110).
Effector T cells expansion peaks on Day 10 just after that of maximal Tregs expansion (110). I
selected Day 10 as the time point to investigate the functional phenotype of Tregs in the lung
because the risk of T cell mediated immunopathology is likely highest at the peak of the effector
T cell response (97, 378). At this Day 10 time point, an increase in Treg numbers was observed
in the lung but not in the lymph node and spleen which is consistent with previous reports (109,
110). The increase in Treg numbes in the lung was not accompanied by an increase in Treg
frequencies which suggests that the Foxp3 negative effector CD4 T cell compartment is also
undergoing expansion. These data are consistent with the sharp decline in Treg frequencies and
concomitant increase in effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cell frequencies between Day 7-11 shown
by Bedoya et al (109).
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Tregs that express essential immunosuppressive and tissue protective molecules such as IL-10
and amphiregulin within tissues during infection exhibit an activated CD44hi CD69+ CD62Llo
phenotype (379-381). I found that primary influenza infection resulted in a small but significant
increase in the frequencies of activated CD44hi CD4+ T cells compared to naïve controls. These
observations are consistent with previous studies on influenza and respiratory syncytial virus
infection, which showed that Tregs in the lung upregulate CD44, CD69 and CD11a,
downregulate CD62L, and express classical surface markers of immunosuppressive Tregs
including ICOS, GITR and CTLA4 (109, 382).

The expression of T-bet in Tregs is essential for the suppression of pathogenic Th1 inflammation
(372, 373). Consistent with these reports, I observed that Tregs upregulate T-bet in the lungs in
IAV infected mice which suggests that a T-bet dependent suppressive program may be employed
by Tregs to suppress effector T cell expansion in the lung during primary infection. Since Treg
derived IL-10 is critical for regulating immunity at mucosal surfaces during homeostasis and
infection (202, 383) and Il10 mRNA levels are higher in T-bet+ Tregs compared to T-bet- Tregs
(373), IL-10 could be a hallmark of functionally specialised Tregs within the lung. When T-bet
expression in IL-10+ and IL-10- Treg was compared, I observed a trend towards higher T-bet
expression in IL-10+ Tregs in the lung and lymph node which suggests that IL-10 could be an
effector molecule used by functionally adapted Tregs to suppress Th1 responses in the lung and
lymph node during IAV.

Evidence for IL-27 in promoting a functionally specialised phenotype in Tregs was first reported
in a T. gondii infection model where Tregs from IL-27-/- mice expressed less T-bet and CXCR3
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compared to wild type controls (202). I tested the effect of IL-27 on airway and lung dwelling
Tregs during influenza infection using wild type and IL-27Ra-/- mice. IL-27 signalling resulted in
an increase in the proportions of T-bet+ and CXCR3+ cells in the BAL which indicates that IL27 can act as a differentiation signal for Tregs present in the airway lining. Intriguingly, IL-27
had no effect on T-bet expressing cells in the lung, but caused a significant increase in CXCR3
expressing cells wild-type controls compared to IL-27Ra-/- mice. Since T-bet is known to
promote CXCR3 expression (372), this finding could be explained in the following ways. First,
IAV infected lung epithelial cells can express high levels of monocyte and dendritic cell
recruiting chemokines (384, 385) and these myeloid cells are a source of IL-27 (386, 387). IL-27
is known to induce expression of the CXCR3 ligands CXCL9, CXCL19 and CXCL11 (388) so
intact IL-27 signalling in wild type mice would promote the recruitment of more CXCR3
expressing cells into the BAL and lung compared to IL-27Ra-/- mice. Secondly, previous studies
have reported roles for IFNγ and IL-27 in promoting an increase in T-bet+ Tregs in lymphoid
organs versus mucosal surfaces such as the lamina propria in the gut (202); therefore, it is
possible that IL-27 has a dominant role only at the respiratory mucosa while in the lung tissue,
IFNγ secreted by infiltrating immune cells could be driving T-bet expression in Tregs. In future
experiments, the amount of IFNγ and IL-27 expressed in the lung and BAL could be quantified
by ELISA or qPCR to test the differential, site-specific expression of these cytokines during
primary influenza infection. It would also be interesting to determine if CXCR3+ Tregs are able
to traffic and interact with effector T cells present at the epithelial surface better that CXCR3Tregs by confocal microscopy.
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IL-27 is known to promote IL-10 expression from effector CD4+ T cells during influenza (192)
and from Tregs in T. gondii infection (202) but the cellular signals that promote Treg IL-10
expression during IAV infection have not been clearly defined. I observed that IL-27 signaling
has a mild but significant effect on the expression of IL-10 in Foxp3+ CD4+ T cells present in
the airways and lung tissue during IAV. This finding indicates that IL-27 can modulate IL-10
induction from Foxp3+ T regulatory cells during respiratory infection. Previous studies have
shown that the transcriptional program in T-bet+ Tregs (373) included increased Il10 mRNA
expression suggesting that IL-27 mediated functional specialisation program in Tregs involves
IL-10 expression in addition to T-bet for the suppression of Th1 specific inflammation in the
lung. It should be noted that in the absence of IL-27, more than 40% of the Foxp3+ cells in the
lung could still express IL-10 indicating that in addition to IL-27, other signals such as ICOS
(389), CD44 crosslinking (390) and TCR signalling (391) could increase IL-10 expression.

IL-27 signalling had no effect on the numbers or frequencies of Tregs present in the BAL, lung
or lymphoid organs during influenza infection. This finding was in contrast to previous studies
which have shown that IL-27 promotes Treg development (202) and survival (187). However,
other conflicting reports have shown that IL-27 can inhibit the generation of Tregs in vitro (324)
and in a colitis model (392). In yet another study, the Treg specific deletion of IL-27Ra caused
an increase in Tregs infiltrating the spinal cord during EAE but in this same model IL-27
signalling also promoted the stable expression of Foxp3 in Tregs (393). While the inhibitory
effect of IL-27 on Treg numbers may be explained in part by the ability of IL-27 to suppress IL-2
and Il2ra expression in Tregs (394), both of which are essential for Treg development and
survival (368, 395), there is still a lack of understanding about the role of IL-27 in Treg
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generation. The use of an inducible Treg specific IL-27Ra knockout mice (Foxp3Cre-ERT2 IL27Rafl/fl) would enable a more robust study on the effect of IL-27 on Treg development before
and during infection.

In conclusion, our findings highlight the effect of the inflammatory environment on Treg
differentiation and identify a new role for IL-27 in promoting a functionally specialised
phenotype in airway Tregs during primary IAV infection.
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Chapter 5: Mapping histone modification dynamics in CD4+ T cells
responding to influenza infection

5.1

Introduction

Exposure to influenza results in the rapid proliferation and expansion of effector CD4+ T cells
with pro- and anti-inflammatory functions which act to promote viral clearance and to limit lung
damage (97, 105, 111, 396-398). Once the virus is cleared, responding CD4+ T cells then
undergo a contraction phase which results in the generation of a memory CD4+ T cell pool (224,
246, 397, 399). Upon repeat exposure to influenza infection, these long term memory CD4+ T
cells (254, 256, 258) differentiate into secondary effector cells that offer superior protection
compared to primary effectors (261, 266, 268). While naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells
have been extensively profiled in terms of their function and phenotype, the molecular
mechanisms that control their differentiation during and after IAV infection are not well
understood.

The gene expression program that underlies CD4+ T cell differentiation from naïve to effector
stage is controlled by transcription factors (TFs) such as STAT proteins and lineage-defining
master transcription factors which are activated in response to environmental stimuli (400-402).
Another layer of regulation exists at the epigenetic level where DNA modifications such as
methylation and histone tail modifications demarcate chromatin regions as ‘open’ or ‘closed’ to
transcriptional machinery (403). Global profiling of histone modifications using ChIP Seq has
shown that cis-regulatory regions such as gene promoters and enhancers are marked by signature
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histone modifications that can distinguish active, repressed, bivalent or poised chromatin states
(285, 287, 292, 355). H3K27Ac can also be used to identify super-enhancers which are
associated with key genes that control cell identity (304). In CD8+ T cells responding to
influenza, dynamic changes in H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 at the promoters of lineage-defining
genes such as Ifng, Tbx21 and Gzmb highlight the underlying role of epigenetic regulation in the
T cell response to infection (342). Further, global mapping of enhancers using H3K4me1 and
H2K27Ac in CD8+ T cells has shown that a cell type specific enhancer repertoire is associated
with changes in gene expression in naïve, effector and memory cells (296). The construction of
transcription factor networks based on these cell type specific enhancers have identified new
regulators of CD8+ T cell differentiation (296, 404). In contrast, our current knowledge of
histone modification dynamics in CD4+ T cells is limited to studies on in vitro differentiated T
helper subsets where lineage specific histone modifcation changes at promoter, enhancer and
super enhancer regions have been identified (294, 297, 341). The histone modification dynamics
that accompany the CD4+ T cell response to infection in vivo have not been investigated. We
hypothesised that histone modification dynamics at promoter and super-enhancer loci would
identify genes encoding key regulatory molecules that establish naïve, effector and memory
states in CD4+ T cells following influenza infection.

To test our hypothesis, we first used RNA Sequencing to profile gene expression changes in
naïve and IAV antigen specific primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells. We identified
clusters of genes with temporal expression patterns that confirmed the stage specific
differentiation of naïve, effector and memory cells. Next, we carried out histone mark chromatin
immunoprecipitation and deep sequencing on H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac
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to identify the dynamic changes in histone modifications that accompany the CD4+ T cell
response to influenza. In order to understand the relationship between gene expression and
histone modification dynamics we then combined RNA-Seq and ChIP-Seq datasets. We found
that temporal gene expression patterns were associated with changes in histone modifications at
gene promoters. We also found that target genes of super-enhancers encode key lineage specific
determinants in naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells. This epigenomic study serves as a
starting point for the in-depth delineation of molecular mechanisms that underlie the CD4+ T cell
response to infection.

5.2
5.2.1

Results
Generation of naïve and influenza specific CD4+ T cell gene expression datasets

To measure gene expression changes in CD4+ T cells at each stage of influenza infection, we
sorted and extracted RNA from naïve and influenza NP specific CD4+ T cells at primary,
memory and secondary time points. The experimental outline and sorting strategy used is
illustrated in Fig 5.1 and Fig 5.2. High throughput RNA sequencing was performed on these
samples as detailed in Materials and Methods Section 2.6.2. Briefly, naive (CD44lo) and
influenza specific FluNP+CD44hi CD4+ T cells were sorted from pooled samples of lungs and
lymph-nodes from infected age and sex matched C57BL/6 mice at primary (D10), memory
(D30) and secondary (D6, post re-challenge) timepoints. Our sort purity ranged from ~70-100%
across samples (Fig 5.2). RNA was then extracted from single replicate samples followed by
construction of ribodepleted cDNA libraries. RNA sequencing was carried out on an Illumina
platform followed by alignment and quality control (Section 2.6.2). The mapping statistics for
the four RNA Seq datasets generated are displayed in Table 5.1 and meet expected mapping
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quality standards (405). To compare gene expression across cell types, raw read counts were
normalised using the RPKM method (reads per kilobase million) which takes into account
sequencing depth and gene length. Normalised gene expression is reported as RPKM in this
study.
Influenza A virus
Rechallenge with heterosubtypic
Influenza A strain
1º infection
(Day 10)

Memory
(Day 30-35)

2º infection
(Day 6)

Memory
(Flu NP+ CD44hi
CD4+ T cells)

2º effectors
(Flu NP+ CD44hi
CD4+ T cells)

C57Bl/6 mouse

Naive
(CD44lo
CD4+ T cells)

1º effectors
(Flu NP+ CD44hi
CD4+ T cells)

Low input native ChIP Seq
H3K4me3
H3K27me3
10,000 cells/histone mark
H3K4me1
H3K27Ac

}

RNA Seq

Figure 5.1: Overview of experimental design
Primary infection: C57/Bl6 mice were infected with 5 pfu PR8/H1N1 Influenza A virus. On Day
10, CD4+ T cells are isolated from the BAL, lung, LN and spleen. Memory: Mice infected with 5
pfu PR8/H1NI were allowed to recover from influenza infection until Day 30-35 post infection.
Secondary infection: Mice infected with 50 pfu x31/H3N2 were allowed to recover until Day 3035 and then re-challenged with 5 pfu of heterosubtypic PR8/H1N1. Naïve and influenza specific
CD4+ T cells were sorted from the lungs and lymph nodes of C57/Bl6 mice at the indicated
times points. Gene expression profiling was performed by RNA-Seq. ChIP-Seq was used to
assess the genome wide distribution of H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac. This
experiment was performed once with NP-specific cells pooled from a sample size of 30 mice for
each primary and secondary time-point. For the memory time point, NP-specific cells were
pooled from 75 mice and the experiment conducted once.
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Figure 5.2: Flow cytometric sorting of naïve and influenza specific CD4+ T cells from the
lung.
Initial gates (A-C) selected for live singlet CD4+ lymphocytes followed by gating on CD44 (D)
to identify CD44hi and CD44lo populations. (E) MHC Class II tetramers displaying restricted
IAV peptide nucleoprotein (FluNP) identified influenza specific (FluNP+) CD4+ T cells at
primary, memory and secondary stages of infection. CD44lo CD4+ T cells from secondary time
point were sorted as the naïve population. (F) Percentage of purified naïve and influenza specific
CD4+ T cells obtained after sorting.
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Naive

Primary

Memory

Secondary

Total reads

236979542

131266046

167425794

273332200

Uniquely

204835683

127227059

131470131

176091342

86.44

96.92

78.52

64.42

mapped

% uniquely
mapped

Table 5.1: Mapping statistics of naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cell RNA
Seq datasets.

5.2.2

Transcriptional profiling of the CD4+ T cell response to influenza infection

First, to obtain a general overview of the distribution of the gene numbers at different expression
levels, histograms showing the gene expression distribution of all 21767 protein coding genes
were plotted (Fig 5.3A). We observed that naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells
had similar RPKM distributions however the memory sample uniquely had an additional sharp
peak around ~0.1 RPKM. We therefore applied an RPKM threshold across all samples which
selected for genes with an expression of 1 RPKM in at least one cell type as shown in Fig 5.3B.
This 1 RPKM threshold was used for all further RNA Seq analysis.
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A

B

Figure 5.3: Application of 1 RPKM threshold to gene expression.
Histogram distribution of the number of genes (Y-axis) at the expression level indicated by
RPKM on the X-axis for (A) 21767 protein coding genes and (B) 11197 genes filtered by a > 1
RPKM threshold.

To determine if variation in global gene expression could distinguish naïve, primary, memory
and secondary CD4+ T cells, we performed multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) which clusters
objects in a two-dimensional space. As shown in Fig 5.4, MDS analysis demonstrated that
primary and secondary CD4+ T cells cluster together while naïve and memory CD4+ T cells
form distinct groups. These results suggested that primary and secondary CD4+ T cells possess
similarities in their transcriptional profiles when compared with naïve or memory cells which
represent distinct CD4+ T cell genotypes.
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Figure 5.4 Multidimensional scaling of naïve and influenza specific CD4+ T cells.
Dimension 1 and Dimension 2 separate the four RNA Seq libraries based on the expression
values of 11197 genes.

CD4+ T cells and other immune cells express an array of genes that encode cell surface antigens,
transcription factors and effector molecules that can be used to distinguish different immune cell
types. With this in mind, we used a combination of signature phenotypic markers to determine if
the sequenced naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells expressed genes commonly
associated with their phenotype and function. First, we first verified gene expression of lineage
specific markers in CD4+ and non-CD4+ T cell types including CD8+ T cells, B cells, myeloid
and granulocytic cells as displayed in Fig. 5.5. We observed very low expression of genes Cd14,
Cd19, Cd8a, Itga2, Fcgr3, Ly6g and Siglec5 which encode the non CD4+ T cell markers CD19,
CD8, CD49b, FCRγ3, Ly6G and SiglecF while Cd3e (CD3), Cd4 (CD4) and Itgae (CD103)
known to be expressed in CD4+ T cells had high expression values. These observations indicate
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low contamination from other immune cell types in the RNA Seq datasets and are indicative of
an enriched CD4+ T cell population in naïve, primary, memory and secondary cell samples.
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Figure 5.5: Gene expression (RPKM) of CD4+ T cell and non CD4+ T cell markers in
naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.
Note differences in scale on the y-axes.

We also profiled the gene expression of known T cell cytokines and effector molecules (Fig
5.6A), phenotypic markers (Fig 5.6B) and transcription factors (Fig 5.6C) to verify naïve,
effector and memory cell identities. We found that genes encoding canonical inflammatory
CD4+ T cell cytokines and effector molecules such as Granzyme B (Gzmb), IFNγ (Ifng), IL-10
(Il10), TGFβ (Tgfb1) and TNF (Tnfa) were highest in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells
compared to naïve cells. In contrast, relatively low expression of Th17 specific (Il17), Th2 (Il4)
and Tfh specific (Il21) cytokine genes was observed. Naïve CD4+ T cells exhibited high level
expression of genes encoding CCR7 (Ccr7) and CD62L (Sell) which were lower in effector and
memory CD4+ T cells although memory cells exhibited higher expression compared to effector
cells. Interestingly, Cd127 which encodes the IL-7Ra subunit was highest in naïve CD4+ T cells,
downregulated in primary and increased in memory and also secondary CD4+ T cells. Prf1
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(Perforin) displayed highest expression in naïve CD4+ T cells compared to effector or memory
cell types. Genes encoding activation markers such as CD44 (Cd44), CD69 (Cd69), CD25
(Il2ra) and KLRG1 (Klrg1) were highly expressed in effector and memory cells compared to
naïve. Gene expression of the Th1 lineage specific transcription factor CXCR3 (Cxcr3) was
lowest in naïve CD4+ T cells, highest in effector cells and decreased in memory CD4+ T cells.
Gene expression of transcription factors required for naïve T cell maintenance and survival such
as Lef1 (Lef1), Tcf1 (Tcf7) and IRF1 (Irf1) were elevated in naïve CD4+ T cells while genes
encoding transcription factors necessary for effector T cell differentiation such as Tbx21, Runx3,
Id2 and Elf4 were elevated in effector CD4+ T cells. Taken together, these results indicated that
these naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cell datasets expressed the appropriate
activation and lineage specific CD4+ T cell markers and were therefore suitable for downstream
analysis.
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Figure 5.6: Gene expression (RPKM) of key cytokines (A), phenotypic markers (B) and
transcription factors (C) in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.
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5.2.3

Memory CD4+ T cells upregulate a unique set of genes compared with naïve or

effector cells
In order to quantify significant gene expression changes across naïve, primary, memory and
secondary CD4+ T cells, differential gene expression analysis was carried out using DEfine
using pairwise comparisons between the four cell types. The numbers of differentially expressed
genes in each pairwise combination is displayed in Fig 5.7. We observed a large number of
upregulated genes in primary (795 genes), memory (1010) and secondary (685 genes) cells
compared to naïve cells which indicates their transcriptionally active state. Interestingly,
memory CD4+ T cells upregulated a higher number of genes than either primary or secondary
cells compared to naïve cells. To better understand the gene expression profile of memory cells,
we identified genes that were upregulated in primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells (422
genes) or uniquely upregulated in memory cells (387) (Fig 5.8A) and carried out a gene ontology
analysis. Genes commonly upregulated in primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells
encoded well known molecules associated with effector T cells (Ifng, Tbx21, Ccr8, Ccl4, Ctla4,
Lag3, Lgals1, Pdcd1) and were highly enriched in GO terms such as inflammatory response,
regulation of cell adhesion and cell chemotaxis (Fig 5.8B). In contrast, genes uniquely
upregulated in memory were significantly enriched in GO terms related to regulatory function
such as leukocyte differentiation, the regulation of cytokine production and the regulation of the
immune response (Fig 5.8C). Notable examples of genes uniquely upregulated in memory cells
compared to primary and secondary cells include Ccr9, Dgat2, Eomes and Klf4 which are known
to participate in migration of Th1 cells (406) and lipid metabolism (407) and formation of
memory CD8+ T cells (230). Together these results suggest that genes upregulated in memory
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CD4+ T cells consist of a subset shared with effector cells as well as a subset of genes that
uniquely defines the memory stage.
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Figure 5.7: Differentially expressed genes in pairwise comparisons of naïve, primary,
memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.
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(A-F) Red dots ( ) denote genes upregulated (UP) while blue dots ( ) denote genes downregulated
(DN) in the cell type displayed on the Y-axis compared with the cell type on the X-axis. Grey
dots indicate no change (NC) in expression.
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Figure 5.8: Memory CD4+ T cells upregulate a unique set of genes.
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(A) UpsetR plot showing the intersection of genes upregulated in memory cells (red box, 387
genes) alone or in effector and memory CD4+ T cells (green box, 422 genes). Panel (B) and (C)
shows gene expression (RPKM), statistically significant Gene Ontology results from Metascape
and expression (in RPKM) of genes of interest for each comparison described in (A).

5.2.4

Identification of temporal gene expression patterns in CD4+ T cells following

influenza infection

The CD4+ T cell response to influenza is divided into distinct stages of differentiation that
include activation, expansion, contraction and recall (397). When all differentially expressed
genes were combined in a heatmap as shown in Fig 5.9A, we observed stage specific gene
expression patterns that reflected the in vivo dynamics of the CD4+ T cell response. In order to
identify temporal gene expression trends in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells, we used the Short Time Series Expression Miner (STEM) algorithm (408)which clustered
all 1885 differentially expressed genes into 5 expression clusters. Fig 5.9B displays the gene
expression profile of each STEM-identified cluster and Fig 5.9 C shows that differences in gene
expression associated with each profile are significant.
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Figure 5.9: Transcriptional profiling identifies five major temporal gene expression profiles
in the CD4+ T cell response to influenza.
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(A) Z-score scaled heatmap of 1885 differentially expressed genes in at least one comparison.
(B) Expression profiles of the five clusters identified by STEM algorithm. Line plots show the
average expression of genes in each cluster across naïve (N), primary (P), memory (M) and
secondary (S) CD4+ T cells. Numbers of genes in each cluster shown in brackets next to cluster
name. (C) Box and violin plots of gene expression in each STEM cluster with p-values
calculated by Student’s t-test indicating statistical significance across cell types.
Cluster 1 contained genes upregulated in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells compared with
naïve cells and memory cells (Fig 5.9B,C). Genes encoding well known Th1 associated
molecules such as T-bet, IFNγ, and CXCR3 were found in this cluster (Fig 5.10). Cluster 2
contained genes that were upregulated in effector and memory cells compared to naïve but with
average expression higher in memory (Fig 5.9C). Klf4, Il15 and Eomes which are known to
regulate memory formation (230, 409, 410) were found in this cluster (Fig 5.10). Cluster 3 was
representative of genes that were low in naïve cells but had higher expression in primary cells
compared with memory or secondary cells (Fig 5.9C). Genes within this cluster included Arg2,
Cd14 and Clec4e (Fig 5.10). Cluster 4 contained genes that were upregulated in naïve cells
compared to effector or memory cells (Fig 5.9C). Genes with well-known roles in T cell
development such as Tcf7, Sell, Lef1 and Ccr7 were found in this cluster (Fig 5.10). Cluster 5
contained genes with an off-on-off pattern in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells (Fig 5.9C). Genes encoding the Th1 effector cell specific transcription factor Id2 (411) and
inflammasome related protein Pycard (412) were present in this cluster (Fig 5.10). Overall, our
transcriptional profiling of CD4+ T cells identified genes encoding molecules with established
functions in T cells and identified new dynamically regulated target genes that may play
important roles in the CD4+ T cell response to influenza infection.
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Figure 5.10: Representative genes within STEM clusters identified in naïve, primary,
memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.
Each heatmap shows the Z-score of gene expression (RPKM) of the indicated genes within a
STEM identified cluster across the four cell types in this study.
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5.2.5

Generation of histone modification ChIP Seq datasets from naïve, primary,

memory and secondary CD4+ T cells following influenza infection
Having identified temporal gene expression changes during the CD4+ T cell response to
influenza, we wanted to examine the link between histone modifications at cis-regulatory regions
such as promoters and enhancers and gene expression in naïve, primary, memory and secondary
CD4+ T cells. We generated genome wide maps of H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me1 and
H3K27Ac in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells by using ChIP Seq,
following an identical experimental and sorting strategy to that of our RNA Seq experiments
(Fig 5.1 and Fig 5.2). A summary of the ChIP Seq libraries and the mapping statistics is
displayed in Table 5.2.
Total number of
Cell type

Epigenetic mark

reads

Mapped reads

% mapped reads

Naïve

H3K4me3

46785754

44159012

94.39

Primary

H3K4me3

44463010

39843481

89.61

Memory

H3K4me3

55085409

54275666

98.53

Secondary

H3K4me3

32611040

30420571

93.28

Naïve

H3K27me3

97745100

85798537

87.78

Primary

H3K27me3

112937128

100354093

88.86

Memory

H3K27me3

105489750

104575090

99.13

Secondary

H3K27me3

84565242

81465691

96.33

Naïve

H3K4me1

86402766

84056951

97.29
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Primary

H3K4me1

119178956

105888513

88.85

Memory

H3K4me1

97984096

97070445

99.07

Secondary

H3K4me1

124581384

121443016

97.48

Naïve

H3K27Ac

17892010

14573358

81.45

Primary

H3K27Ac

44721224

37442887

83.73

Memory

H3K27Ac

44234944

42866633

96.9

Secondary

H3K27Ac

12591590

10351784

82.21

Table 5.2: Summary of ChIP Seq libraries generated for this study.
5.2.6

Naïve to effector or memory transition in CD4+ T cells is marked by an increase in

active promoters

In our first analysis of cis-regulatory regions, we profiled histone modification changes occurring
at gene promoters in naïve, primary memory and secondary CD4+ T cells. Promoters (±2 kb
from TSS) were divided into active (H3K4me3), suppressed (H3K27me3) or bivalent (H3K4me3
and H3K27me3) based on the significant enrichment of H3K4me3, H3K27me3 and H3K27Ac
signal (see Section 2.6.3 of Materials and Methods) (Fig 5.11A). When the expression of genes
whose promoters were marked by histone modifications in each cell type were calculated (Fig
5.11B), we observed a significant increase in expression associated with active gene promoters
while repressed and bivalent promoters were associated with a decrease in gene expression in all
cell types. We observed a net gain of active gene promoters in primary (876), memory (1306)
and secondary (874) cells compared to naïve (Fig 5.12A) while a net loss in primary (486),
memory (1211) and secondary (313) suppressed promoters occurred (Fig 5.12C). A less striking
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but similar trend to repressed promoters was observed at bivalent promoters with primary (85),
memory (252) and secondary cells (5) losing bivalency (Fig 5.12E). The overall gain or loss of
active, suppressed or bivalent promoters as CD4+ T cells transition from naive to primary,
memory or secondary stages is shown in Fig 5.13. We used the UpsetR package in R to
calculate the numbers of active, bivalent or suppressed promoters that were common or unique to
naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells (Fig 5.12 B, D, E). Within the set of active
promoters, ~ 90% of the promoters (1026) (Fig 5.12B) were shared by primary, memory and
secondary cells while the number of uniquely suppressed promoters (933) (Fig 5.12D) or
bivalent promoters (388) (Fig 5.12F) was highest in naïve cells. When the net gain or loss of
active, suppressed or bivalent promoters in primary, memory and secondary cells was plotted
(Fig 5.13), we observed that memory cells displayed the highest increase in active promoters and
this was associated with a decrease in suppressed and bivalent promoters. Together, these results
suggested that naïve CD4+ T cells are associated with a bivalent or repressive promoter signature
but as naïve cells transition to effector or memory state, a common subset of gene promoters
becomes active in primary, memory and secondary cells. In addition, in memory cells, gene
promoters are in a more permissive epigenetic state than primary or secondary CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 5.11: Global histone methylation at gene promoters and gene expression in naïve
and influenza specific primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.
Gene promoters were divided into active, bivalent and suppressed states based on enrichment
and overlap of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 signal. (A) The proportion of each active, suppressed
or bivalent promoter was calculated within each cell types. Promoters not identified by
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significant enrichment of either H4K4me3 or H3K27me3 mark were labelled as Unmarked. (B)
The expression of genes associated with each promoter state within each cell type was calculated
and significance of gene expression changes between active, bivalent or suppressed promoters
determined by Student’s t test. The number above the bar reports the p-value for the indicated
comparison.
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Figure 5.12: Enumeration of promoter state in CD4+ T cells following influenza infection.
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Number of promoters – Number of naïve promoters

Barplots show the gain or loss of active (A), suppressed (C) and bivalent (E) promoters in
primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells compared to naive. UpsetR plots display the
number of promoters (Y-axis) present in the indicated intersections (X-axis) of active (B),
suppressed (D) and bivalent (F) promoters in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells.

Bivalent
Active
Suppressed

Figure 5.13: Summary plot of net increase or decrease in bivalent, active or suppressed
promoters.
Y-axis shows the number of promoters that gain or lose the indicated promoter state in primary,
memory or secondary CD4+ T cells compared with naïve cells.
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5.2.7

Dynamic changes in repressed and bivalent promoter states are associated with

naïve to effector and memory transition in CD4+ T cells
Since we observed an increase in active promoters in primary, memory and secondary cells
compared to naïve, we determined the proportion of promoters that switched their state in naïve
cells from bivalent, repressed or unmarked to active. We tracked the percentage change of active,
repressed or bivalent promoters in naïve cells across primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells (Fig 5.14). 8746 active promoters in naïve cells were largely unchanged in primary,
memory and secondary cells but a small ~2% increase in the percentage of bivalent promoters
were observed in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells. Approximately 13% of bivalent
promoters in naïve cells switched to an active state in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells while
20% switched to suppressed in primary and secondary cells. Memory cells displayed a slightly
greater increase in active promoters than primary or secondary cells with a 21% gain relative to
naive. Approximately 30% of genes with suppressed promoters state in naïve cells switched to
an unmarked state while ~1% percent gained bivalent or active marks in primary, memory and
secondary cells. Together, these results demonstrate that at the global level, active gene
promoters in naïve cells are largely maintained across primary, memory and secondary cells
while repressed and bivalent states are subject to more dynamic changes in effector and memory
CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 5.14: Histone modification dynamics in naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells.
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Stacked bar-plots show the percentage change of 8746 active (A), 4000 suppressed (B) or 1672
bivalently (C) marked promoters in naïve cells across primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells.

In the next stage of analysis, we asked whether histone modification changes occurred at
promoters of genes important for CD4+ T cell function. Since, effector and memory cells
upregulate expression of inflammatory response genes following influenza infection, we
hypothesised that the set of promoters that switched from bivalent or suppressed in naïve to
active in primary, memory and secondary cells would contain genes with immune related
function. To test this hypothesis, we identified genes that displayed a suppressed-active-activeactive transition (Fig 5.15) or bivalent-active-active-active (Fig 5.16) in naïve, primary, memory
and secondary CD4+ T cells respectively. We observed a significant increase in gene expression
associated with promoters that went from suppressed to active (Fig 5.15A) and these genes were
enriched in GO terms related to CD4+ T cell function such as regulation of tumour necrosis
factor superfamily cytokine production and leukocyte apoptotic process (Fig 5.15B). Examples
of genes within these GO terms, include the Th1 specific cytokine IFNγ (Ifng), Th1 associated
inhibitory molecule Tim3 (Havcr2)(413) and cytotoxicity associated molecule NKG7 (Nkg7)
(414) (Fig 5.15 C-E). Gene promoters that switched from bivalent to active (Fig 5.16) were also
associated with a significant increase in gene expression (Fig 5.16A) in effector and memory
cells compared to naïve. We did not observe a significant enrichment for immune related GO
terms (Fig 5.16B) which suggested that genes with immune function are not highly represented
within the group of gene promoters that switch from bivalent to active state. However, the
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promoter region of Tbx21, the gene encoding T-bet, is known to be marked with both H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 in naïve cells which then lose H3K27me3 upon Th1 polarisation (291).
Although present but not significantly enriched within the GO term: response to interferon
alpha, we found that the Tbx21 gene promoter was indeed marked as bivalent in naïve cells and
active in primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells (Fig 5.16C). We also identified genes
encoding the chemokine receptor Ccr2 and inhibitory receptor Lag3 (Fig 5.16 D, E) that
followed a similar switch from bivalent to active as Tbx21. These observations indicate that
distinct histone modification patterns can identify genes encoding key Th1 associated molecules
that are marked by an increase in permissive histone modifications at their promoter regions in
effector and memory CD4+ T cells.
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Figure 5.15: Temporal changes in H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 at gene promoter regions
occur at key Th1 specific genes.
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(A) Expression levels of genes whose promoters transition from suppressed in naïve cells to
active in effector and memory cells. (B) Top 5 gene ontologies enriched in this data set. C-E
Genome browser tracks of the ChIP Seq signals for H3K4me3 (red) and H3K27me3 (brown)
within a 2kb of the TSS defined as the promoter region in naïve, primary, memory and secondary
CD4+ T cells.
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(A) Expression levels of genes associated with bivalent promoters in naïve cells and H3K4me3
marked promoters in effector and memory cells. (B) Top 5 gene ontologies enriched in
association with bivalent promoters in naïve and H3K4me3 promoters in effector and memory
cells. C-E Genome browser tracks of the ChIP Seq signals for H4K4me3 (red) and H3K27me3
(brown) within the 2kb promoter region in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells.

5.2.8

Distinct temporal gene expression profiles are marked by changes in histone

modifications at promoters
Having identified clusters that displayed temporal changes in gene expression (Fig 5.9), we then
determined if dynamic changes in histone modifications at promoters were associated with these
clusters. Therefore, we merged the five temporal expression profiles identified in Section 5.2.4
with H3K4me3 (active), H3K27me3 (suppressed) and bivalent (H3K4me3 and H3K27me3) in
naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells as shown in Figure 5.17B. In Cluster 1, we
observed a gain in active gene promoters that matched the increase in gene expression observed
in primary, memory and secondary cells compared to naive. Interestingly, although the genes
identified in this cluster displayed an average decrease in gene expression in memory cells
compared to effectors (Fig 5.17A), the promoter regions of memory cells remained active and
did not show increased in bivalent or suppressed promoters. Genes with this ‘primed’ epigenetic
state included Bhlhe40, Ccl3, Gzmb, Havcr2, Hk2 and Il10 (Appendix B, Fig 7.2). Fig 5.18 A-B
shows H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 enrichment at the promoters of the primed genes Ccl3 and
Gzmb.

Cluster 2 and 3 showed a similar albeit less striking gain in active promoters as Cluster 1 in
primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells. In Cluster 4 where gene expression decreased in
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primary, memory and effector cells compared to naïve, we observed a corresponding decrease in
active promoters in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells. Unlike Cluster 1, the small increase in
Cluster 4 gene expression in memory cells when compared to primary and secondary cells was
associated with the gain of active promoters. In Cluster 5, we did not observe changes in
promoter state that match the off-on-off-on pattern of gene expression. Previously, we showed
that Clusters 1, 2 and 3 are enriched in GO terms and genes that promoter effector and memory
function in CD4+ T cells while Cluster 4 contains genes that promote the development and
maintenance of naïve CD4+ T cells (Fig 5.9 and Fig 5.10). Therefore, our results suggest that in
CD4+T cells responding to influenza, the expression of genes required for effector function is
associated with the gain of H3K4me3 at promoters and a corresponding loss of bivalency or
H3K27me3 in effector and a subset of memory cells retain active promoters despite a decrease in
gene expression. On the other hand, genes that promote naïve CD4+ T development and
maintenance exhibit a loss of H3K4me3 in effector cells but regain a naïve-like promoter profile
in memory. Examples of genes that follow the histone modification dynamic of Cluster 4
includes well known genes associated with naïve T cell development and function including
Tcf7, Sell, Lef1 and Bach2 (415-419) (420) (Fig 5.18 C-D).
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5.2.9

Identification of super-enhancers in CD4+ T cells responding to influenza infection

Super-enhancers (SE) are a subset of enhancers that span a broader genomic range than active
enhancers and can be identified by significant enrichment of H3K27Ac peaks within a 12.5kb
region (304). SE-profiling in CD8+ T cells and in vitro polarised CD4+ T cells have revealed
that SE regions mark key cell identity genes such as Tcf7 and Ccr7 in naive CD8+ T cells (404),
Tbx21 in Th1 cells, and Gata3 in Th2 cells (297). However, the super-enhancer repertoire
utilised by CD4+ T cells following infection has not yet been profiled. We used the SE
identification method proposed by Whyte et al (304) (See Materials and Methods, Section 2.6.3)
which yielded a total of 1510 SEs in the four cell types i.e. 300, 401, 419 and 390 in naïve,
primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells respectively (Fig 5.19 A). To evaluate the
relationships between SE regions and transcriptional activity, we assigned SEs to the nearest
gene (304) within a distance of 20kb. We found that SE-associated genes in naïve, primary and
memory cells displayed a significant increase in gene expression compared to active enhancer
associated genes within the same cell type (Fig 5.19B). This observation suggests that the
establishment of super-enhancers in naïve, and IAV specific effector and memory CD4+ T cells
is associated with higher gene expression compared to active enhancers.
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Figure 5.19: Super-enhancer profiling in naïve, primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells.
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(A) Total number of super-enhancers in the indicated cell types. (B) Expression levels of target
genes (RPKM) associated with active enhancers (AE) or super enhancers (SE) in the indicated
cell types (x-axis). (C) Gain and loss of super enhancers in primary, memory and secondary
CD4+ T cells compared to naïve cells. (D) UpsetR plot showing the overlap of SE regions in the
indicated cell types. (E) Top 5 gene ontologies enriched in association with all SE target genes
identified in CD4+ T cells.
5.2.10 Super-enhancers delineate key cell identity genes in naïve and effector CD4+ T cells
responding to influenza infection
Since SEs mark key lineage specific genes in Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells in vitro (297), we sought
to determine if dynamic changes in SEs in influenza specific CD4+ T cells could identify genes
that specify CD4+ T cell identity at naïve, effector and memory stages. We measured the gain
and loss of SEs as naïve cells transition to effector and memory stages (Fig 5.19 C) and
calculated the overlap in SE regions across the four cell types (Fig 5.19D). As naïve CD4+ T
cells transitioned to effector or memory stages, we observed an increase in the number of SE
regions (Fig 5.19 C). While a core set of 253 SEs were preserved between naïve, effector and
memory cells, an increase of ~100 new SE regions in effector and memory cells occurred which
were absent in naïve cells (Fig 5.19D). Interestingly, all SE regions identified in memory cells
that were not present in primary or secondary cells were shared with naive cells. For subsequent
analysis, we divided the SE regions into 2 groups based on their overlap in Figure 5.19D. SEnaive
(46 SEs) were defined as SEs present in naïve CD4+ T cells but not in primary or secondary
CD4+ T cells. SEactivation (145 SEs) were defined as those SE regions shared by primary, memory
or secondary CD4+ T cells but not in naïve cells. When the expression levels of target genes of
SEnaive were assessed, we observed significantly higher levels in naïve cells than primary,
memory or secondary CD4+ T cells (Fig 5.20A). Within this subset were several genes encoding
molecules known to regulate naïve T cell homeostasis and survival including Tcf7, Ccr7, S1pr1
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and Bach2. We also observed that 27 SEnaive genes (Fig 5.20B) had higher expression (FC>1) in
memory cells compared to primary or secondary cells. Fig 5.20 C shows the SE region within
the Sell gene locus which encodes CD62L and is highly expressed in naïve cells. Within the
SEnaive set, there were 29 genes that shared their SE regions with memory cells (SEnaive/mem ) (Fig
5.21A) of which Tcf7, Ccr7 and S1pr1 exhibited a significant increase in gene expression in
memory cells compared to primary cells (Fig 5.21B). Interestingly, although identified as SEs
and associated with increased expression in memory cells, the H3K27Ac signal within these
regions was lower than in naïve CD4+ T cells (Figure 5.21 C,D). These results suggested that
memory cells upregulate a set of genes that were highly expressed in naïve cells and that the
expression of some of these genes may be regulated by super-enhancer elements in memory
cells.

In the activation specific SE set, we observed significantly higher gene expression in primary,
memory and secondary CD4+ T cells compared to naïve cells (Fig 5.22A). SEs belonging to the
SEactivation group were associated with genes such as Tbx21, Il10, Cxcr3, Havcr2, Il2ra and Pdcd1
(Fig 5.22B) which encode effector and regulatory molecules associated with Th1 inflammation.
Activation specific SEs could further be divided into 9 SEs shared by primary and secondary
CD4+ T cells or 128 SEs shared by primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T cells (Fig 5.19D
and Table 5.3). Taken together, these observations suggest that effector and memory CD4+ T
cells share a large set of super-enhancers, not present in naïve cells, that are associated with
inflammatory response genes with effector and regulatory functions.
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Figure 5.20: Naïve SE target genes are highly expressed relative to effector and memory
cells.
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(A) Expression of SEnaive target genes in naïve cells versus primary, memory or secondary CD4+
T cells. Bars with numbers denote statistical significance of indicated pairwise comparisons
calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Heatmap showing SEnaive genes with expression FC>1 in
memory cells compared to primary or secondary cells (C) UCSC genome browser screenshot
showing ChIP Seq signals for H3K27Ac within SE region of Sell gene encoding CD62L. Light
blue rectangle indicate the SE marked regions.
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(A) Expression of SEnaive/memory target genes in naïve ,primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells. Bars with numbers denote statistical significance of indicated pairwise comparisons
calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Heatmap showing expression of 29 genes that share SE regions
between memory and naïve cells. Asterisk denotes differentially expressed genes between
primary and memory CD4+ T cells. (C and D) UCSC genome browser screenshot showing ChIP
Seq signals for H3K27Ac within SEs in the four CD4+ T cell types. Light blue rectangles
indicate the SE marked regions.
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(A) Expression of SEactivation specific target genes in naïve ,primary, memory and secondary
CD4+ T cells. Bars with numbers denote statistical significance of indicated pairwise
comparisons calculated by Student’s t test. (B) Heatmap showing expression of key Th1
associated SE target genes in effector and memory cells. (C and D) UCSC genome browser
screenshot showing ChIP Seq signals for H3K27Ac within SEs in the four CD4+ T cell types.
Light blue rectangles indicate the SE marked regions.

Table 5.3: Select SE associated genes shared by primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells or shared by primary and secondary CD4+ T cells only.

SE overlap

Number

Primary, memory
and secondary

Lck, Tbx21, Cd44, CD274, Il10, Ctla4, Il2ra, Itga4,
128

Primary and
secondary

5.3

Select genes

Nfatc2, Bhlhe40, Zbtb1, Cxcr3, Il2rb, Tigit, Ccr5
Bcl2l1, Havcr2, Ehd1, Pdcd1, Plac8, Lag3, Ccr8,

9

Osgin1, Gm21987

Discussion

The goal of this study was to determine whether changes in histone modifications are linked to
the stage specific differentiation of CD4+ T cells responding to influenza. To answer this
question, we carried out transcriptional and histone modification profiling in naïve and influenza
specific effector and memory CD4+ T cells using RNA Seq and ChIP Seq. The genome wide
maps of histone modifications generated as part of this study are the first of their kind in antigen
specific CD4+ T cells since prior studies on epigenetic regulation of gene expression in T cells
during infection have been limited to antigen specific CD8+ T cells (296, 342, 421, 422). This
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analysis provides new insight into how histone modification dynamics at promoter and superenhancer regions can regulate gene expression as naïve CD4+ T cells differentiate into primary,
memory and secondary cells in response to IAV infection.

First, transcriptional profiling by RNA Seq was carried out on naïve, primary, memory and
secondary CD4+ T cells to identify temporal changes in gene expression. Multi-dimensional
scaling revealed that primary and secondary CD4+ T cells had similar global patterns of gene
expression compared to naïve or memory CD4+ T cells. The clustering of primary and secondary
CD4+ T cells is consistent with their effector roles in the primary and secondary immune
response to IAV infection (266, 397). Interestingly, memory cells have been reported to exhibit
over 95% similarity in gene expression with naïve cells by a series of studies conducted using
microarrays (423). In contrast, we found that memory cells comprised a distinct group in our
RNA-seq analysis. The differences between previously published studies and ours could be
explained by the superior ability of RNA Seq to detect low abundance transcripts compared to
microarrays (424). In addition, a study conducted by Russ et al where gene expression in naïve,
primary and memory OT-I CD8+ T cells was evaluated using RNA Seq also showed a similar
MDS based clustering as our study wherein memory cells cluster as a separate group from naïve
or primary cells (342). We then used differential gene expression analysis to identify genes that
were significantly enriched in memory cells versus naïve, primary or secondary. With this
approach, we identified 387 genes that were enriched for GO terms pertaining to the regulation
of the immune response and identified candidate genes such as Ccr9, Dgat2, Eomes and Klf4 that
may play important roles in memory CD4+ T cell differentiation. These results suggest that
memory CD4+ T cells upregulate a unique set of genes compared to naïve or effector CD4+ T
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cells following infection. Sorting memory CD4+ T cells from IAV infected mice at later time
points than Day 30 used in this study may aid in better characterisation of the gene signature that
uniquely define memory cells.

The CD4+T cell response to infection is divided into four distinct stages that occur in a temporal
manner i.e. naïve, primary, memory and secondary. At each stage, CD4+ T cells can be
identified by functional and phenotypic characteristics such as activation markers, adhesion
molecules and cytokine production. We asked whether gene expression changes were also
regulated in a temporal manner that was reflective of the stage specific differentiation of CD4+ T
cells. The use of the bioinformatics tool STEM (408) which is designed to identify statistically
significant temporal gene expression patterns in short time series experiments enabled us to
cluster differentially expressed genes into 5 expression clusters. Cluster 1 contained genes
related to known effector CD4+ T cells functions (Ifng, Cxcr3, Tbx21) but also genes encoding
molecules such as Galectin 3, PD1 and BCL2L1 and c-Maf whose function may be worth
investigating during the primary and secondary CD4+ T cell response to influenza. Cluster 6
contained genes with expression highest in naïve cells and included genes known to be important
for naïve T cell development (Tcf7, Lef1) (425, 426) and homing to secondary lymphoid organs
(Sell, Ccr7) (427). Interestingly, we also observed an increased expression of genes within this
cluster in memory cells which suggests that naïve and memory cells share a subset of genes. In
support of this notion, memory cells showed increased expression of Sell which encodes CD62L
and Ccr7 which encodes the chemokine receptor CCR7 and are used as phenotypic markers for
central memory T cells (250). We observed that Lef1 expression was also upregulated in memory
cells which is consistent with previous studies showing that LEF1 is a transcription factor in the
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WNT/β catenin pathway which is downregulated in effector cells but required for memory T cell
formation (418, 428, 429). Two candidate genes St6gal1 and Sox4 were also strikingly
upregulated in naïve and memory CD4+ T cells and merit further investigation during IAV
infection based on reports that demonstrate the ability of ST6GAL1 to promote stemness (430)
and Sox4 to inhibit effector CD4+ T cell differentiation (431). In summary, the identification of
temporal gene expression clusters provides a resource to identify genes for future validation
experiments which are associated with an ‘effector state’ versus a ‘resting state’ in CD4+ T cells
during or after IAV infection.

In order to understand the relationship between histone modifications and gene expression, we
generated genome wide maps of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 in naïve, primary, memory and
secondary CD4+ T cells. These genome wide maps allowed us to classify gene promoters as
active, suppressed or bivalent based on statistically significant enrichment of H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3. Our initial exploratory analysis showed a correlation between active promoters and
gene expression while bivalent or suppressed gene promoters were associated with decreased
gene expression which is consistent with previous studies in T cells (282, 331). When the net
change in active, suppressed or bivalent promoters was assessed, we observed that memory cells
had the highest increase in active promoters which was consistent with the transcriptionally
active state of memory cells identified by differential gene expression analysis in this study. It is
possible that memory CD4+ T cells at this time-point consist of a heterogenous population of
cells in a stage of effector-memory transition and therefore exhibit transcriptional programs
associated with both effector and memory CD4+ T cells. Future studies where single cell RNA
Seq is performed on CD4+ T cells isolated from the lungs of IAV infected mice at a Day 30 time
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point would help to determine the transcriptional signatures of these heterogenous memory cell
populations.

Since Th1 lineage specific genes such as Tbx21 and Ifng are known to acquire permissive
H3K4me3 and lose repressive H3K27me3 modifications as naïve CD4+ T cells differentiate into
Th1 cells in vitro (341), we sought to identify if these gene promoters became more accessible in
CD4+ T cells following IAV infection. We found that Tbx21 and Ifng promoters in primary,
memory and secondary CD4+ T cells had increased H3K4me3 and decreased H3K27me3 which
indicates that effector and memory CD4+ T cells responding to IAV infection have a permissive
epigenetic signature at the promoters of lineage defining Th1 genes. We also identified the genes
Havcr2 and Lag3 encoding the inhibitory molecules Tim-3 and Lag-3 which underwent a similar
change from bivalent or suppressed to active. Interestingly, Tim-3 and Lag-3 are known to be
expressed by IL-10+ Tr1 cells with immunosuppressive functions (170, 432) which indicates that
genes encoding anti-inflammatory molecules may be epigenetically regulated in CD4+ T cells
during IAV infection.

In the next stage of our analysis, we aimed to determine if temporal gene expression patterns
were accompanied by dynamic changes in histone modifications at gene promoters. To do this,
we integrated temporal gene expression clusters with genome wide maps of active, suppressed
and bivalent gene promoters. When the gene expression between naïve and primary or secondary
CD4+ T cells was compared, we observed a correlation between active/H3K4me3 marked
promoters and the increased gene expression in Clusters 1-4. In contrast, within Cluster 1,
memory cells appeared to retain H3K4me3 at promoters despite a downregulation in gene
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expression compared to primary and secondary CD4+ T cells. The presence of a permissive
histone signature at the promoter loci, but decreased expression, of these genes suggests that this
subset of genes may exist in a ‘primed’ epigenetic state in memory CD4+ T cells. Our
observations are supported by studies in memory CD8+ T cells (421) and human memory CD4+
T cells isolated from PBMCs (293) wherein a set of primed genes have also been identified
based on increased chromatin accessibility (421) or increased levels of H3K4me3 (293) and
decreased gene expression. Notable examples of primed genes identified in these studies and
ours are Gzma and Havcr2. In Cluster 4, we observed an increase in permissive histone
modifications at gene promoters such as Ccr7, Sell, Lef1, St6gal1 and Cd55 in memory cells
compared to primary and secondary cells. Since these genes were highly expressed in naïve cells
but low in primary and secondary CD4+ T cells, our results suggest that memory cells share a
subset of genes in common with naïve CD4+ T cells and that the re-expression of these genes is
associated with epigenetic changes. The notion that epigenetic changes regulate re-expression of
genes associated with naïve cell identity are supported by a previous study which showed that
memory CD8+ T cells exhibit increased expression of Sell and Ccr7 and decreased DNA
methylation at gene promoters compared to effector CD8+ T cells (238).

Super-enhancers are distal regulatory regions which control the expression of highly active genes
that specify cell identify or function (304, 433, 434). A previous study showed that superenhancers were associated with highly expressed lineage defining cytokines and transcription
factors in in vitro polarised Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells (297) but the super-enhancer landscape in
antigen-specific CD4+ T cells generated in vivo has not been profiled. We identified superenhancers in naïve, primary, memory and secondary cells based on the high level enrichment of
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H3K27Ac (304). When active enhancers and SE enhancers were compared in each cell type, we
found that SE target genes were expressed at higher levels than the target genes of active
enhancers (297). This feature of SE regions is consistent with previous studies in CD8+ T cells
and in vitro polarised Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells (297, 404). Naïve cells contained a subset of
naïve specific SE regions (SEnaive) compared to primary or secondary cells, and SE associated
target genes in naïve cells included Ccr7, Sell and Tcf7 which have established roles in naïve T
cell development and homing (425-427). Among SE regions shared by primary, memory and
secondary CD4+ T cells (SEactivation) we identified genes that encoded molecules associated with
Th1 effector differentiation and function such as CD44, IL-10, T-bet and CXCR3 (111, 402,
435). Interestingly, the SE repertoire in memory cells was shared between naïve cells or effector
cells and memory specific SEs were not detected, which suggests that cell identity in Day 30
memory CD4+ T cells may be specified by SE target genes of both naïve and effector CD4+ T
cells. The lineage specific factors STAT4, STAT6 and STAT3 exhibit preferential enrichment at
SE regions in Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells respectively (297). Applying transcription factor motif
analysis to SEnaive or SEactivation regions will, in the future, identify candidate transcriptional
regulators of naïve and effector cell identity in CD4+ T cells.

An enigmatic observation in our study is the identification of H3K4me3-marked promoters and
H3K27Ac-marked SE regions in memory cells that are shared with naïve cells, but display lower
H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac enrichment when compared to naïve cells. Examples of genes that
exhibit this pattern are Tcf7, Sell and Ccr7 which are known to be selectively expressed by naïve
T cells and TCM. Since the memory T cells in our study are likely a heterogenous population of
TCM, TEM and TRM, given that the influenza specific CD4+ cells in this experiment were pooled
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from the lung and lymph node on Day 30 post infection, it is possible that TCM cells within our
memory population may only represent a small percentage of all memory phenotypes present,
thus explaining the lower enrichment of H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac in the memory samples.

In summary, the transcriptional and epigenomic profiling carried out in this study elucidated that
dynamic changes in histone modifications occur at promoters and super-enhancer regions of
genes that specify differentiation state and function in naïve and influenza specific effector and
memory CD4+ T cells. The datasets generated through this study provide an epigenomic
resource for future work that aims to identify the transcriptional regulators controlling CD4+ T
cell differentiation during infection.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
6.1

Interpretation and significance

A balanced immune response is critical to surviving infection. CD4+ T cells are an essential
component of the immune response to IAV infection but can also contribute to
immunopathology when dysregulated. Few studies have explored the regulatory mechanisms
that limit the immunopathogenic potential of CD4+ T cells during infection. In this thesis, I
provide new insights into the cellular signals and epigenetic changes that regulate the CD4+ T
cell response to primary and secondary IAV infection.

6.1.1

IL-27 as a regulator of the CD4+ T cell response to IAV

IL-27 is essential to limit inflammation and pathology during acute Th1 infection, however
previous studies have focused on this regulatory aspect of IL-27 during a primary response. I
used a heterologous challenge model of IAV infection to study the role of IL-27 signalling in
regulating expression of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 from CD4+ T cells during
primary and recall infection. I demonstrated that IL-27 signalling is required for the
establishment of a permissive epigenetic signature at the Ill0 locus in memory CD4+ T cells
which allows these cells to re-express IL-10 in a recall response despite a decrease in IL-27
responsiveness. (Fig 6.1A). My findings highlight a new aspect of IL-27 signalling as an
environmental trigger that promotes epigenetic changes within memory CD4+ T cells. The
presence of a ‘primed’ epigenetic state defined by activating histone modifications and increased
chromatin accessibility at promoters of effector genes in memory T cells has been proposed as an
explanation for the rapid recall response exhibited by T cells following repeat exposure to a
pathogen (293, 421) . This primed state has been identified at pro-inflammatory genes such as
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Ifng, Il4 and Gzma in memory CD8+ T cells and PBMC derived human memory CD4+ T cells
(293, 421). To the best of our knowledge, my report is the first to identify a primed epigenetic
signature at the Il10 gene promoter and enhancer elements in influenza specific memory CD4+ T
cells. The IL-27/IL-10 axis is important because it can influence the outcome of infection. As
such, the expression of IL-10 from re-activated memory CD4+ T cells could aid in regulating the
pathogenic potential of the CD8+ T cell response. This immunoregulatory function performed by
memory CD4+ T cells may be important because memory CD8+ T cells are known to express
less IL-10 in a recall response (218). Therefore, in the context of viral clearance, memory CD8+
T cells secreting less IL-10 would be more efficient at killing IAV infected cells while memory
CD4+ T cells that retain the ability to express IL-10 could act to restrict the pathogenicity of
highly inflammatory CD8+ T cells and dampen lung immunopathology. IL-10 from CD4+ T
cells is also known to promote memory CD8 T cell formation (436) suggesting that CD4+ T cell
IL-10 may be important for the generation of memory CD8+ T cells following secondary
infection (437). I also showed that the absence of IL-27 signalling in a memory response results
in an increase infiltration of granulocytes cells into the lung. The IL-27/IL-10 axis regulates the
infiltration of granulocytes such as neutrophils by inhibiting IL-17 expression which acts a
neutrophil attractant (192, 364, 365). IL-27 also suppresses inappropriate Th2 responses that are
associated with increased eosinophil recruitment and lung pathology during murine Sendai virus
infection but the role of CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 in this setting is unclear (438). Future studies
should therefore aim to assess the functional requirement of IL-10 from CD4+ T cells in
promoting a balanced Th1 response and limiting lung immunopathology during recall influenza
infection (see Section 6.2.2).
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The possibility that IL-27 can shape the memory CD4+ T cell response to influenza by
promoting IL-10 expression is supported by a study in a malaria model which showed that IL-27
signalling regulates the accumulation of effector CD4+ T cells and IFNγ production in the early
stages of a secondary response to re-infection (439). The absence of IL-27 signalling during the
secondary response in this model resulted in increased expression of Th1 and Th17 cytokines
which was associated with enhanced parasite clearance but at the cost of higher morbidity.
Although the mechanism of IL-27 mediated suppression was not investigated, the disease
phenotype observed is consistent with the function of IL-27 in limiting inflammation and tissue
immunopathology by promoting effector CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 production (189, 316, 440).
In the setting of vaccination where pathogen control is not a concern but instead where vaccine
induced inflammatory T cell responses could carry the risk of causing immunopathology, IL-27
may be an attractive candidate to temper the T cell response by priming memory CD4+ T cells to
express IL-10. This could be accomplished by including adjuvants such as TLR agonists that
elicit IL-27 production from antigen presenting cells or with self adjuvanted viral vectors.
However, considering IL-27 is a pleiotropic cytokine that can promote or limit T cell responses
in a context dependent manner (190-192, 441, 442), an assessment of the action of IL-27 on
vaccine induced cellular responses to IAV is essential. An emerging body of literature supports
this context dependent role of IL-27 during vaccination. For example, a study by Pennock et al
showed that administration of a subunit vaccine which included a TLR agonist and αCD40 to
mice elicited high affinity memory CD8+ and CD4+ T cells that were dependent on IL-27
signalling and could protect against infectious challenge with recombinant Listeria
monocytogenes (443). On the other hand, immunization with the viral vector Adenovirus
serotype 5 expressing OVA elicited a population of IL-10 expressing CD4+ T cells that suppress
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inflammatory CD8+ T cell responses in an IL-27 dependent manner and IL-10 blockade
improved the pro-inflammatory functions of CD8+ T cells which provided protection against
infectious challenge (444). Together these studies indicate that evaluating the pathogenic
potential of the T cell response and the effect of IL-27 signalling on the positive or negative
regulation of the CD4+ and CD8+ T cell response should be a consideration in the development
of different classes of universal vaccines (445) against influenza.

I investigated another aspect of IL-27 mediated immune regulation by examining the impact of
this cytokine on Treg adaptation to the Th1 response elicited by primary IAV infection.IL-27
was previously shown to promote a functionally specialised T-bet+ CXCR3+ phenotype in Tregs
which was essential to limit pathogenic Th1 inflammation in the gut mucosa during infection
with T. gondii (202). However, the effect of IL-27 on Treg differentiation at other mucosal
surfaces such as the lung was not clear. I demonstrated a novel role for IL-27 in promoting Treg
differentiation in the airways by inducing T-bet and CXCR3 expression in Tregs present in the
airways of IAV infected mice (Fig 6.1B). I also showed that IL-27 enhances the ability of Tregs
to secrete IL-10 in the airways and lung during respiratory infection (Fig 6.1B). This finding is
new because IL-27 is known to promote IL-10 from effector CD4+ T cells during IAV (192) but
its effect on Tregs in the lung was unknown. While I have shown that Tregs exhibit a
functionally specialised phenotype in response to influenza, future studies (see Section 6.2.2)
should aim to assess the functional impact of IL-27 primed Tregs within the respiratory tract
during infection. The expression of CXCR3 by Tregs suggests that these cells can home to
cellular source of CXCR3 ligands which are alveolar epithelial cells (129) and suppress
CXCR3+ effector T cells with immunopathogenic potential (131, 132). IAV antigen specific
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Tregs accumulate in the lung in highest numbers by Day 7 just prior to the peak of T cell
response (110) which also coincides with the peak of IL-27 expression (208) and I have shown
that IL-27 exposed Tregs are functionally specialised by Day 10 post infection. Together, these
findings suggest that Tregs may accumulate in the lung just before effector T cells undergo
maximal expansion in order to undergo functional specialiation in response to IL-27 signalling.
The upregulation of CXCR3 on these Th1 adapted Tregs would allow them to be spatially
positioned within the airways when the potential for effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cell mediated
damage is highest.

Functionally specialised Tregs are known to be more effective at suppressing Th1 responses and
the role of CXCR3 and IL-10 in Th1 adapted Tregs has been highlighted in this study and others
(202, 372, 446). Transcriptional profiling of T-bet+ Tregs and IL-27 primed Tregs has revealed
that these cells exhibit a distinct gene expression profile compared to T-bet- Tregs or Tregs
cultured in neutral conditions (202, 373). T-bet drives a transcriptional program in Tregs that
includes genes such as Ccr5, Gzmb and Ebi3 in addition to Cxcr3. Interestingly, despite
upregulating T-bet, Tregs express very little IFNγ (447) unless present in a very highly
inflammatory setting (167). These studies suggest that T-bet+ Tregs in self resolving influenza
infections may be beneficial but could carry the risk of contributing to inflammation in the lung
in case of a highly pathogenic IAV infection. At the moment, we do not fully understand how Tbet and Foxp3 coordinate to promote the suppressive actions of Tregs while limiting their
conversion to a Th1 effector phenotype. To dissect the regulation of transcriptional program in
Th1 adapted Tregs, future studies could compare the gene modules regulated by T-bet and Foxp3
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in wild type and IL-27Ra-/- mice during low pathogenic and highly pathogenic IAV infection
using transcription factor ChIP Seq.

In summary, examining the effect of IL-27 on effector CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 in a recall
setting and the functional specialisation of Tregs reveals new roles for these regulatory CD4+ T
cell subsets in modulating the immune response to influenza. Further exploration of the
functional importance of these mechanisms may pave the way for new avenues of therapeutic
treatment to regulate damage inducing lung inflammation in response to vaccination or acute
respiratory virus infection.

Figure 6.1: Model showing the effect of IL-27 signalling on (A) effector CD4+ T cells and
(B) Tregs following IAV infection
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6.1.2

Epigenetic control of CD4+ T cell differentiation

The CD4+ T cell response to influenza has been extensively profiled in terms of phenotype and
function. However, our understanding of the transcriptional and epigenetic mechanisms that
regulate CD4+ T cell response to IAV infection is limited. I studied dynamic changes in histone
modifications at promoters and super-enhancers regions in naïve, primary, memory and
secondary CD4+ T cells in order to understand how epigenetic changes regulate gene expression
in CD4+ T cells. Previously, global histone modification changes in CD4+ T cells were profiled
in Thelper cells polarised in vitro (297, 341) or human memory CD4+ T cells isolated from
PBMCs (293, 448) so my study provided new insight into how epigenetic changes can regulate
gene expression in CD4+ T cell responding to infection in vivo. We generated genome wide
maps of H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K4me1 and H3K27Ac that were used to identify epigenetic
changes at gene promoters and to map the super-enhancer repertoires in IAV specific CD4+ T
cells. The creation of these genome wide histone modification maps from IAV antigen specific
CD4+ T cells represent a significant achievement because epigenomic studies on pathogen
specific CD4+ T cells are lacking. Our approach of pooling IAV specific CD4+ T cells from
large groups of mice allowed us to study the endogenous CD4+ T cell response without the
artificial environment created by TCR Tg systems (269). One of my main findings was the
presence of a permissive histone modification signature at promoters of effector genes such as
Ifng, Tbx21 and Cxcr3 in influenza specific effector CD4+ T cells compared to naïve CD4+ T
cells. We also identified changes at the gene promoters of anti-inflammatory genes encoding the
inhibitory molecules Lag3, Tim3 and IL-10. The presence of striking changes permissive
epigenetic marks associated with increased gene expression of both pro-and anti-inflammatory
molecules support the idea that effector CD4+ T cells have dual role in promoting and
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dampening inflammation (97, 146). Interestingly, IL-27 is known to promote CD4 T cell
expression of IL-10, Lag3 and Tim3 during infection (192, 449) and we have shown that IL-27
can promote epigenetic remodelling at the Il10 gene. Therefore, it is possible that IL-27
signalling promotes an anti-inflammatory program during infection by inducing epigenetic
remodelling at gene promoters of effector CD4+ T cells. My second set of findings provided
insight into memory CD4+ T cell formation following influenza infection. I was able to link the
on-off-on gene expression pattern of Tcf7, Sell and Ccr7 in naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T
cells also reported in previous transcriptional profiling studies (450, 451) to epigenetic changes
at gene promoters and the establishment of super-enhancers. I also observed that memory CD4+
T cells shared a subset of SE regions with naïve cells suggesting that memory T cell fate may be
specified by genes specifying naïve T cell identity. This notion is supported by a very recent
report (450) that identified Thpok, a transcription factor required for early CD4 lineage
commitment (452, 453), as a critical regulator of CD4 memory formation following LCMV
infection. I also identified a subset of genes that were highly expressed in primary CD4+ T cells
but retained a permissive histone signature at their promoter loci in memory CD4+ T cells which
suggested that epigenetic priming (293, 421) may be a mechanism for the rapid and enhanced
memory CD4+ T cell responses reported during IAV infection (266, 268). Lastly, I found that
primary, memory and secondary effector CD4+ T cells contained a unique set of SE regions not
present in naïve CD4+ T cells which indicates that SE regions established at the effector stage
can be maintained into memory. Overall, I propose a model (Fig 6.2) wherein the distinct
temporal gene expression profiles of naïve and effector CD4+ T cells are regulated by naïve and
effector cell type specific epigenetic changes at gene promoters and through the establishment of
super-enhancers. In contrast, memory CD4+ T cells exhbit an epigenetically active state that is
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associated with primed effector gene loci but also with a permissive epigenetic signature at
promoters and super-enhancers of genes that specify naïve cell identity.

Figure 6.2: Model showing histone modification dynamics during and after the CD4+ T cell
response to IAV infection

6.2
6.2.1

Limitations and future directions
Elucidating the function of CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 in a recall response to IAV

I showed that an IL-27 induced a permissive epigenetic signature in memory CD4+ T cells that
was required for the expression of IL-10 in a recall response. Since memory CD4+ T cells are
less responsive to IL-27, this raises the question of which signal drives IL-10 expression in a
recall response. We have identified CREB as a candidate TF that promotes IL-10 in a recall
response and additional experiments can be carried out to assess the ability of CREB to
transcribe Il10 mRNA from memory CD4+ T cells. An in vitro T cell culture system could be
used in which IL-27 primed resting effector cells are re-stimulated in the presence or absence of
a CREB inhibitor (454) and the effect on Il10 transcription or protein expression evaluated by
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qPCR or flow cytometry. We do not expect IL-6 to play a role in eliciting IL-10 from memory
CD4+ T cells because these gp130 low cells are less responsive to both IL-27 and IL-6.

The impact of IL-27 signalling on pathology was assessed in a recall response to influenza and
more pathology was observed in IL-27Ra-/- mice which was associated with a granulocytic
infiltrate. Since IL-27 can suppress inflammation through IL-10 dependent and independent
pathways (189, 192, 455, 456) future experiments should aim to isolate the effect of memory
CD4+ T cell derived IL-10 in a recall setting. This could be tested directly using tamoxifen
inducible, CD4 T cell specific IL-10 knockout mice (Il10fl/fl CD4-ERT2-Cre+) (457). The
temporal flexibility afforded by these transgenic mice would allow the deletion of CD4+ T cell
specific IL-10 only during the recall response following which the effects on viral titre,
inflammation and immunopathology can be assessed.

6.2.2

The effect of Th1 adapted Tregs on disease outcome during influenza

While we have shown that IL-27 signaling promotes the functional specialisation of Tregs during
primary influenza, we do not know whether IL-27 primed T-bet+ Tregs are more effective at
suppressing inflammation and pathology in the lung compared to Tregs activated under neutral
conditions or in the presence of IFNγ. To address this, future experiments could be conducted in
which Tregs isolated from Foxp3GFP mice are activated in vitro in the presence of IL-27, IFNγ or
blocking antibodies to both cytokines followed by transfer into IL-27Ra-/- mice. The effects on
inflammatory cytokine production, survival and pathology can then be assessed.
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6.2.3

Epigenetic regulation of the CD4+ T cell response to IAV infection

One significant challenge encountered while generating the RNA Seq and ChIP Seq datasets in
this study were the very low numbers of antigen specific CD4+ T cells that could be isolated
with MHC Class II tetramers from the lungs of IAV infected mice. Due to these technical
limitations, we pooled antigen specific CD4+ T cells from the lungs and lymph nodes of mice
and conducted this analysis on single replicates of primary, memory and secondary CD4+ T
cells. It is therefore necessary to validate candidate targets identified in effector or memory
CD4+ T cells is an essential next step. CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing could be used to ablate
constituent enhancers within SEs of primary CD4+ T cells (458, 459) to determine if these
regions have a functional impact on gene expression. The accessibility of gene promoters could
be validated by the CRISPR-dCas9 activation system (460) which would increase expression of
genes whose promoters have permissive histone modification. Validating candidate genes with
roles in CD4 memory formation will prove to be a challenge in endogenous memory CD4+ T
cells but an HA TCR Tg system (268) could be used to generate sufficiently large numbers of
memory CD4+ T cells in vivo for validation assays.

In the future we plan to investigate dynamic changes in enhancer landscape during the CD4+ T
cell response to influenza by mapping poised and active with the H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac
datasets generated in this study. Since enhancers recruit transcription factors, we will use TF
motif prediction tools to identify enriched TF binding sites within the cell type specific active
enhancers (296) of naïve, effector and memory CD4+ T cells. Ultimately, we hope to construct a
transcription factor regulatory network that will reveal novel TFs regulating the generation of
effector and memory CD4+ T cells.
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6.3

Concluding remarks

This thesis is the collation of research carried out to determine how the CD4+ T cell response is
regulated to provide a better understanding of how protective and pathogenic immunity is
balanced following IAV infection. The endogenous CD4+ T cell response during a primary,
memory stage and recall IAV infection was investigated using a combination of immunological
tools such as gene reporter mice, MHC Class II tetramers and flow cytometry in combination
with high throughput ChIP and RNA sequencing technology. This approach allowed the CD4+ T
cell response to be studied in the setting of a natural IAV infection and to elucidate the
mechanisms that regulate CD4+ T cell function at the cellular and epigenetic level. My work
showed that regulation in CD4+ T cells is multi-layered and identified regulatory mechanisms at
the cell surface level through IL-27 receptor signalling and at the epigenetic level through
changes is histone modifications occurring at gene promoters and through super-enhancers. This
thesis provides new understanding of the regulation of CD4+ T cell responses to IAV which may
be exploited for the design of novel therapeutics such as universal vaccines that generate a
protective and balanced immunity to seasonal and pandemic IAV.
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Appendices
Appendix A Purification and sorting of in vitro cultured CD44hi CD4+ T cells and naïve
CD44lo CD4+ T cells for H3K4me3 and H3K37me3 ChIP Seq
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Gating strategy for the purification of in vitro activated CD44hi CD4+ T cells and naïve
CD44lo CD4+ T cells for histone modification ChIP Seq
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(A-B) CD4+ T cells were purified from the spleens of VertX or VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice and
activated by aCD3/CD28 stimulation in the presence of IL-27 for 4 days followed by cell sorting
of live activated CD44hi CD4+ T cells and further rested in IL-2 for 4 days. (C-D) Bulk purified
CD4+ T cells from the spleens of VertX or VertX IL-27Ra-/- mice were sorted to isolate live
naïve CD44lo CD4+ T cells.
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Appendix B Expression of genes identified by a ‘primed’ epigenetic signature at the gene
promoter
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Memory CD4+ T cells contain a subset of primed effector genes
Bar plots showing expression (RPKM) of representative genes within the H3K4me3 marked
‘primed’ gene set (93 genes) identified within Cluster 1. A fold change cut off of 2 (FC>2) was
applied to those genes with higher expression in primary or secondary cells compared to memory
cells.
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